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In the Matter of the Appeal of

NO. HEA-2018-03
NO. LAND-2013-01720

Barry Schnell,
RESPONSE BY APPELLANT BARRY
SCHNELL TO WILMOOR
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION’S
MOTION FOR SUMMARY
DISMISSAL

Of an Administrative Decision
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I.

INTRODUCTION

This appeal challenges a decision made by the City of Redmond Technical Committee on
September 20, 2017, approving a one-year extension of the site plan entitlement for a proposed 24-

18

unit housing development known as Rose Hill Cottages. We refer to that decision as the “September

19

20 Decision.”1

20
21
22

As noted in Wilmoor Development Corporation’s motion for summary dismissal, this is the
second appeal arising directly or indirectly from the September 20 Decision. The first, arising
indirectly from that decision, was filed by Wilmoor and was decided by the Examiner on March

23
24
25
26

1

In our notice of appeal, we sometimes refer to this decision as having been made on September 21,
2017. As noted below, there are many issues surrounding whether that decision was oral or written, and if
written, what and when was the writing. For simplicity, we refer to it as the September 20 Decision, the earliest
date it could have been made orally by the Technical Committee.
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20, 2018. We refer to that appeal as the “Wilmoor Appeal,” and to the Examiner’s findings,

2

conclusions, and decision as the “Wilmoor Appeal Decision.” A copy of the Wilmoor Appeal

3
4

Decision is submitted as Exhibit A to the accompanying Declaration of Bryan Telegin (“Telegin
Dec.”).

5
6

The September 20 Decision was not directly at issue in the Wilmoor Appeal. Instead, the

7

Wilmoor Appeal challenged a later decision by the Technical Committee dated December 8, 2017

8

(the “December 8 Decision”) purporting to deny the same site plan extension that the September

9

20 Decision granted. The Examiner held in the Wilmoor Appeal that the December 8 Decision was

10
11

invalid because the Technical Committee could not unilaterally change its prior decision. The
Wilmoor Appeal was about whether the Technical Committee could unilaterally reverse the

12
13
14

September 20 Decision.
Unlike the Wilmoor Appeal, this appeal relates directly to the September 20 Decision. Our

15

claim is that the September 20 Decision was made in error and should be reversed, not by the

16

Technical Committee, but by the Examiner acting in his appellate capacity. This appeal is about

17

whether the September 20 Decision was valid, and whether it should be reversed on direct appeal.

18

These procedural differences are relevant to Wilmoor’s first argument in its motion for

19
20
21

summary dismissal — that this appeal is really just a “collateral challenge” to the Wilmoor Appeal
Decision. We discuss that argument below.

22

But the only real issue in Wilmoor’s motion is whether this appeal is timely. And that is

23

governed by Section 21.76.060.I.2.c of the Redmond Zoning Code (“RZC”) — a provision that

24

was hardly mentioned in the Wilmoor Appeal. RZC 21.76.060.I.2.c provides that an appeal is

25
26

timely if filed “on the fourteenth day following the date the decision of the Technical Committee .
. . is issued” (emphasis added). Our argument is that the September 20 Decision was never formally
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“issued” within the meaning of RZC 21.76.060.I.2.c and so the appeal period has not run. This

2

appeal is still timely and Wilmoor’s motion for summary dismissal should be denied.2

3
4

II.
A.

OVERVIEW OF THE FACTS

The September 20 Decision and the December 8 Decision.

5
6

The facts underlying this appeal are discussed extensively in the Wilmoor Appeal Decision.

7

Below, we summarize the key facts as they relate to our challenge to the September 20 Decision

8

and the issues in Wilmoor’s motion.

9
10
11

Wilmoor was first granted a site plan entitlement for the Rose Hill Cottages on December
8, 2015. A copy of the original site plan entitlement was submitted as Exhibit A-2 in the Wilmoor
Appeal. See Telegin Dec., Ex. C. It was set to expire two years later on December 8, 2017. Id. See

12
13
14

also RZC 21.76.090.C.1.
Approximately one year after Wilmoor obtained the 2015 site plan entitlement, it entered

15

into a purchase and sale agreement with another developer, Toll WA LP, who had different plans

16

and later sought its own site plan entitlement for a different project on the same parcel. See Telegin

17

Dec., Ex. A (Wilmoor Appeal Decision at 4). But Wilmoor wanted to keep its own development

18

rights alive in case the Toll deal fell through. So, on September 18, 2017, Wilmoor submitted an

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

2

On our theory, our appeal is timely because the appeal period for the September 20 Decision never
even began. But it is true, as Wilmoor notes in its motion, that we stated in our notice of appeal that the appeal
period started with the Examiner’s issuance of the Wilmoor Appeal Decision. And that might be true. As
discussed below, the Examiner did say in that decision that the September 20 decision had been “issued,” despite
that no one argued that issue in detail. It is not inconceivable that a legal mind might wonder if on some set of
arguments that decision, which announced for the first time that the September 20 Decision had been issued,
could itself be construed as the issuing document. So, we appealed 14 days after that decision just to be safe,
and noted that date on our notice of appeal as the earliest date to use for the running of the appeal period. But
that hypothetical is not our ultimate view. To the extent Wilmoor is surprised, the City of Redmond embraces
a notice pleading standard for administrative appeals. See Telegin Dec., Ex. A (Wilmoor Appeal Decision at 16
n. 8). At this early stage of the appeal, no party can claim prejudice by the arguments in this response.
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application to extend its entitlement beyond the original two-year expiration date. See Telegin Dec.,

2

Ex. E. The criteria for granting such extensions are at RZC 21.76.090.C.2.

3
4

On September 20, 2017, the city’s Technical Committee met to consider Wilmoor’s
extension request and voted to conditionally approve it; this was the September 20 Decision. The

5
6

minutes of that meeting cited “change of ownership,” one of the criteria at RZC 21.76.090.C.2. See

7

Telegin Dec., Ex. F. But in fact, no change of ownership had occurred. Wilmoor and Toll had an

8

executory contract but ownership of the property had not changed. The next day on September 21,

9

2017, an employee of the city’s planning department sent an email to Wilmoor with a “draft”

10
11

approval letter, and stating a final approval letter, signed by the members of the Technical
Committee, would soon be mailed out after their review. See id., Ex. D.

12
13
14

No notice was provided of the September 20 Decision, but Mr. Schnell and one of his
neighbors, Laura Chan, soon learned about it because they were concerned about the project and

15

were following it. Mr. Schnell lives immediately adjacent to the development parcel and has a big

16

stake in how it will impact his life and home. See Declaration of Barry Schnell, ¶ 2 (May 8, 2018)

17

(“Schnell Dec.”).

18

Mr. Schnell and Ms. Chan immediately contacted the city to learn the basis for the

19
20
21

September 20 Decision, to express their desire to appeal that decision because it violated the code,
and to inquire about the appeal deadline. See Telegin Dec., Exs. G & H. In response, the city

22

informed them that they would have plenty of time to appeal the September 20 Decision, but would

23

have to wait for the decision to be formally “issued.” That would not occur until the city sent a

24

final, signed approval letter to Wilmoor. This can be seen in Exhibit A-7 of the Wilmoor Appeal,

25
26

where the city’s Development Review Division Manager — at the direction of the city’s Director
of Planning and Community Development and Mayor Marchione — informed Ms. Chan that “[t]he
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1

action that can be appealed is the Technical Committee decision that is contained in the approval

2

letter. Once it is issued, you must file an appeal within the prescribed time period described in the

3
4

letter.” Telegin Dec., Ex. G (emphasis added).
Similar statements were made to Mr. Schnell, specifically that the appeal period would not

5
6

begin until a signed letter was sent out — i.e., not until it was issued. See Telegin Dec., Ex. H

7

(informing Mr. Schnell that the appeal period would be “outlined in the letter”); Schnell Dec., Ex.

8

A (“the appeal period begins from the date that the letter is signed, not from the date of decision by

9

the Technical Committee”); id., Ex. B (“Once the letter is signed, the appeal period will begin.”);

10
11

id., Ex. C (“the appeal period does not begin until the letter has been signed”).
But a final, signed approval letter was never issued, so Mr. Schnell and Ms. Chan did not

12
13
14
15

file an appeal. They believed what their city told them; they would have to wait until a final decision
was formally issued. And they were right. The Committee rules make clear that only a signed
decision is final.

16

Ultimately, however, an appeal was not necessary. Mr. Schnell and Ms. Chan were

17

successful in demonstrating to the city that it had misclassified Wilmoor’s extension request as

18

Type I decision, not a Type II decision, which resulted in there being no public notice or comment

19
20
21

period for the Technical Committee’s decision, as required by the Redmond Zoning Code. Later,
following another meeting of the Technical Committee and the requisite 21-day comment period,

22

the Technical Committee signed and issued a formal letter denying Wilmoor’s extension request.

23

This was the December 8 Decision. See Telegin Dec., Ex. I. Reflecting reality, the December 8

24

Decision recognized that ownership of the development parcel had not transferred to Toll and

25
26

Wilmoor did not qualify for an extension under the “change of ownership” criterion at RZC
21.76.090.C.2.
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1

B.

2

On December 21, 2017, Wilmoor appealed the December 8 Decision to the Hearing

3
4

The Willmoor Appeal and Examiner Decision.

Examiner (the Wilmoor Appeal). See Telegin Dec., Ex. J. Mr. Schnell and Ms. Chan moved to
intervene to protect their interests as potential future neighbors to the housing project. But their

5
6

motion was denied. See id., Ex. L (footnote 1).

7

The sole error identified in Wilmoor’s appeal statement was that the December 8 Decision

8

misapplied the substantive approval criteria at RZC 21.76.090.C.2, and that its extension request

9

should have been granted. See id., Ex. J. In other words, Wilmoor did not argue that the Technical

10
11

Committee could not legally change its mind with the December 8 Decision, but only that it erred
substantively in doing so. But at the appeal hearing, the Examiner allowed Wilmoor to present a

12
13
14

very different theory.
In essence, Wilmoor’s new argument was that, under RZC 21.76.060.E.1 & 2, the only two

15

criteria for a final decision of the Technical Committee are (a) that a decision be made, oral or

16

otherwise, and (b) that “‘[a] written record of the Technical Committee’s decision shall be

17

prepared,’” which may take the form of “‘a staff report, letter, the permit itself, or other written

18

document indicating approval.’” Telegin Dec., Ex. B at 8–9. Applied to the September 20 Decision,

19
20
21

Wilmoor argued that a decision had, in fact, been made at the Technical Committee’s meeting on
September 20, 2017, and that it was recorded in a “written document indicating approval,”

22

represented in this case by the Committee’s meeting minutes and the email to Wilmoor with the

23

draft approval letter. Thus, Wilmoor argued, because a decision had been made satisfying the

24

criteria at RZC 21.76.060.E.1 & 2, the city’s only avenue for changing that decision was to appeal

25
26
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1

it to the Examiner. The Technical Committee could not simply change its mind and issue a different

2

final decision. See id. at 8–10.3

3
4

In response, the city presented three witnesses, including the city’s Development Review
Division Manager, Steve Fischer, and Director of Planning and Community Development, Karen

5
6

Anderson, who expressed the city’s official interpretation that decisions of the Technical

7

Committee are not “final” until a letter signed by both members of the Technical Committee is sent

8

out. See Telegin Dec., Ex. A (Wilmoor Appeal Decision at 13, summarizing Mr. Fischer’s view

9

“that Technical Committee decisions are not considered final at the time the Committee votes on a

10
11

particular proposal and that, instead, an official, signed document on City letterhead serves as the
final decision”). Because a final, signed approval letter was never sent out — only an email from

12
13
14
15

staff and a letter marked “draft” — the September 20 Decision was never final. As discussed below,
this view is also consistent with the of the Technical Committee’s official rules of procedure, as
approved by the Redmond City Council and Mayor Marchione.

16

The Examiner rejected the city’s position that a Technical Committee decision is not “final”

17

until a signed approval letter is mailed to the applicant. See Wilmoor Appeal Decision at 16. The

18

Examiner’s decision on this issue relied exclusively on the text of RZC 21.76.060.E.1 & 2,

19
20
21
22

outlining the elements of a final decision by the Technical Committee (i.e., an oral decision
recorded in “a written document indicating approval”). In essence, the Examiner ruled that the
Technical Committee’s oral decision, coupled with assurances to Wilmoor from staff and the draft

23
24
25
26

3

Wilmoor did recognize in its appeal that the Technical Committee might have been able to “revoke”
the September 20 Decision by following the procedures at RZC 21.76.090.E. But it never did so. See Telegin
Dec., E A (Wilmoor Appeal Decision at 17). Among other things, the Committee did not provide Wilmoor prior
notice of its decision. See Telegin Dec., Ex. B at 10–11 (quoting RZC 21.76.060.E.1 & 2). Thus, for Wilmoor,
the only remaining way for the city to change the September 20 Decision was to appeal it to the Examiner.
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1

approval letter, met this standard. And because the city never appealed the September 20 Decision,

2

it forewent the only legal way of changing it — i.e., by direct appeal to the Examiner, not by a

3
4

separate, unilateral decision of the Technical Committee. See Telegin Dec., Ex. A (Wilmoor
Appeal Decision at 16–17).

5
6

As discussed below, the Examiner’s decision in the Wilmoor Appeal about when the

7

Technical Committee made a “final” decision and, more importantly, when that decision was

8

“issued” for purposes of triggering the appeal period, were wrongly decided. The September 20

9

Decision was never issued, and was never final, because an official, signed approval letter was

10

never sent out.

11

III.

ARGUMENT IN RESPONSE

12
13
14
15

A.

This Appeal Challenges the September 20 Decision; It Is Not a Collateral
Challenge on the Wilmoor Appeal Decision.

The first issue Wilmoor presents in its motion is whether this appeal should be rejected
because it is a “collateral challenge” to the Examiner’s decision in the Wilmoor Appeal. See Mot.

16
17

at 4. In this regard, Wilmoor likens this case to Wenatchee Sportsmen Association v. Chelan

18

County, 141 Wn.2d 169 (2000) and Habitat Watch v. Skagit County, 155 Wn.2d 397 (2005). Id. at

19

2–5. We understand why this argument might be superficially attractive; it gestures toward an idea

20

that there are conflicts between this appeal and what the Examiner wrote in the Wilmoor Appeal.

21

But ultimately, that idea is empty.

22

In Wenatchee Sportsmen, the Court characterized it as a “collateral challenge” when the

23
24
25
26

petitioners missed the appeal deadline to challenge a rezone decision, and then attempted to litigate
the validity of the rezone in the guise of an appeal challenging a preliminary plat approved much
later. The Court held that because the petitioners missed the appeal deadline for the first decision
Bricklin & Newman, LLP
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1

(the rezone), they could not litigate it later through a disguised challenge to the second decision

2

(the preliminary plat) that followed on the same linear permit track from initial rezone, to

3
4

preliminary plat, to ultimate construction. Otherwise, the statute of limitations would never run
with respect to the first decision in the chain. See Wenatchee Sportsmen, 141 Wn.2d at 173.

5
6

Similarly, in Habitat Watch, the Supreme Court characterized it as a “collateral challenge”

7

when the plaintiff missed the appeal deadline for a special use permit for a golf course, and then

8

attempted to litigate the validity of the special use permit through an appeal of a later-issued grading

9

permit. See Habitat Watch, 155 Wn.2d at 410. Again, the Court held that because the petitioners

10
11

blew the statute of limitations on challenging the first permit in the chain of development (the
special use permit), they could not challenge it later in the course of appealing a later permit (the

12
13
14

grading permit) on that same linear permit track. Id. Even though the latter decision built upon the
first, the statute had run for challenging the first permit in the chain.

15

The analogy to Habitat Watch and Wenatchee Sportsmen would be apt if, in this appeal of

16

the September 20 Decision, we were attempting to re-litigate the substantive terms of the original

17

site plan entitlement of September 8, 2015 (Telegin Dec., Ex. C). That would be a “collateral

18

challenge” within the meaning of those cases because the appeal period has clearly lapsed for

19
20
21
22

challenging the September 8, 2015 decision — the first decision in this permit chain. When the
statute of limitations ends an initial land use decision, it cannot be challenged later even though it
is the foundation of the later-issued permits.

23

But the issue in this appeal is different. We are not trying to raise issues with a decision for

24

which the statute of limitations has clearly run; we are arguing that the limitations period never ran

25
26

in the first place. Specifically, we are arguing that the appeal period for challenging the September
20 Decision has not ended because that decision was never issued, and, separately, was never even
Bricklin & Newman, LLP
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1

final. In other words, Wilmoor is right that the issues in this appeal were addressed in the Wilmoor

2

Appeal. But the alleged preclusive effect of the Wilmoor Appeal Decision does not flow from the

3
4

fact that the statute of limitations has run for challenging Wilmoor Appeal Decision, which in turn
gave rise to later decision that is being challenged (the fact pattern addressed in Wenatchee

5
6

Sportsmen and Habitat Watch). Rather, the question is more generally whether the Examiner’s

7

adjudicative decisions have a preclusive effect on third parties, in other appeals, where there happen

8

to be issues in common.

9
10
11

This issue, in turn, cannot be resolved by looking to the Redmond Municipal Code, which
does not discuss the preclusive effect of the Examiner’s decisions on third parties, or by looking to
Wenatchee Sportsmen and Habitat Watch, which deal straightforwardly with the running of the

12
13
14

statute of limitations on earlier decisions when they serve as the foundation of later decisions in the
permit chain, not more generally with how one adjudication can bind another by deciding a

15

common issue. Instead, the issue in this case can only be resolved by looking to other, more

16

fundamental doctrines that define the preclusive effect of the Examiner’s decisions.

17
18

As with other adjudicative decisions, the more fundamental doctrines relevant to this appeal
are res judicata (claim preclusion) and collateral estoppel (issue preclusion), which together

19
20
21

embody our collective legal understanding that decisions of an adjudicative body are binding and
preclude re-litigation of the same issue twice. But even these doctrines cannot be used by the

22

Hearing Examiner to preclude other litigants from raising issues that may have been decided in an

23

earlier appeal. Res judicata and collateral estoppel are both equitable doctrines.4 The Examiner

24
4

25
26

See, e.g., Stevens County v. Futurewise, 146 Wn. App. 493, 502 (2008) (“The equitable doctrine of
res judicata, or claim preclusion, prevents the same parties from relitigating a claim that was raised or could
have been raised in an earlier action”) (emphasis added); Hadley v. Maxwell, 144 Wn.2d 306, 314 (2001)
(“Collateral estoppel is, in the end, an equitable doctrine that will not be applied mechanically to work an
injustice”) (emphasis added).
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1

does not have jurisdiction to consider equitable doctrines. Chaussee v. Snohomish County Council,

2

38 Wn. App. 630, 639 (1984). Thus, not even these preclusive doctrines are available.

3
4

But even if these doctrines could apply, Mr. Schnell (unlike Wilmoor) cannot be bound by
the Examiner’s quasi-judicial decision in the Wilmoor Appeal based on principles of res judicata

5
6

or collateral estoppel. Mr. Schnell was not a party to the Wilmoor appeal, nor was he in privity

7

with any party to the Wilmoor Appeal, a necessary prerequisite for either doctrine to apply. See,

8

e.g., Loveridge v. Fred Meyer, Inc., 135 Wn.2d 759, 764 (1995) (discussing elements of res

9

judicata, including privity); Christensen, 152 Wn.2d at 307 (elements of collateral estoppel).5 Any

10
11

binding application of the Wilmoor Appeal Decision to Mr. Schnell also would violate the bedrock
principle that a party cannot be bound by an earlier decision that he had no opportunity to contest

12
13
14

— i.e., “that the party against whom the doctrine is asserted must have had a full and fair
opportunity to litigate the issue in the first forum.” Christiensen, 152 Wn.2d at 309. Far from having

15

a “full and fair” opportunity to litigate any of the issues in the Wilmoor Appeal, Mr. Schnell had

16

no opportunity whatsoever. His intervention request was denied.

17
18

In short, Mr. Schnell was not a party to the Wilmoor Appeal. He was not in privity with
parties to the Wilmoor Appeal. And he clearly did not have a full and fair opportunity to contest

19
20
21

the Examiner’s quasi-judicial decision in the Wilmoor Appeal about the time limit for challenging
the September 20 Decision. Thus, even if the Examiner could apply doctrines of issue or claim

22

preclusion, they would not apply here. Wilmoor’s argument that we should be precluded from

23

raising issues in this appeal because they were addressed in a different appeal involving different

24

parties should be denied.

25
26

5

We also note that res judicata requires identity of the claims asserted. Here, our claim is an appeal of
the September 20 Decision (which the city never filed), and our legal arguments are different (discussed below).
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1
2
3

B.

Because the September 20 Decision Was Never “Issued,” The Appeal Period
for Challenging that Decision Has Not Expired.

With respect to the real issue in Wilmoor’s motion — whether this appeal is, in fact, timely

4

— Wilmoor’s motion does little more than assert that the September 20 Decision was “issued” and

5

started the appeal period on that date. Completely lacking is any discussion of what the word

6

“issued” means, specifically as it is used at RZC 21.76.060.I.2.c to define the appeal period for

7
8

Technical Committee decisions. Also lacking is any analysis of the city’s position on that issue
1.

The September 20 Decision was Never Final.

9
10

First, we do not agree with the Examiner’s ruling that the September 20 Decision was a

11

“final” decision granting Wilmoor’s site plan entitlement extension, and we have filed a LUPA

12

petition to that effect in King County Superior Court. In our opinion, there must be some element

13

of intention to make a particular document the final “written document indicating approval” for

14

purposes of RZC 21.76.060.E.2. Otherwise, even an accidental email to an applicant, sent by hitting

15

“send” prematurely and then quickly rescinded — or, frankly, even a draft email sitting in the city’s

16
17
18
19

draft folder — could still result in a final, binding decision. It would, after all, still be a “written
document indicating approval” under the reasoning of the Wilmoor Appeal Decision. But that
cannot be the case. Obviously, the document must also be intended to be a final decision.

20

But once it is recognized that there must be an intention of finality present, it is difficult to

21

find fault with the city’s position that the “final” decision is the one that is actually reviewed and

22
23

signed by the decision maker — not a copy marked “draft” or more informal statements from lowerlevel staff. It is within the city’s discretion to interpret its code, and in drawing the line between

24
25

what is final and what is not, the city may choose to only recognize signed approvals as final.

26
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1

We could understand if applicants had no notice of this policy, but they clearly do. In 2012,

2

the Redmond City Council adopted a public resolution, fully available on the city’s website,

3
4

approving the Technical Committee’s official rules of procedure, which are themselves referenced
in the Redmond Municipal Code (“RMC”):

5

8

The Technical Committee shall determine its own operational rules
and procedures. Such rules shall include the guidelines for the review
of land use permit applications and projects if not provided for in the
Redmond Zoning Code. The rules shall be approved by the City
Council and kept on file with the Planning Department.

9

RMC 4.50.040. This provision clearly vests the Technical Committee with authority to determine

10

“its own operational rules and procedures.” In turn, any rational and prudent developer reading this

6
7

11
12
13
14
15

code would want to know what these rules are, as they would naturally want to know how the
administrative body with power to approve or deny the project operates. If Wilmoor did not ask
these questions, it should have. Like everyone else, Wilmoor must be charged with knowing the
rules.

16

In turn, a simple search on the city’s website would have disclosed to Wilmoor that the

17

Technical Committee adopted official rules of procedure in 2012, which were subsequently

18
19

approved by the Redmond City Council in Council Resolution No. 1380, and also approved by the
Mayor Marchione. See Telegin Dec., Ex. P. Significantly, the Technical Committee rules provide:

20
21
22
23

Decisions of the Technical Committee shall be transmitted in written
form to the applicant. All preliminary review and final approval
letters must be reviewed and signed by the Director of Public Works
and the Director of Planning or their designated representatives.
Id. (Rule V; emphasis added). This rule gave clear notice to Wilmoor that only a signed approval

24
25
26

letter would be final, just as city staff repeatedly stated in this case. Wilmoor’s only excuse is that
it did not bother to read this rule.
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1
2
3
4
5

Finally, the city’s interpretation that only a signed letter is final is consistent with the plain
language of RZC 21.76.060.E.2. That provision provides:
A written record of the Technical Committee’s decision shall be
prepared in each case and may be in the form of a staff report, letter,
the permit itself, or other written document indicating approval,
approval with conditions, or denial. All parties of record shall be
notified of the final decision.

6
7
8
9

In the Wilmoor Appeal Decision, the Examiner ruled, in essence, that the Committee makes a
“final” decision anytime there is a “written document indicating approval.” But that fails to
distinguish between the first and second sentences of the quote above.

10

The first sentence requires the decision to be “recorded,” which in itself does not address

11

the issue of finality (as indicated by the reference to staff reports, which are not decisions at all). In

12
13

contrast, the second sentence references “final decisions,” but it does not specify the indicia of a
final decision or whether it is written or oral. We also note that while RZC 21.76.060.E.2 says that

14
15

the while written record “may” take the form of any “written document indicating approval,” that

16

language alone does not mean that the Committee has no say in the matter. The word “may” signals

17

that the Committee has options, but does not inherently limit the Committee’s discretion to decide

18

which document will represent its final decision — for example, a final, signed letter, not a report,

19

minutes, or emails prepared by staff who do not have authority to make the ultimate decision. The

20

Technical Committee acted reasonably in adopting official rules interpreting this provision to mean

21
22
23

that only a signed letter represents the Committee’s final decision. Again, Wilmoor just did not
bother to read those rules.

24

Frankly, we do not believe the issue of finality is germane to the issue in this appeal, which

25

whether the September 20 Decision was “issued” for purposes of the appeal period at RZC

26

21.76.060.I.2.c. It does not necessarily follow that simply because a decision is final, that it has
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1

also been issued for purposes of triggering a statute of limitations that will bind third parties. For

2

instance, we note that under Washington’s Land Use Petition Act (“LUPA”), there is a clear

3
4

distinction between when a decision is made and when it is issued. For example, even a final,
written decision is not “issued” under LUPA until it is mailed or, alternatively, notice is provided

5
6

that it is available. See RCW 36.70C.040(4)(a). And an oral decision, even if it is final and binding,

7

is not “issued” until it is entered into the public record. See RCW 36.70C.040(4)(c). The City of

8

Redmond is not required to construe language in its own zoning code, relating to administrative

9

appeals to its own hearing examiner, in the same way. But these sections from LUPA still show

10
11

that there is ordinarily a difference between when a final decision is made, on the one hand, and
when it is “issued” on the other for purposes of triggering an appeal period that will bind third

12
13
14

parties and members of the public.
Nonetheless, to the extent that the Examiner does feel that the issue of finality is germane

15

in any way to whether the September 20 Decision was ever “issued,” the answer is that it was never

16

final. The city acted within its scope of authority, and consistent with the code, in adopting its

17

official view that only letters signed by the Committee members are final for purposes of RZC

18

21.76.060.E.1 & 2.

19
20
21
22
23

2.

Even if It was Final, the September 20 Decision was Never Issued for
Purposes of the Appeal Period at RZC 21.76.060.I.2.c.

On the separate issue of whether the September 20 Decision was ever “issued” for purposes
of RZC 21.76.060.I.2.d, that issue was never directly litigated in the Wilmoor Appeal as the parties
consistently equivocated between when a decision is final, and when a decision is issued. Indeed,

24
25
26

the only two references to RZC 21.76.060.I.2.d in the Wilmoor Appeal Decision appear at pages
15 and 16, discussing the Examiner’s jurisdiction over the type of appeal and the standard of
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1

review, not the 14-day limitations period. The parties’ pre-hearing briefs in the Wilmoor Appeal

2

did not squarely address this issue — indeed, they do not even mention RZC 21.76.060.I.2.c. See

3
4

generally Telegin Dec., Exs. B & K. As it does now, Wilmoor simply asserted in the prior appeal
that the Technical Committee’s decision was issued on September 20, 2017 without offering any

5
6

analysis or exegesis of that word. Finally, the word “issue” does not appear in RZC 21.76.060.E,

7

the sole focus of the parties’ dispute in the Wilmoor Appeal. In short, this appeal is the first time

8

the meaning of the word “issued” under RZC 21.76.060.I.2.c has been squarely presented for

9

purposes of determining when the appeal period ran for challenging the September 20 Decision.

10
11

For the reasons below, we submit that the September 20 Decision was never “issued” and,
as a result, the 14-day appeal period could not have run before this appeal was filed. This is so

12
13
14

regardless of whether the September 20 Decision was a “final” decision in the sense that it was not
provisional or tentative, as the Hearing Examiner held.

15

First, the city’s official view is that a Technical Committee decision is not “issued” for

16

purposes of the appeal period until a final approval letter is sent out bearing the signatures of the

17

Committee’s members. Mr. Fischer stated precisely this view to Ms. Chan when she inquired about

18

her appeal rights. See Telegin Dec., Ex. G (“The action that can be appealed is the Technical

19
20
21

Committee decision that is contained in the approval letter. Once it is issued, you must file an
appeal within the prescribed time period described in the letter”) (emphasis added). More recently,

22

Mr. Fischer, the city’s Development Review Division Manager, has re-confirmed that this email

23

expresses the city’s official interpretation of the word “issued” in RZC 21.76.060.I.2.c. See

24

Declaration of Steven Fischer, ¶ 3 (May 8, 2018) (testifying, in reference to this email, that he

25

“expressed the city’s interpretation”).

26
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1

Second, as the Examiner observed in the Wilmoor Appeal Decision, “[t]he Hearing

2

Examiner must accord substantial deference to the City’s interpretation of its own ordinances.”

3
4

Wilmoor Appeal Decision at 15 (citing, inter alia, Nw. Sportfishing Indus. Ass'n v. Washington
Dept. of Ecology, 172 Wn. App. 72 (2012) and Timberlake Christian Fellowship v. King County,

5
6

114 Wn. App. 174, 180 (2002)). Whether or not the September 20 Decision was final, it is a

7

different question when it comes to whether and when such a decision is “issued” for purposes of

8

the appeal period — a traditionally distinct legal concept even in the arena of Washington land use

9

law. As discussed above, the city’s interpretation is that for a Technical Committee decision to be

10
11

“issued,” an official, signed letter must be sent out.
Third, the term “issued” is not defined by the Redmond Zoning Code and the only evidence

12
13
14

we are aware of is that the city’s official position is that a Technical Committee decision is not
issued until a signed letter is sent.

15

Finally, our view of the word “issued” is consistent with the common legal meaning of the

16

word. For example, Black’s Law Dictionary defines the word “issue” to mean, in relevant part, “to

17

send out or distribute officially.” See Telegin Dec., Ex. M (emphasis added). Similarly, Webster’s

18

defines “issue” to mean “the act of publishing or officially giving out or making available,” or “to

19
20
21

appear or become available through being officially put forth or distributed.” Id., Ex. N (emphasis
added). Both of these definitions imply that for a decision to be “issued,” it is not enough that it

22

simply exists. It must be distributed to third parties and the distribution must be made in an official

23

manner — i.e., the distribution must be “[a]uthorized or approved by a proper authority.” Id., Ex.

24

O (Black’s definition of “official”).

25
26

Applying this common meaning of the word “issued,” we submit that the limitations period
at RZC 21.76.060.I.2.c never began to run. As Mr. Fischer explained at the Wilmoor Appeal
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1

hearing, “the City only ever issued one ‘official’ decision on the extension request: the December

2

2017 letter denying the request.” Telegin Dec., Ex. A (Wilmoor Appeal Decision at 13). This

3
4

statement is consistent with the obvious fact that a signed approval letter indicates that it was
“approved by a proper authority” — i.e., that it is “official.” A draft letter does not.

5
6

Indeed, when Mr. Sticka sent the draft approval letter to Wilmoor, he indicated not only

7

that it was, in fact, a draft, but also that it had not even been reviewed by the actual decision makers

8

— it was not official. See Telegin Dec., Ex. D (“I have attached a draft of your approval letter from

9

the Technical Committee. Once both Directors have reviewed and signed the letter you will receive

10
11

a copy in the mail”). Wilmoor may have viewed Mr. Sticka's email as simply passing along an
irrelevant bit of information, and may never have wondered why the city would even bother

12
13
14

informing him that a signed letter would be coming later in the mail. But as above, that is only
because Wilmoor did not bother to read the rules: “All preliminary review and final approval letters

15

must be reviewed and signed by the Director of Public Works and the Director of Planning or their

16

designated representatives.” Telegin Dec., Ex. P (Technical Committee Rule V; emphasis added).

17

In all, the words “issued” and “official” are not so rigid that their meaning cannot be open

18

to interpretation, and they are broad enough that they may reasonably be interpreted to require the

19
20
21

minimal pageantry of a letter bearing the actual signatures of the real decision makers — which is
precisely what the rules require. The city acted reasonably in interpreting its own code to that effect.

22

And we respectfully submit the city’s interpretation does a good job of balancing the interests of

23

an applicant’s desire to begin construction, against the interest of members of the public who have

24

a right to appeal the decision once it is issued and who must be able to determine when an appeal

25
26

is due (again, by reading the rules). The city’s rule that only a final, signed letter represents the
issuance of the decision serves both interests by providing clarity to the applicant and the public.
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1

Ultimately, the city should be free to structure its own appeal procedures in a way that is

2

fair and reasonable not only to developers, but also to members of the public who may be adversely

3
4

aggrieved by those decisions. And it is entitled to interpret its own code where there are
ambiguities. Here, where the plain language of the word “issued” denotes an official distribution

5
6

of a written decision (distributed, at least, to Wilmoor); where the city has opined repeatedly that

7

its official view is that Technical Committee decisions are not issued until a signed letter is sent

8

out; where the Technical Committee has adopted very clear rules on this issue; and where the city’s

9

interpretation balances the interests of the applicant against the equally-valid interests of other third

10
11

parties who will be affected by the decision (e.g., Mr. Schnell, who heeded the city’s advice based
on the rules), the Examiner should defer to the city. The Examiner should not insert his own policy

12
13
14

views on an issue that is properly within the discretion of the city as it administers its code.
The facts and the law support our position that even if the September 20 Decision was

15

finalized on that date, still it was never “issued” for purposes of the appeal period at RZC

16

21.76.060.I.2.c. The appeal period has not expired and this appeal should be allowed to go forward.

17
18

C.

Request for Official Notice.

Finally, Rule VIII.A of the Examiner’s Rules of Procedure provides that the record “shall

19
20
21

include, but shall not be limited to . . . All evidence received, or considered, which shall include all
exhibits and other materials admitted.” See also RZC 21.76.060.I.3 (“The Hearing Examiner shall

22

create a complete record of the public hearing, including all exhibits introduced at the hearing and

23

an electronic sound recording of each hearing”).

24
25
26

In this case, it may be natural for the Hearing Examiner, in deciding these issues, to consider
testimony or exhibits from the Wilmoor Appeal (or his recollection of them) that have not been
formally submitted in this matter. If the Examiner considers any such testimony or exhibits, then
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1

we request that the Examiner take official notice of that testimony and those exhibits as part of the

2

official record in this case. If that occurs, then, in fairness, the Examiner should also take official

3
4

notice of any potentially relevant, contradictory, or supporting evidence or testimony from the
Wilmoor Appeal, so that a complete record can be made on appeal of what the Examiner

5
6
7

considered.
IV.

CONCLUSION

8

This appeal is not a collateral challenge to the decision in the Wilmoor Appeal; it is a direct

9

challenge to the September 20 Decision. Mr. Schnell did not have a full and fair opportunity to

10
11

contest the Wilmoor Appeal Decision, and cannot be bound by it. And the Examiner should defer
to the city that the September 20 Decision was never “final,” and as a separate and distinct issue,

12
13
14
15

was never “issued” for purposes of the appeal period because an official, signed letter was never
sent out. Wilmoor’s motion for summary dismissal should be denied.
Dated this 9th Day of May, 2018.

16

Respectfully submitted,

17

BRICKLIN & NEWMAN, LLP

18
19
By:

20
21

s/Bryan Telegin
Bryan Telegin, WSBA No. 46686
Attorneys for Appellant Barry Schnell

22
23
24
25
26
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7

BEFORE THE HEARING EXAMINER
FOR THE CITY OF REDMOND

8
9

10
11

In the Matter of the Appeal of

NO. HEA-2018-03
NO. LAND-2013-01720

Barry Schnell,
Of an Administrative Decision

DECLARATION OF BARRY
SCHNELL

12
13
14

15
16

17
18

I, Barry Schnell, declare as follows:
1.

I am the appellant in this matter. I am over the age of 18. I make this declaration based

on my personal knowledge and am competent to testify to the facts stated in this declaration.

2.

I live to the immediate west of the property slotted for development for the Rose Hill

Cottages project. Currently, my property is heavily wooded to the east and I enjoy the solitude and
privacy that this provides. The road leading to my house is also small and used by only six houses,

19
with my house at the far end. If the Rose Hill Cottages project is allowed to proceed, this will change
20
21

22

dramatically.

3.

I am not opposed to development, but I do think developers should comply with the

23

zoning code. And because I would be personally affected by this project, I have been tracking it closely

24

for well over a year now.

25
26

4.

The record for the Wilmoor Appeal contains several emails between me and city staff

after I learned of the Technical Committee's decision on September 20, 2017. When I learned about
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1

it, I immediately contacted the city to find out the basis for the Committee's decision. Shortly after, I

2

wrote to the city to state that I planned to appeal that decision, if in fact the Committee really did

3

approve the extension. In my opinion, any decision that allows this project to go forward on the idea

4
that there has been a ''change of ownership" is simply wrong. There has not been any change of

5
6

ownership.

5.

7

After I told the city that I wanted to appeal, I was told that I could not appeal yet

8

because the appeal period had not started yet. Specifically, I was told that the appeal period would not

9

begin until a final, signed letter was sent out bearing the signatures of the Technical Committee

10

11

members, and that I would receive a copy once the letter was signed. My neighbor, Laura Chan, was
told the same thing.

12

6.

For example, when Laura inquired on September 28 about the Technical Committee's

13
14

decision, she received a response from Mr. Sticka saying, in part, "As a side note, the appeal period

15

begins from the date that the letter is signed, not from the date of the decision by the Technical

16

Committee." A true and correct copy of this email thread is attached as Exhibit A. Mr. Sticka went

17

on to say: "Therefore, you will have adequate time to review the letter and file an appeal, if you so

18

desire."

19
7.

On October 2, 2017, Mr. Sticka again wrote to Laura saying "Once the letter is signed,

20
21

22

the appeal period will begin." A true and correct copy of this email thread is attached as Exhibit B.

8.

And on October 3, 2017, Mr. Sticka wrote to me clarifying two different points. First,

23

he stated that the Technical Committee's decision would not be "final" until a signed letter was sent

24

out. On this point, Mr. Sticka wrote: "The Technical Committee decision is not final until the decision

25

letter has been signed by members of the Technical Committee, which includes both Planning and

26

Public Works Directors." Then, Mr. Sticka clarified a second, distinct point- that the appeal period
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1

would not begin until the signed letter was sent out: "Furthermore, the appeal period does not begin

2

until the letter is signed." A true and correct copy of this email thread is attached hereto as Exhibit C.

3

9.

Finally, on October 3, 2017, Karen Haluza from the city wrote to Laura saying, in part:

4

"Decisions of the Technical Committee are not complete until the approval letter has been signed by
5
6
7

8

9

10
11

the Directors of the Public Works and Planning." A true and correct copy of this email thread is
attached hereto as Exhibit D.
10.

Because the city repeatedly told Laura and me that the appeal period would not begin

until the final letter was sent out, I did not file an appeal. Laura and I did, however, succeed in showing
the city that the Technical Committee's decision was made in error, which led to the dispute in the
Wilmoor Appeal of the city's December 8, 2017 decision. The site plan extension did not follow the

12
13
14

15
16

law and was illegal.
I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Washington that the
foregoing is true and correct.
Dated this ~ day of May, at

ReJ M'<>~

, Washington.

17
18
Barry Schnell

19
20
21

22
23
24

25

26
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EXHIBIT A

Tuesday, May 8, 2018 at 3:36:43 PM Paciﬁc Daylight Time

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

Fwd: LAND-2013-01720 -- Extension Le8er
Thursday, September 28, 2017 at 12:47:39 PM Paciﬁc Daylight Time
Laura S. Chan
Barry Schnell

FYI
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Laura S. Chan <laurasheen.chan@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, Sep 28, 2017 at 12:36 PM
Subject: Re: LAND-2013-01720 -- Extension Le8er
To: Benjamin SXcka <bsXcka@redmond.gov>
Cc: Steve Fischer <SFISCHER@redmond.gov>, Karen Haluza <khaluza@redmond.gov>, mchan15
<mchan15@gmail.com>
Hi Ben,
Thank you for your quick response, and I appreciate receiving the le8er as soon as it is signed.
As for the appeal deadline, the Appeal ApplicaXon Form states that the deadline is "5:00 p.m. on the 14th calendar
day following the date of the decision" so please let me know when you expect the le8er to be signed and sent so
that I may have adequate Xme to review it.
Thank you,
Laura
(949) 922-6292
On Thu, Sep 28, 2017 at 11:51 AM, Benjamin SXcka <bsXcka@redmond.gov> wrote:

Hi Laura,

The approval le8er has not yet been signed. When the le8er is signed you will receive a copy of it. As a
side note, the appeal period begins from the date that the le8er is signed, not from the date of decision by
the Technical Commi8ee. Therefore, you will have adequate Xme to review the le8er and ﬁle an appeal, if
you so desire. Thank you.

Ben SXcka
Planner – City of Redmond
(425) 556-2470 – bsXcka@redmond.gov
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From: Laura S. Chan [mailto:laurasheen.chan@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, September 28, 2017 11:35 AM
To: Benjamin SXcka <bsXcka@redmond.gov>; Steve Fischer <SFISCHER@REDMOND.GOV>
Cc: Karen Haluza <khaluza@redmond.gov>; mchan15 <mchan15@gmail.com>
Subject: LAND-2013-01720 -- Extension Le8er

Hi Ben and Steven,

I am wriXng as a follow-up to last week's communicaXons and the approval le8er for the extension, which was
granted on 9/20/17. I know you are both very busy, but it has now been over a week since the approval was
granted, and a le8er has yet to be received. I would appreciate a copy of the le8er by the end of the day today.

Thank you,
Laura Chan
(949) 922-6292

Click here to report this email as spam.
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EXHIBIT B

Tuesday, May 8, 2018 at 3:37:32 PM Paciﬁc Daylight Time

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:
AEachments:

Fwd: Comments and Ques0ons re Rose Hill Co6ages
Tuesday, May 8, 2018 at 3:10:20 PM Paciﬁc Daylight Time
Laura S. Chan
Barry Schnell
ROSE HILL COTTAGES NEIGHBORHOOD MEETING_Q_&_A.docx

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Benjamin SHcka <bs0cka@redmond.gov>
Date: Mon, Oct 2, 2017 at 3:34 PM
Subject: RE: Comments and Ques0ons re Rose Hill Co6ages
To: "Laura S. Chan" <laurasheen.chan@gmail.com>
Cc: mchan15 <mchan15@gmail.com>

Hi Laura,

I have a6ached the responses to your ques0ons. Addi0onally, the extension le6er has not been signed, as I
am wai0ng on informa0on from the City a6orney. Once the le6er is signed, the appeal period will begin.
Again, I will provide you with a copy as soon as it is signed. Please let me know if you have any other
ques0ons. Thanks.

Ben S0cka
Planner – City of Redmond
(425) 556-2470 – bs0cka@redmond.gov

From: Laura S. Chan [mailto:laurasheen.chan@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, October 02, 2017 9:26 AM
To: Benjamin S0cka <bs0cka@redmond.gov>; mchan15 <mchan15@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: Comments and Ques0ons re Rose Hill Co6ages

Hi Ben,
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Thank you; I will keep an eye out for the responses.

Please also advise on the extension le6er -- has it been signed as of now? If so, please send me a copy as soon as
possible. If not, when do you an0cipate it to be signed? Also, based on your previous e-mail sta0ng that the appeal
deadline is the date of the le6er (and not the date of the decision as the appeal form states), can you deﬁnitely state
that the appeal deadline is not October 4, 2017? I would appreciate your wri6en conﬁrma0on of this.

Thank you,
Laura
(949) 922-6292

On Mon, Oct 2, 2017 at 8:14 AM, Benjamin S0cka <bs0cka@redmond.gov> wrote:

Hi Laura,

I am ﬁnishing up your ques0ons today. I will send them to you before the end of the day. Please review
the answers and let me know if you have any addi0onal ques0ons? We can then talk about selng up a
mee0ng with myself or other member of the review team. Thank you.

Ben S0cka
Planner – City of Redmond
(425) 556-2470 – bs0cka@redmond.gov

From: Laura S. Chan [mailto:laurasheen.chan@gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, September 29, 2017 1:59 PM
To: Benjamin S0cka <bs0cka@redmond.gov>
Cc: mchan15 <mchan15@gmail.com>; Steve Fischer <SFISCHER@REDMOND.GOV>
Subject: Re: Comments and Ques0ons re Rose Hill Co6ages
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Hi Ben,

As you may recall, following the neighborhood mee0ng on 9/20/17, you oﬀered to set up a 0me to meet with
Michael and me to discuss the City's responses to our public comments and ques0ons. We truly appreciate that
oﬀer, and would like to schedule that 0me as I understand you were mee0ng with the applicant to discuss various
items, including my public comments, this week. Please let me know when we can meet next week.

Thank you,
Laura & Michael Chan
(949) 922-6292

On Wed, Sep 20, 2017 at 3:30 PM, Laura S. Chan <laurasheen.chan@gmail.com> wrote:
Hello Ben,

A6ached please ﬁnd our ini0al comments and ques0ons regarding the Rose Hill Co6ages proposed
development. Please conﬁrm your receipt / acceptance and or advise if our comments need to be submi6ed in
a diﬀerent manner (i.e. hand delivered, etc.).

We look forward to receiving the City's response.

Thank you,
Laura & Michael Chan
(949) 922-6292
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EXHIBIT C

Tuesday, May 8, 2018 at 1:23:53 PM Paciﬁc Daylight Time

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:
CC:

RE: Extension update
Tuesday, October 3, 2017 at 8:53:57 AM Paciﬁc Daylight Time
Benjamin SJcka
Barry Schnell
Karen Haluza, Steve Fischer

Barry,
I spoke with Karen this morning and we are waiJng on a response from the City AUorney. We have asked his
opinion, if the change of ownership asserJon made by the applicant can qualify for approval of the
Extension. I expect a decision from him by the end of the week. Upon hearing a decision from him, I will
share it with you. The Technical CommiUee decision is not ﬁnal unJl the decision leUer has been signed by
both members of the Technical CommiUee, which includes both Planning and Public Works Directors.
Furthermore, the appeal period does not begin unJl the leUer has been signed. Thank you.

Ben SJcka
Planner – City of Redmond
(425) 556-2470 – bsJcka@redmond.gov
From: Barry Schnell [mailto:barry_schnell@msn.com]
Sent: Tuesday, October 03, 2017 12:20 AM
To: Benjamin SJcka <bsJcka@redmond.gov>
Cc: Steve Fischer <SFISCHER@REDMOND.GOV>; Karen Haluza <khaluza@redmond.gov>
Subject: RE: Extension update
Importance: High
Hello Ben –
Per my last email below, it is criJcal that you provide me with answers to #3 ASAP as there is a deadline for
appeal associated to those answers.
As for #1 & #2, please either provide me answers to the quesJons or provide the date by which you will
provide answers to those quesJons.
Please reply with answer to all the above by 12pm PT on 2017.10.03 (Tuesday).
Thank you.
Regards,
-bds
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From: Barry Schnell
Sent: Friday, September 29, 2017 3:57 PM
To: 'Benjamin SJcka' <bsJcka@redmond.gov>
Cc: 'Steve Fischer' <SFISCHER@REDMOND.GOV>; 'Karen Haluza' <khaluza@redmond.gov>
Subject: RE: Extension update
Importance: High
Hello Ben –
In addiJon to the below that I just recently sent, I realized that you had replied to a prior email that I sent on
Thursday morning but not to the most recent update to that email that I sent on Thursday anernoon where I
added a third quesJon.
I’ve added that quesJon again below. I look forward to hearing from you with speciﬁcs on all three
quesJons.
I expect that #1 & #2 will require conversaJon with the City AUorney but I ask that you answer #3 ASAP.
Thank you.
Regards,
-bds
From: Barry Schnell
Sent: Friday, September 29, 2017 3:44 PM
To: 'Benjamin SJcka' <bsJcka@redmond.gov>
Cc: Steve Fischer <SFISCHER@REDMOND.GOV>; Karen Haluza <khaluza@redmond.gov>
Subject: RE: Extension update
Hello Ben –
Your last email neglected to address either of my follow-up quesJons. Rather, you simply re-stated the same
informaJon you provided in your previous communicaJon which prompted by follow-up quesJons.
This type of communicaJon conJnues a paUern I’ve experienced with both you and others on Staﬀ and it is
concerning on mulJple levels. Most notably that it wastes my Jme, your Jme and more importantly,
taxpayer dollars. There is absolutely no reason why our communicaJon needs to go on endlessly. If you
would provide answers to the quesJons I ask, we could both save a lot of Jme and avoid the frustraJon I’m
sure we both are experiencing.
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I understand that the City AUorney indicated the process would be classiﬁed like a Type I. Based on this, my
quesJons are:
1) The SPE related to the extension is categorized as Type II. Below, you indicate that the extension is
categorized as Type I. Please explain speciﬁcally how an extension related to a Type II project could be
considered Type I as anything related to a Type II project should infer its classiﬁcaJon.
2) The request for extension is reviewed by the Technical CommiUee as speciﬁed in RZC 21.76.090. In Table
RZC 21.76.050A, the decision maker of Type II is “Technical CommiUee” while the decision maker for
Type I is “Appropriate department.” Since the extension request is required to be reviewed by the
Technical commiUee and not a Department, this would invalidate its applicability to Type I and would
further substanJate that it be classiﬁed as Type II. Please explain why the extension request was
categorized as Type I since the decision maker is not a department but rather the Technical CommiUee.
3) Regarding the appeal process, The Appeal ApplicaJon Form
(hUps://www.redmond.gov/common/pages/UserFile.aspx?ﬁleId=212686) indicates that appeals must be
submiUed by 5pm on the 14th calendar day from date of decision.
a. What date did the TC approve the request?
b. Is the “date of decision” the day the TC approved the request or the date the leUer is mailed? Please
provide link to RZC that deﬁnes “date of decision”
c. AddiJonally, to eliminate any confusion/ambiguity in answers to ‘a’ and ‘b’, please provide the appeal
deadline date
Regards,
-bds
From: Benjamin SJcka [mailto:bsJcka@redmond.gov]
Sent: Friday, September 29, 2017 2:08 PM
To: Barry Schnell <barry_schnell@msn.com>
Cc: Steve Fischer <SFISCHER@REDMOND.GOV>; Karen Haluza <khaluza@redmond.gov>
Subject: RE: Extension update
Hi Barry,
The answer from the City aUorney indicated that the process would be classiﬁed like a Type I. Therefore, the
Director has the ability to determine the most analogous process. The extension went before the Technical
CommiUee, as has been the case with all other extensions.

Ben SJcka
Planner – City of Redmond
(425) 556-2470 – bsJcka@redmond.gov
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From: Barry Schnell [mailto:barry_schnell@msn.com]
Sent: Thursday, September 28, 2017 11:06 AM
To: Benjamin SJcka <bsJcka@redmond.gov>
Cc: Steve Fischer <SFISCHER@REDMOND.GOV>; Karen Haluza <khaluza@redmond.gov>
Subject: RE: Extension update
Hello Ben –
Thank you for this, greatly appreciated and glad to hear that there is a baseline of a process for this aner-all.
I’ve reviewed RZC 21.76.050 in full and have the following quesJons.
1) The SPE related to the extension is categorized as Type II. Below, you indicate that the extension is
categorized as Type I. Please explain speciﬁcally how an extension related to a Type II project could be
considered Type I as anything related to a Type II project should infer its classiﬁcaJon.
2) The request for extension is reviewed by the Technical CommiUee as speciﬁed in RZC 21.76.090. In Table
RZC 21.76.050A, the decision maker of Type II is “Technical CommiUee” while the decision maker for
Type I is “Appropriate department.” Since the extension request is required to be reviewed by the
Technical commiUee and not a Department, this would invalidate its applicability to Type I and would
further substanJate that it be classiﬁed as Type II. Please explain why the extension request was
categorized as Type I since the decision maker is not a department but rather the Technical CommiUee.
I look forward to receiving answers from you on the above ASAP aner you’ve discussed/reviewed with the
City AUorney.
Thank you!
Regards,
-bds
From: Benjamin SJcka [mailto:bsJcka@redmond.gov]
Sent: Thursday, September 28, 2017 7:55 AM
To: Barry Schnell <barry_schnell@msn.com>
Cc: Steve Fischer <SFISCHER@REDMOND.GOV>; Karen Haluza <khaluza@redmond.gov>
Subject: Extension update
Hi Barry,
I heard back from the City AUorney, who indicated that the extension would be classiﬁed as a Type I permit
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I heard back from the City AUorney, who indicated that the extension would be classiﬁed as a Type I permit
under RZC 21.76.050(D). I have aUached the hyperlink for your review of this secJon of Code. I am waiJng
on signatures of both members of the Technical CommiUee. Once the leUer is signed, I will make sure you
receive a copy. Thank you.
21.76.050 Permit Types and Procedures
hKp://online.encodeplus.com/regs/redmond-wa/doc-viewer.aspx#secid-3030

Ben SJcka
Planner – City of Redmond
(425) 556-2470 – bsJcka@redmond.gov
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EXHIBIT D

Tuesday, May 8, 2018 at 3:58:18 PM Paciﬁc Daylight Time

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:
AEachments:

Fwd: Rose Hill Co.ages
Monday, October 9, 2017 at 1:57:23 PM Paciﬁc Daylight Time
Laura S. Chan
Barry Schnell
image009.png, image002.png, image012.png, image010.png, image011.png, image013.png,
image014.png

FYI, what I sent Karen last Thursday while I was trying to be paQent for the response she said would be sent "by the
end of the week."
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Laura S. Chan <laurasheen.chan@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, Oct 5, 2017 at 11:40 AM
Subject: Re: Rose Hill Co.ages
To: Karen Haluza <khaluza@redmond.gov>
Hi Karen,
Just a follow-up note that I appreciate your full due diligence on this ma.er.
As you have conﬁrmed that a ﬁnal decision has not yet been determined, and given the informaQon you now have
regarding this project prior to a ﬁnal decision being issued, I am sure you will ﬁnd it most prudent to deny the
extension request to protect the interests of the City and its residents as provided in the Code and pursuant to
statements asserted by City staﬀ:
- That the City may, but is not required to, grant the extension as long as it meets the criteria per Code, but that the
request does not deﬁniQvely meet any of the criteria.
- That the meeQng of only one criteria is quesQonable at best, and can (and will) certainly been appealed.
- That, in your own words and e-mail, "all infrastructure will have to meet City standards."
- That the statements of City staﬀ (from both the planning department and the uQliQes department) and Mayor
Marchione conﬁrmed that the previously approved plan does not conform to the City's Sewer Plan, and that the City
has asserted its posiQon to "ﬁght" this requirement should the project move forward.
- That the previously approved plan may require further review to ensure conformance to City Code and standards.
I can appreciate and understand that you may not have been made aware of the conversaQons with City staﬀ and
subsequently with Mayor Marchione asserQng the above prior to making your preliminary decision. However, given
that you have since been made aware, prior to a ﬁnal decision being issued, I am sure your due diligence on the
ma.er will ﬁnd it proper to deny the extension.
Thank you for your eﬀorts in assuring these ma.ers are properly handled. I look forward to receiving your response
(regarding my previous e-mail) by the end of this week.
Best regards,
Laura Chan
(949) 922-6292

On Tue, Oct 3, 2017 at 9:40 PM, Laura S. Chan <laurasheen.chan@gmail.com> wrote:
Hi Karen,
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I truly appreciate your quick reply!
Just to conﬁrm, the "decision date" listed on any decision noQﬁcaQon / le.er will be the date of such noQce / le.er
and not any prior date, whether or not a decision to approve was made prior to such noQce / le.er. Is that correct?
I also appreciate that you are ensuring via City A.orney that such a decision is made properly. I, too, am having my
a.orneys review the informaQon provided thus far.
As for the informaQon asserted during conversaQons with City staﬀ and Mayor Marchione, please advise what
measures are in place to ensure any such comments are taken under consideraQon when applicaQons, extensions,
etc. come under review.
As you state yourself below, that "all infrastructure will have to meet City standards," it is my understanding that
the "scratched out sewer requirement" does not meet City standards. City staﬀ and Mayor Marchione's comments
aside, was that porQon of the plan reviewed and considered when you preliminarily approved the extension?
I know you are very busy, and so I do truly appreciate your prompt a.enQon to this ma.er. With the understanding
that the appeal deadline is not tomorrow, I simply ask to receive a response on the above by the end of this week.
Thank you,
Laura Chan
(949) 922-6292

On Tue, Oct 3, 2017 at 8:31 AM, Karen Haluza <khaluza@redmond.gov> wrote:

Good morning Laura,
The extension considered by the Technical Commi.ee for LAND-2013-01720 on September 20, 2017 has
yet to be ﬁnalized. Decisions of the Technical Commi.ee are not complete unQl the approval le.er has
been signed by the Directors of Public Works and Planning. One of the decision criteria an applicant
must meet to be considered for an extension of a plat approval is, as you note, change of ownership. The
Technical Commi.ee’s decision to apply this was based on the property owner’s asserQon that the
property was under contract for sale to Toll Brothers. I have asked the City A.orney, Jim Haney, to
provide an opinion as to whether the sales contract saQsﬁes the change of ownership criteria and I
expect to hear back from him later this week. UnQl then we will not sign the le.er. I don’t have
informaQon about conversaQons you reference regarding the sewer as it appears to have happened
before I began working here, but all infrastructure will have to meet City standards.

Either myself or Ben will provide you an update on the City A.orney’s opinion when we receive it.
Best regards,
Karen
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Karen Haluza, AICP
Director of Planning and Community Development │City of Redmond
(: 425.556.2497 |*: khaluza@redmond.gov | Redmond.gov

MS: 4SPL │ 15670 NE 85th St │ Redmond, WA 98052

NOTICE OF PUBLIC DISCLOSURE: This e-mail account is public domain. Any correspondence from or to this e-mail account is a public record.
Accordingly, this e-mail, in whole or in part, may be subject to disclosure pursuant to RCW 42.56, regardless of any claim of conﬁdenQality or
privilege asserted by an external party.

From: Laura S. Chan [mailto:laurasheen.chan@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, October 03, 2017 12:12 AM
To: Karen Haluza <khaluza@redmond.gov>
Cc: Benjamin SQcka <bsQcka@redmond.gov>; Steve Fischer <SFISCHER@REDMOND.GOV>; Mayor
(Internet) <Mayor@redmond.gov>; Sarah Pyle <spyle@redmond.gov>; mchan15
<mchan15@gmail.com>; Lisa Rigg <LRIGG@REDMOND.GOV>; Zheng Lu <zlu@redmond.gov>; Andy
Chow <kachow@redmond.gov>
Subject: Re: Rose Hill Co.ages

Hi Karen,

Thank you for your reply last week. However, I respectully request more informaQon from you with regard to
the extension you approved for LAND-2013-01720. As of this morning, I understand a le.er has yet to be signed,
but Ben and Steven's e-mails indicated your 9/20/17 approval of the extension based on "change of ownership."

First, I would like to understand from you how the project qualiﬁes for approval based on "change of ownership"
when there has been no actual change of ownership.

As I menQoned in my previous e-mail, although I understand there is a poten-al buyer for the property, no
change of ownership has occurred. And, as the City is aware, the poten-al buyer has no intenQon of using the
exisQng enQtlement as it has submi.ed its own set of plans to the City for review before it proceeds with the
poten-al purchase of the property. To this point, the applicant's own request le.er requested an extension
based on Toll's "work to resolve construcQon and design issues along with substanQal eﬀort toward the new
SPE."

Further, I'd like to know whether or not consideraQon given to the City staﬀ and Mayor Marchione's asserQons
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that they would "ﬁght" and do everything they could to ensure the sewer improvements were required / put
back in should the project move forward. It seems that this would be easily achieved by not approving the
extension or approving it with the condiQon that the sewer improvements be included.

As you were / are the decision maker, I appreciate your assistance in helping me understand this process to
ensure my neighbors and I are provided the assurances promised by the City.

Thank you,
Laura Chan
(949) 922-6292

On Tue, Sep 26, 2017 at 8:37 AM, Karen Haluza <khaluza@redmond.gov> wrote:

Hi Laura,
The responses you requested have been provided in the interlineated message below and I do not
have anything addiQonal informaQon.
Best regards,
Karen

Karen Haluza, AICP
Director of Planning and Community Development │City of Redmond
(: 425.556.2497 |*: khaluza@redmond.gov | Redmond.gov

MS: 4SPL │ 15670 NE 85th St │ Redmond, WA 98052

NOTICE OF PUBLIC DISCLOSURE: This e-mail account is public domain. Any correspondence from or to this e-mail account is a public
record. Accordingly, this e-mail, in whole or in part, may be subject to disclosure pursuant to RCW 42.56, regardless of any claim of
conﬁdenQality or privilege asserted by an external party.
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From: Laura S. Chan [mailto:laurasheen.chan@gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, September 22, 2017 4:44 PM
To: Benjamin SQcka <bsQcka@redmond.gov>; Steve Fischer <SFISCHER@REDMOND.GOV>; Karen
Haluza <khaluza@redmond.gov>; Mayor (Internet) <Mayor@redmond.gov>
Cc: Sarah Pyle <spyle@redmond.gov>; mchan15 <mchan15@gmail.com>; Lisa Rigg
<LRIGG@REDMOND.GOV>; Zheng Lu <zlu@redmond.gov>; Andy Chow <kachow@redmond.gov>
Subject: Re: Rose Hill Co.ages

Ben,

Thank you for your reply. I look forward to hearing from Zheng Lu, Andy Chow, and or Lisa Rigg next week. It
should be noted that on June 5, 2017, most of the neighbors on NE 112th Pl. met with Zheng, Andy, and Sarah
at City Hall and, among the various topics of discussion, it was conﬁrmed by Zheng and Sarah that the
"scratched out sewer requirement" does not comply with the City's Sewer Plan, and that the City would do
everything it is able to ensure the sewer would be a requirement if the project were to move forward. This
was further asserted in a subsequent meeQng I had with Sarah and Mayor Marchione on August 7, 2017, but
seems counter to the acQon taken to approve the extension request.

Steven - I also appreciate your reply. I reviewed RZC 21.76.090 last night and could not ﬁgure out how an
extension could be granted based on the language in the Code. You stated in your response today that an
extension was granted based on "change of ownership." However, and although I understand there is a
poten-al buyer for the property, no change of ownership has occurred. And, as the City is aware, the poten-al
buyer has no intenQon of using the exisQng enQtlement as it has submi.ed its own set of plans to the City for
review before it proceeds with the poten-al purchase of the property.

Karen - I would appreciate hearing from you directly, as I now understand you were part of the Technical
Commi.ee that approved the extension request. Please let me know when I may expect a response from you.

Mayor Marchione - I truly appreciate your swiu acQon in seeing that I receive Qmely responses to my
inquiries.

I look forward to hearing from the City by the end of next week on all the other outstanding / open issues.

Thank you,
Laura Chan
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(949) 922-6292

On Fri, Sep 22, 2017 at 1:57 PM, Benjamin SQcka <bsQcka@redmond.gov> wrote:
Hi Laura,

Thank you for your email and quesQons. Please see the responses to your quesQons below in RED. Your
quesQon related to the sewer plan will be answered by the UQlity Engineer (Zheng Lu) or his supervisor
(Lisa Rigg) next week. I have cc’d both of them as part of this email. If you have any addiQonal quesQons,
please let me know? Thank you.

1. The plan has clear errors on it, and should NOT have been extended for the reasons in my previous emails to Ben and Sarah below, most notably the sewer component which we were informed by City staﬀ
that the scratched out sewer requirement goes against the Sewer Plan and that City staﬀ would "ﬁght" to
have it put back into the development plan. However, I am unsure if either of my messages below reached
the appropriate parQes involved in the decision process, and request the following informaQon: A
response to your quesQons about project uQliQes and traﬃc will be answered by either Zheng Lu, Andy
Chow or Lisa Rigg. AddiQonally, staﬀ is working on responses to your other set of quesQons emailed earlier
in the week. You should have a response to those quesQons around September 29th or October 2nd.

2. When the decision was actually made. The City of Redmond Technical Commi.ee approved the
Extension request for Rose Hill Co.ages, Site Plan EnQtlement (LAND-2013-01720) at their meeQng on
September 20, 2017.

3. Who (names and Qtles) made the decision to approve the extension.
The Technical Commi.ee approved the decision to approve the extension. The Technical
Commi.ee is comprised of both Karen Haluza, Director Planning and Community Development
and Linda De Boldt, Director Public Works Department.

4. A copy of the approval communicaQon.
The decision has not yet been mailed. However, staﬀ expects to mail it someQme next week. I am
happy to email a copy of the decision to you.

5. If you would like to appeal decision the informaQon is as follows: To ﬁle an appeal, please complete
the form in the a.ached hyperlink and pay the applicable $500.00 fee by 5:00 p.m. on the last day of the
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appeal period, which will be outlined in the le.er. Please see the form for informaQon on standing
to appeal and the appeal period. Form submission and payment must be made by PERSONAL
DELIVERY at City Hall 2nd Floor Customer Service Center c/o Oﬃce of the City Clerk-Hearing
Examiner, 15670 NE 85th Street.

Appeal ApplicaQon Form Hyperlink
h.ps://www.redmond.gov/common/pages/UserFile.aspx?ﬁleId=212686

Ben SQcka
Planner – City of Redmond
(425) 556-2470 – bsQcka@redmond.gov
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BEFORE THE HEARING EXAMINER
FOR THE CITY OF REDMOND

8
9
10
11

In the Matter of the Appeal of

NO. HEA-2018-03
NO. LAND-2013-01720

Barry Schnell,
Of an Administrative Decision

DECLARATION OF BRYAN
TELEGIN

12
13
14

I, Bryan Telegin, declare as follows:
1.

I am an attorney with Bricklin & Newman, LLP, counsel for Appellant Barry Schnell

15

in the above-referenced appeal. I am over the age of 18. I make this declaration based on my personal

16

knowledge and am competent to testify to the facts stated in this declaration.

17
18

2.

Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of the Hearing Examiner’s

Findings, Conclusions, and Decision in the Wilmoor Appeal (the “Wilmoor Appeal Decision,” as

19
20
21

referenced in our response to Wilmoor’s motion for summary dismissal in this appeal).
3.

Attached hereto as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of Wilmoor Development’s

22

pre-hearing brief in the Wilmoor Appeal. The attached copy of Wilmoor’s pre-hearing brief omits the

23

exhibits that were appended to that brief when it was originally submitted.

24
25
26

4.

Attached hereto as Exhibits C through J are true and correct copies of exhibits A-2,

A-4, A-5, A-6, A-7, A-9, and A-16 in the Wilmoor Appeal. These exhibits are referenced in the
Wilmoor Appeal Decision and were appended to Wilmoor’s pre-hearing brief in that matter.
Bricklin & Newman, LLP

DECLARATION OF BRYAN TELEGIN - 1

Attorneys at Law
1424 Fourth Avenue, Suite 500
Seattle WA 98101
Tel. (206) 264-8600
Fax. (206) 264-9300

1
2
3
4

5.

Attached hereto as Exhibit J is a true and correct copy of exhibit C-5 in the Wilmoor

Appeal, which was submitted by the City of Redmond in that appeal.
6.

Attached hereto as Exhibit K is a true and correct copy of the City of Redmond’s pre-

hearing brief in the Wilmoor Appeal.

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

7.

Attached hereto as Exhibit L is a true and correct copy of the Hearing Examiner’s Pre-

Hearing Order in the Wilmoor Appeal.
8.

I obtained Exhibits A through L to this declaration from the City of Redmond’s online

document repository for the Wilmoor Appeal at http://www.redmond.gov/cms/One.aspx?portalId=
169&pageId=222848
9.

Attached hereto as Exhibit M is a true and correct copy of the entry for “issue” in

12
13
14

Black’s Law Dictionary, which I retrieved from Westlaw.
10.

Attached hereto as Exhibit N is a true and correct copy of the entry for “issue” in

15

Webster’s online dictionary at https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/issue?utm_campaign

16

=sd&utm_medium=serp&utm_source=jsonld.

17
18

11.

Attached hereto as Exhibit O is a true and correct copy of the entry for “official” in

Black’s Law Dictionary, which I retrieved from Westlaw.

19
20
21

12.

Attached hereto as Exhibit P is a true and correct copy of Resolution No. 1380 of the

Redmond City Council, adopting rules of procedure of the city’s Technical Committee. Exhibit P

22

includes Exhibit 5 to the resolution (the Committee rules), but omits other exhibits that represent rules

23

of procedure governing other city departments. I obtained this copy of the resolution from the city’s

24

website at http://www.redmond.gov/common/pages/UserFile.aspx?fileId=88143.

25
26

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Washington that the
foregoing is true and correct.
Bricklin & Newman, LLP

DECLARATION OF BRYAN TELEGIN - 2

Attorneys at Law
1424 Fourth Avenue, Suite 500
Seattle WA 98101
Tel. (206) 264-8600
Fax. (206) 264-9300

1

Dated this 9th day of May, at Bainbridge Island, Washington.

2
3

s/Bryan Telegin
Bryan Telegin

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Bricklin & Newman, LLP

DECLARATION OF BRYAN TELEGIN - 3

Attorneys at Law
1424 Fourth Avenue, Suite 500
Seattle WA 98101
Tel. (206) 264-8600
Fax. (206) 264-9300

EXHIBIT A

BEFORE THE HEARING EXAMINER
FOR THE CITY OF REDMOND
In the Matter of the Appeal of
Greg Wilson, on behalf of Wilmoor
Development Corporation

Of an Administrative Decision

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

No. HEA-2018-01
No. LAND-2013-01720
Rosehill Cottages

FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS,
AND DECISION

SUMMARY OF RECORD
The appeal to overturn the Technical Committee’s decision denying Wilmoor Development
Corporation (Appellant) a one-year extension of the Rose Hill Cottages Site Plan Entitlement is
GRANTED. Because the Technical Committee sent the Appellant a “written document
indicating approval” of the project on September 20, 2017, as required by Redmond Zoning
Code (RZC) 21.76.060.E.2, and that decision was neither appealed by any interested party nor
revoked by the City of Redmond (City), that decision is, by default, a final decision of the
Technical Committee that remains valid, and renders the later reconsideration of the extension
request—and subsequent issuance of a second decision denying the proposal—invalid.
Hearing Date:
The Hearing Examiner held an open record hearing on the appeal on February 27, 2018. At the
conclusion of the hearing, the parties agreed that, based on the voluminous nature of the
testimony and exhibits, the Hearing Examiner should issue a decision by March 20, 2018.
Testimony:
The following individuals presented testimony under oath at the open record hearing:
Appellant Witnesses:
Greg Wilson, Appellant Representative
City Witnesses:
Sarah Pyle, Senior Planner
Steven Fischer, Development Review Division Manager
Karen Anderson,1 Director of Planning and Community Development
Attorney Jim Haney represented the City
Attorney Vicki Orrico represented the Appellant and Property Owners
1

Ms. Anderson was formerly known as “Karen Haluza,” and appears as such in some of the exhibits.
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Exhibits:
The following exhibits were admitted into the record at the hearing:
Appellant Exhibits:
A-1. Declaration of Greg Wilson, dated February 12, 2018
A-2. Technical Committee Transmittal Letter, dated December 8, 2015, with Technical
Committee Decision, dated December 8, 2015 (same as C-2)
A-3. Email from Sarah Pyle to Greg Wilmoor, dated February 8, 2017 (same as C-7)
A-4. Email from Benjamin Sticka to Greg Wilson, dated September 21, 2017, with email
string; Letter from Karen Haluza and Linda DeBoldt to Greg Wilson, dated September
21, 2017
A-5. Letter from Gregory Wilson to Benjamin Sticka, dated September 18, 2017 (same as C-3)
A-6. Technical Committee Meeting Minutes, dated September 20, 2017, with Project
Comments (same as C-9)
A-7. Email from Steven Fischer to Laura Chan, dated September 22, 2017, with email string
A-8. Email from Benjamin Sticka to Laura Chan, dated September 22, 2017
A-9. Email from Benjamin Sticka to Barry Schnell, dated September 22, 2017
A-10. Email from Benjamin Sticka to Greg Wilson, dated November 8, 2017
A-11. Notice of Application, dated November 13, 2017
A-12. Email from Laura Chan to Benjamin Sticka, dated December 1, 2017, with attached
comments
A-13. Email from Benjamin Sticka to Greg Wilson, dated December 1, 2017, with attached
comments
A-14. Email from Benjamin Sticka to Greg Wilson, dated December 5, 2017
A-15. Letter from Gregory Wilson to Benjamin Sticka, dated December 6, 2017 (same as C-14)
A-16. Letter from Karen Anderson and Linda DeBoldt to Greg Wilson, dated December 8,
2017 (same as C-4)
A-17. Email from Benjamin Sticka to Greg Wilson, dated December 11, 2017
A-18. Appeal, received December 21, 2017
A-19. Appellant’s Prehearing Brief, dated February 10, 2018
A-20. Project Map, undated
A-21. Email from Benjamin Sticka to Barry Schnell, dated September 28, 2017
City Exhibits:
C-1. General Application, undated
C-2. Technical Committee Transmittal Letter, dated December 8, 2015, with Technical
Committee Decision, dated December 8, 2015
C-3. Letter from Gregory Wilson to Benjamin Sticka, dated September 18, 2017
C-4. Letter from Karen Anderson and Linda DeBoldt to Greg Wilson, dated December 8,
2017
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C-5.
C-6.
C-7.
C-8.
C-9.
C-10.
C-11.
C-12.
C-13.
C-14.
C-15.
C-16.
C-17.

Appeal, received December 21, 2017
Notice of Application, dated November 13, 2017, with email attachments
Email from Sarah Pyle to Greg Wilmoor, dated Feb. 8, 2017
Parcel Information, undated
Technical Committee Meeting Minutes, dated September 20, 2017, with Project
Comments
Email from Benjamin Sticka to Greg Wilson, dated September 21, 2017, with email
string
Email from Steve Fischer to Laura Chan, dated September 22, with email string; email
from Benjamin Sticka to Barry Schnell, dated September 22, 2017
Email from Benjamin Sticka to Greg Wilson, dated November 8, 2017
Technical Committee Meeting Minutes, dated December 6, 2017, with Project Comments
Letter from Gregory Wilson to Benjamin Sticka, dated December 6, 2017
Staff Report, dated February 20, 2018
City’s Reply to Appellant’s Pre-Hearing Brief, dated December 20, 2017
City’s PowerPoint Presentation, dated February 27, 2018

Orders, Motions, and Pleadings

Notice of Appearance, Attorney Vicki E. Orrico, dated January 5, 2018

Pre-Hearing Order, dated January 16, 2018

Pre-Hearing Order (Revised), dated January 19, 2018

Appellant’s Witness and Document List, undated

City’s Witness and Document List, dated February 20, 2018
The Hearing Examiner enters the following findings and conclusions based upon the testimony
and exhibits admitted at the open record hearing:

1.

2

FINDINGS
Background
On August 18, 2015, Greg Wilson, on behalf of Wilmoor Development Corporation
(Appellant),2 applied for a Site Plan Entitlement (SPE) to develop a site for 24 cottage
homes, with associated improvements, on an approximate 8.37-acre parcel at the
northeast corner of 132nd Avenue NE and NE 112th Place.3 On December 8, 2015, the
City’s Technical Committee issued its decision approving the SPE, with conditions. The
decision stated that the SPE approval would expire within two years unless an approval
extension was requested and granted, and that interested parties would have until
December 22, 2015, to appeal the decision. The decision was not appealed. A cover
letter accompanying the decision also noted that the “next steps” toward development of

Greg Wilson serves as Wilmoor Development Corporation’s President. Exhibit A-1.

3

The site is identified by King County Tax Parcel No. 3426059071, and is owned by Kjell Olsson, Bernd
and Florence Walter, and ME Bergstrom , LLC (Property Owners). Exhibit A-1.
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the proposal would entail going through the coordinated civil drawing review process,
which would “include review and approval of construction and landscape drawings, as
well as collection of performance bonds and Development Engineering review and
inspection fees” and the building permit review process. Exhibit A-3.
2.

On December 6, 2016, approximately one year after receiving the SPE approval, the
Appellant entered into a Purchase and Sale Agreement (PSA) to sell the property to Toll
WA LP (Toll). The PSA granted Toll a feasibility period, which would allow it to work
with the City to pursue its own permits, including seeking its own SPE approval. The
Appellant did not actively work on the “next steps” for its own SPE approval during this
time. Exhibit A-1; Exhibit C-15.

3.

On February 7, 2017, Greg Wilson attended a meeting between Toll’s representatives,
Aaron Hollingbery and Will Greene, and City Senior Planner Sarah Pyle, related to Toll’s
own application for an SPE. Mr. Wilson asked Ms. Pyle what would happen if the
Appellant’s SPE approval expired before Toll received approval of its own SPE, because
the Appellant wished to preserve its right to develop the property in the event the PSA
between it and Toll fell through. Ms. Pyle told Mr. Wilson that it would be possible that
the Appellant’s SPE approval would expire prior to Toll receiving approval for its own
SPE and explained what would need to happen for the Appellant to receive a one-year
extension on its SPE approval. Exhibit A-1; Exhibit C-15.

4.

The next day, on February 8, 2017, Ms. Pyle emailed Mr. Wilson about their
conversation. The email included information about the typical timelines for a proposal
like Toll’s request for SPE approval. It also stated:
Your current entitlement for Rosehill Cottages Approval will remain in
effect until at which time you voluntarily request for them to be withdrawn
and they are followed [by] a new application approval for Entitlements for
the parcel or at which [time] the current entitlements expire.
The work with Toll Brothers on the site and feasibility analysis with staff
regarding a possible new SPE proposal would substantiate as working to
resolve unanticipated construction or design problems and substantial
effort to make progress on the entitlements/project towards a single one
year extension. This would need to be revisited for each additional year
an extension is requested.
Exhibit A-3.

5.

Several months then passed while Toll worked with the City on its own request for SPE
approval. On September 15, 2017, City Planner Benjamin Sticka informed Mr.
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Hollingbery and Mr. Greene that the Appellant’s SPE would expire on December 8,
2017. The same day, Mr. Greene emailed Mr. Wilson to let him know that Mr. Sticka
confirmed that the city has not changed its position from when we
confirmed with [Ms. Pyle] that our [Toll’s] current work on the property
qualifies us for extension of the previous SPE approval. [Mr. Sticka]
requested that you [Mr. Wilson] apply for the extension more than a
month prior (so mid-late October) to give time to schedule the technical
committee.
Exhibit A-4.
6.

Mr. Sticka was cc’d on the email from Mr. Greene to Mr. Wilson. Later that day, Mr.
Wilson informed Mr. Sticka, in the same email chain, that the Appellant would like to
seek an extension of its own SPE approval. Mr. Sticka replied that a copy of Ms. Pyle’s
email should be included and that the Appellant would need to justify its request based
upon the criteria in RZC 21.76.090.4 Exhibit A-4. On September 18, 2017, Mr. Wilson
provided Mr. Sticka with a request for an extension of the Appellant’s SPE approval. In
the request, Mr. Wilson noted that “Toll Brothers has been working on the site and
feasibility analysis with city staff and has submitted a new SPE application for the
property” and that the “work to resolve construction and design issues along with
substantial effort toward the new SPE should qualify this approval for the requested
extension.” Exhibit A-5.

7.

On September 20, 2017, the Technical Committee met at 9:30 AM to discuss several
pending projects, including the Appellant’s request for a one-year extension of its SPE
approval. Meeting notes state that the “Technical Committee determined that the request
meets the criteria for the extension to be granted based on the recent change in ownership
of the property this year” and that the “Technical Committee approved a one year
extension request.” Exhibit A-6 (emphasis in original).
The evening of the same day, Mr. Wilson attended Toll’s community meeting with
neighbors about its SPE application. At the meeting, Karen Anderson, the City’s
Director of Planning and Community Development (and one of two members of the
Technical Committee)5 and Mr. Sticka both informed Mr. Wilson that his request for an
extension of the SPE approval had been approved. The next day, on September 21, 2017,
Mr. Sticka emailed Mr. Wilson about the approval at approximately 1:12 PM, explaining

4

RZC 21.76.090.C.2 requires a showing that either (a) economic hardship, (b) a change of ownership, (c)
unanticipated construction and/or site design problems, or (d) other circumstances beyond the control of the
applicant determined acceptable by the Technical Committee exist to justify an extension.
5

The City’s Director of Public Works, Linda DeBoldt, serves as the other designated member of the
Technical Committee. Exhibit A-4.
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that, “I have attached a draft of your approval letter from the Technical Committee. Once
both Directors have reviewed and signed the letter you will receive a copy in the mail.”
Exhibit A-4.
8.

The attached letter, which included a place for signatures from the two members of the
Technical Committee, but was unsigned, stated:
Thank you for your letter requesting an approval extension for the Rose
Hill Cottages – Site Plan Entitlement. The original approval for this
project was issued by the Technical Committee on December 8, 2015.
The Technical Committee approved your request for an extension on
September 20, 2017. . . . Per your request, the Technical Committee is
granting your request for an extension to December 8, 2018.
Exhibit A-4.

9.

Later that same day (September 21, 2017, at approximately 2:37 PM), a concerned
neighbor, Laura Chan, emailed Mr. Sticka with concerns about the extension request and
asked about the “City’s position on the developer’s extension request” and the
“anticipated decision date for the extension request.”6 At 3:32 PM, Ms. Chan then
emailed Ms. Armstrong and Steven Fischer, the City’s Development Review Division
Manager. That email stated that Ms. Chan had received a voice message from Mr. Sticka
indicating that the Appellant’s request to extend its SPE approval had been granted. Ms.
Chan went on to state:
I would like to formally appeal the decision.
The plan has clear errors on it, and should NOT have been extended. . . I
am unsure if either of my messages below [the messages to Ms. Pyle and
Mr. Sticka] reached the appropriate parties involved in the decision
process, and request the following information:
1. When the decision was actually made.
2. Who (names and titles) made the decision to approve the
extension.
3. A copy of the approval communication.
Please advise me if it is possible the decision be reversed as I understand
the letter has not yet been sent out to the applicant, and or the appeal

6

Ms. Chan’s email to Mr. Sticka included a previous email, sent to Ms. Pyle on September 20, 2017, at
approximately 4:09 PM, requesting the same information. Her email to Mr. Sticka indicates that she had
not heard back from Ms. Pyle. Exhibit A-7.
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process.
Exhibit A-7.
10.

At 4:57 PM, Ms. Chan also emailed Redmond Mayor John Marchione. In that
communication, Ms. Chan reiterated her concerns about the extension request and stated
that she “would like to understand your Planning Department’s Technical Committee’s
considerations in making their decisions” and would “also like to formally challenge the
granting of the extension.” Mayor Marchione replied that he would attempt to get
someone to contact Ms. Chan the next day, on September 22, 2017. Exhibit A-7.

11.

On September 22, 2017, Mayor Marchione forwarded his communication with Ms. Chan
to Ms. Armstrong, Mr. Fischer, Mr. Sticka, and Ms. Pyle and asked whether someone
would be able to promptly reply to her. Ms. Armstrong responded that Mr. Fischer
would send a reply “with the information about the extension of the original project
recently approved by the Technical Committee.” Ms. Armstrong also noted that the City
had received a similar request for information from another resident, Barry Schnell, and
that staff was also preparing a response to his inquiry about the extension. Exhibit A-7.

12.

Mr. Fischer responded to Ms. Chan later that day. In his response, he stated:
You are correct that there is a previous land use permit approval on this
site for 24 cottage units and that this approval is set to expire on December
8, 2017. The current developer has applied for a project extension and
that the Technical Committee granted the extension on September 20
following a review of the request. . . The Committee found that request
meets the decision criteria for b.) Change of ownership [under RZC
21.76.090]. The official approval letter is not expected to be mailed out
until next week and we can make certain that you receive a copy of the
letter.
The action that can be appealed is the Technical Committee decision that
is contained in the approval letter. Once it is issued, you must file an
appeal within the prescribed time period described in the letter. To file an
appeal, please complete the form in the attached hyperlink and pay the
[applicable appeal fee] on or before the last day of the appeal period,
which will be outlined in the letter.
Exhibit A-7.

13.

Also on September 22, 2017, Mr. Sticka sent a letter responding to similar concerns
raised by area resident Barry Schnell. In that email, Mr. Sticka noted that the Technical
Committee had “approved the Extension request for Rose Hill Cottages, Site Plan
Entitlement (LAND-2013-01720) at their meeting on September 20, 2017,” and that the
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letter of decision had not yet been mailed but “staff expects to mail it sometime next
week,” and he explained the appeal process for challenging the approval. Exhibit A-9.
On September 28, 2017, Mr. Sticka responded to further communication from Mr.
Schnell about the process that occurred related to the extension approval and further
noted that he was waiting on signatures “of both members of the Technical Committee”
but that he would send the approval letter to Mr. Schnell once it had been signed. Exhibit
A-21.
14.

A signed approval letter was never sent to Mr. Wilson. Instead, approximately six weeks
later, on November 8, 2017, Mr. Sticka emailed Mr. Wilson, stating:
I have an answer regarding the extension of LAND-2013-01720. A
Notice of Application will be sent out for the extension of LAND-201301720, including a 21 [day] comment period. After that 21 day period, the
project will be taken to the Technical Committee and a decision will be
rendered, followed by an appeal period.
Exhibit A-10.

15.

On November 13, 2017, the City sent notice to property owners within 500 feet of the
subject property describing the proposal and soliciting comments. Several public
comments expressing opposition to the extension were received during the 21-day
comment period and forwarded to Mr. Wilson. After the conclusion of the comment
period, Mr. Sticka then requested that Mr. Wilson send a letter explaining the ownership
status of the property. On December 6, 2017, Mr. Wilson provided Mr. Sticka with a
letter confirming that Toll remained under contract to purchase the property.

16.

The same day, December 6, 2017, the Technical Committee met a second time to
reevaluate the proposal. Meeting minutes state:
[Mr. Sticka] noted that this project was approved on 12/8/2015 and will
expire on 12/8/2017 unless a project extension is granted. The request for
an extension was previously before the Technical Committee [at] the
September 20, 2017 meeting. The comment period for the extension
request closed on December 4, 2017. Five comments were received and
all spoke of the failure of this project to extend sewer out to 132 nd Avenue.
The code provides four criteria, and previously the Committee had
considered the “change in ownership” as a possible means to grant the
extension. Staff has since discovered that the ownership has not changed
but instead that there is only a contract purchase agreement.
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Based on the fact that the applicant has failed to demonstrate compliance
any of the criteria, the Technical Committee denied the request to extend
the land use permit for this project.
Exhibit C-13.
17.

18.

On December 8, 2017, the Technical Committee sent a signed letter to Mr. Wilson, now
denying the request for a one-year extension of the Appellant’s SPE approval. The letter
indicated that Mr. Wilson had requested such an extension on December 6, 2017. It also
noted that the request was being denied because the Appellant failed to meet any of the
criteria for an extension under RZC 21.76.090. Exhibit A-16. Mr. Wilson called Mr.
Sticka in response to the new decision and, apart from his concerns about why the
extension was now being denied, he questioned why the second decision referenced an
extension request he made on December 6, 2017, because the only extension request he
ever made was the original request, back on September 18, 2017. On December 11,
2017, Mr. Sticka emailed Mr. Wilson and stated that, after speaking with his supervisor,
“the date in the denial later will not be changed” as the “date reflects the most recent
correspondence received, which was need in-order to make a determination on your
extension request.” Exhibit A-17.
Appeal
On December 21, 2017, Mr. Wilson timely appealed the City’s denial of the request to
extend the Appellant’s SPE approval. In the appeal statement, Mr. Wilson argued that
the “city erred in its decision on this extension request” because it should qualify under
the “unanticipated construction and/or site design problems” justification or the “other
circumstances beyond the control of the applicant” justification under RZC 21.76.090.
The appeal statement also noted that the “extension request of the Site Plan Entitlement
approval will be demonstrated through evidence presented during the appeal hearing.”
Exhibit A-18.

19.

On January 5, 2018, the Appellant retained council, Attorney Vicki Orrico, to handle the
appeal. Notice of Appearance, Vicki E. Orrico, dated January 5, 2018. An appeal
hearing was then scheduled for February 27, 2018. The Hearing Examiner issued a prehearing order (revised on January 19, 2018), directing that all pre-hearing motions be
filed by February 6, 2018; that the Appellant submit a brief by February 13, 2018; and
that the City submit a reply brief by February 20, 2018. No motions were received. Both
the Appellant and the City provided briefs, as requested. Pre-hearing Order (Revised),
dated January 19, 2018; Exhibit A-19 (Appellant’s Brief); Exhibit C-16 (City’s Brief).

20.

In summary, the Appellant’s Brief argues:

Pursuant to staff’s recommendations, the Appellant cited the unanticipated
construction and design issues encountered by Toll as the basis for the extension
request. This falls squarely within the justification for extension approval under
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RZC 21.76.090.C.2.c related to “unanticipated construction and/or site design
problems.”

The Technical Committee recognized that the Appellant had met the requirements
for an extension and validly issued an approval on September 20, 2017.

RZC 21.76.060.E.2 requires only that a “written record of the Technical
Committee’s decision” be prepared and that it may be “in the form of a staff
report, letter, the permit itself, or other written document indicating approval.”
There is no requirement in the code that the Technical Committee’s approval be
signed by the Committee’s members.

RZC 21.76.090.B provides that approval decisions “are assumed valid unless
overturned by an appeal decision.” In addition, RZC 21.76.060.E.4 states that
Type II decisions may be appealed to the Hearing Examiner but that such
decisions “are final upon expiration of the appeal period or, if appealed, upon
issuance of the Examiner’s final decision on the appeal.” Here, the Technical
Committee issued its (first) decision on September 20, 2017. The appeal period
would have expired on October 4, 2017. No appeal was filed by the City or any
other interested party.

The Doctrine of Finality prohibits municipalities from revoking land use
approvals, even if a municipality believes the approval was improperly issued: a
city that believes it erroneously issued a permit must follow its own applicable
appeal requirements, or be foreclosed from challenging the approval. An
untimely challenge made after an appeal period has run precludes collateral attack
of the land use approval and renders the purportedly improper approval valid.

The September 20, 2017, approval was not properly revoked. Under RZC
21.76.090.E, an approval may be revoked only if: (a) the permit “was issued in
error and the revocation is made within the 21-day appeal period under the Land
Use Petition Act,” or; (b) the approval was “obtained by misrepresentation of a
material fact,” or; (c) the permit is being exercised contrary to the terms of
approval. Here, the City did not make a finding that the (first) decision was
issued in error, was obtained by misrepresentation, or that the permit was being
exercised contrary to the terms of approval.
Exhibit A-19.7
21.

The City’s Reply Brief argues:

The Appellant’s only justification for an extension related to activity undertaken
by Toll—not the Appellant itself. The Appellant should not be able to claim
credit for delays in another entity’s permitting process as justification for
extending the SPE approval. At most, the Appellant “encountered ‘unanticipated

7

The Appellant’s Brief also makes an argument about the vested rights doctrine that need not be addressed
in this decision. In addition, the Appellant’s Brief makes an argument about equitable estoppel and
fundamental fairness but recognizes, in a footnote, that the Hearing Examiner does not have the authority to
consider equitable claims. Exhibit A-19.
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real estate transactional problem,’ and these are not the type of problems that
qualify for an extension under the Code.” Moreover, the Appellant failed to show
or explain how Toll’s delays were unanticipated – a further requirement of the
code.

The Appellant’s arguments about the “alleged” September 2017 “approval” by the
Technical Committee are outside the scope of the appeal because Mr. Wilson’s
appeal statement did not explicitly make such arguments or reference the
September 2017 decision.

If arguments concerning the September 2017 decision were considered, however,
they should fail. First, because the City did not properly issue notice of the
application prior to the September 2017 decision, the Technical Committee lacked
authority to issue such a decision. Second, it has long been the City’s
interpretation of RZC 21.76.060.E.2 that a letter signed by the Technical
Committee constitutes a “final” decision that would be appealable. Meeting
minutes or draft decisions do not qualify.

This interpretation is consistent with case law holding that a decision is “issued”
and therefore appealable when it is “entered” into the public record, i.e., when it is
“memorialized such that it is publicly available.” Habitat Watch v. Skagit
County, 155 Wn.2d 397 (2005).
Exhibit C-16.

22.

Appeal Hearing
Appellant Witness
Greg Wilson testified that the Appellant, Wilmoor Development Corporation, does not
own the property subject to this appeal but was hired by the property owners in order to
obtain SPE approval for future development. He explained the timeline that occurred in
obtaining the initial SPE approval in 2015 and Toll’s later involvement with the property.
Mr. Wilson stressed that, although he did not actively pursue development of the property
under the Appellant’s SPE approval after Toll became involved, he maintained close
contact with Toll as it moved forward with its own application. He did note, however,
that, prior to Toll’s involvement, Core Design had already begun work on the civil design
and engineering for the civil design review process. In addition, Mr. Wilson testified
that, in his understanding, both Ms. Pyle and Mr. Sticka indicated that an extension
request for the Appellant’s approved SPE would be granted on the grounds that Toll had
encountered unanticipated delay in obtaining approval for its own SPE.
By the summer of 2017, it became apparent to him that Toll may not receive its own
approval prior to the expiration of the Appellant’s SPE and, accordingly, he applied for
an extension request on September 18, 2017. Mr. Wilson testified that, on September 20,
2017, both Mr. Sticka and Ms. Anderson told him that the request had been approved by
the Technical Committee and that he later received the unsigned, draft letter from Mr.
Sticka about the approval. He called Mr. Sticka a few times about the approval over the
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next few weeks but did not think much of it because he believed that the Appellant’s
request for an extension had already been approved.
Mr. Wilson testified that, in early November of 2017, Mr. Sticka then reached out and
told him that a 21-day comment period would be required for the extension request. He
asked whether this was the usual process for requesting an extension and was told by Mr.
Sticka that the City would be requiring notice for such extensions moving forward,
beginning with the Appellant’s request. Despite this, Mr. Wilson believed that this was
about “dotting ‘i’s and crossing ‘t’s” and did not believe it was anything to worry about
because, again, he believed the request had already been approved. Later, Mr. Sticka
requested a copy of the PSA between the Appellant and Toll. Mr. Wilson testified that he
declined to provide a copy, because PSAs contain confidential information, but promptly
provided a letter on December 6, 2017, indicating that Toll still had the property under
contract to be purchased.
Finally, on December 8, 2017, Mr. Sticka provided Mr. Wilson with a new decision of
the Technical Committee, denying the extension request. Mr. Wilson testified that he
called Mr. Sticka and, apart from his confusion about why the Technical Committee had
changed its decision, asked why the new decision referenced him (Mr. Wilson)
requesting an extension on December 6, 2017, as the only request for an extension he had
ever made occurred on September 18, 2017. Mr. Sticka told Mr. Wilson that the date in
the denial letter would not be changed and that no corrected letter would be issued. Mr.
Wilson testified that he then did his best to appeal the second decision but, by that point,
was confused by the entire process.
Mr. Wilson also noted that, had the Technical Committee denied his request back in
September 2017 (as opposed to approving it), Core Design would have been in a position
to move forward with the requirements for the civil design review process such that
substantial progress on the approved PSE could be made prior to its expiration.
On cross-examination, Mr. Wilson stated that, between December 2016 and February
2017, he did not submit any plans to the City or contact the City about the proposal. He
also acknowledged that, at the February 2017 meeting with Ms. Pyle, she encouraged
Toll to submit its application as soon as possible so that a decision on it would be reached
prior to the Appellant’s SPE approval expiring. Testimony of Mr. Wilson.

23.

City Witnesses
Senior Planner Sarah Pyle testified that, after the Appellant received approval for the SPE
in 2015, the City did not receive any communication from Mr. Wilson or any civil review
plans. She stated that, typically, the next steps after receiving SPE approval would be
obtaining civil design review approval to grade the site and install improvements, such as
curb cuts, utilities, and landscaping. She explained that, in February 2017, she did meet
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with Toll’s representatives and Mr. Wilson to discuss Toll’s own SPE application. Ms.
Pyle stated that, although the requirements for an extension were discussed with Mr.
Wilson, she believed the conversation was mostly about timing for the projects. She was
under the impression that Toll would be applying for SPE approval soon and she wanted
to clarify for Mr. Wilson what might happen if there were “loose ends” with Toll’s
application that had not been addressed prior to the expiration of the Appellant’s own
SPE approval. Ms. Pyle stated that, with that context in mind, she thought that planning
staff would consider the progress Toll had made as substantial and that such progress—
an application submitted with all appropriate fees that had been worked on for six
months—would serve as appropriate grounds for the Appellant to receive an extension of
its own SPE approval.
On cross-examination, Ms. Pyle noted that Mr. Wilson was present at all of the meetings
that staff had with Toll and its representatives. She stated that it was not uncommon to
have a property owner receive SPE approval then sell the property to another developer.
Ms. Pyle then reiterated that she believed that, if Toll had made substantial progress on
the application as they had discussed, such circumstances could be grounds for the
Appellant to receive an extension. On redirect, Ms. Pyle then stated that any approval for
an extension for the Appellant would have to have been related to its own progress on its
own SPE approval. She clarified this discrepancy by stating that, at the time of the
February meeting with Mr. Wilson and the Toll representatives, she thought the two
parties were working “in tandem” but later realized that was not the case, and, because of
this, the Appellant would have to show that it had made substantial progress on its own
SPE approval to keep the permit from expiring or would have to meet the justification
criteria independently of the work (or problems) associated with Toll’s efforts.
Testimony of Ms. Pyle.
24.

Development Review Division Manager Steven Fischer testified that he has worked for
the City for over 20 years and that he oversees Ms. Pyle’s and Mr. Sticka’s work. He
stated that Technical Committee decisions are not considered final at the time the
Committee votes on a particular proposal and that, instead, an official, signed document
on City letterhead serves as the final decision. He said that, because applicants are often
anxious to know what happened at Technical Committee meetings—which are internal
staff meetings not open to the public—there are some situations, especially on larger
projects, where staff may share a draft decision of the Technical Committee. Mr. Fischer
stressed, however, that such correspondence are merely a courtesy and that, when shared,
staff explains that further review is still necessary. He explained that it is not uncommon
for members of the Technical Committee to review a draft decision, prepared by staff
members, and make substantial changes prior to signing a final decision. In the present
case, the City only ever issued one “official” decision on the extension request: the
December 2017 letter denying the request.
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On cross-examination, Mr. Fischer acknowledged that the meeting minutes he prepared
from the Technical Committee’s first meeting (in September 2017) stated that the
extension request had been approved and that Mr. Fischer emailed Ms. Chan shortly
thereafter and told her the decision had been approved. He also acknowledged that, while
he is aware of situations where significant changes to a draft decision have occurred, he is
unaware of any other instance where a preliminary decision of the Technical Committee
was reversed. On redirect, Mr. Fischer stressed that, although several members of the
public were told the Technical Committee had approved the extension request, the same
correspondence noted that the decision had yet to be mailed and that the mailed decision
would be what would serve as grounds for an appeal. The only decision, however, that
was actually mailed was the December 2017 decision denying the approval request.
Testimony of Mr. Fischer.
25.

Director of Planning and Community Development Karen Anderson testified that the
Technical Committee is a formalized way to make ministerial decisions. She stated that
she agrees with Mr. Fischer’s assessment of what constitutes a final decision. Ms.
Anderson explained that, at the meeting on September 20, 2017, the Technical
Committee discussed the four criteria for granting an extension request and did not think
the Appellant would meet any of the criteria except the criteria related to change in
ownership. She said that, although the Technical Committee would need more
information on the ownership status of the property, it is not uncommon for the Technical
Committee to “not continue the item” but, instead, to request the additional information
that was needed and have that reflected in the final approval letter that is sent.
Ms. Anderson testified that the City was contacted by adjacent property owners who
expressed concern about the lack of notice that occurred prior to the Technical
Committee making its initial decision. After reviewing the code, Ms. Anderson
determined that notice should have been provided because the extension request would
constitute a Type II application requiring public notice. Accordingly, she instructed Mr.
Sticka to provide notice of the extension request. After the notice period, the Technical
Committee then met a second time (in December 2017) to discuss the application. By
then, Mr. Wilson had provided a letter that indicated that property ownership had not yet
changed. Accordingly, the Technical Committee decided that none of the criteria for an
extension were met and that the request should now be denied.
On cross-examination, Ms. Anderson stated that her tenure as planning director began in
June 2017 and, accordingly, she is unable to speak to the process that was used for
extending approvals of applications in the past. But she believes that the code requires
notice of such requests. In the present instance, the City identified that it had made an
error in this regard, corrected the error, then moved forward with a final decision on the
application. Testimony of Ms. Anderson.
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26.

27.

Closing Arguments
Attorney Vicki Orrico presented a closing argument on behalf of the Appellant at the
conclusion of testimony. She reiterated the points made in the Appellant’s pre-hearing
brief, stressing in particular that the September 20, 2017, decision of the City was validly
issued, especially because nothing in the municipal code requires that such a decision be
signed by the Technical Committee and because staff members told the public-at-large
that the extension request had been approved. Ms. Orrico also argued that the City
lacked the authority to repeal or revoke the September 20, 2017, once it decided that it
had failed to appropriately provide notice of the request, because the appeal period had
already run. In addition, she argued that, even if the September decision was not validly
issued, the December decision denying the request was not valid either because it failed
to provide any specific information on how the proposal did not meet any of the criteria
required for extension approval. Finally, she argued that the City’s ad hoc approach to its
own code and the requirements for notice and final decisions are so unpredictable that
applicants have no way of knowing how to move forward with proposals. Argument of
Ms. Orrico.
Attorney James Haney presented a closing argument on behalf of the City. He stressed
that no evidence presented showed that the Appellant met the criteria for an extension of
its SPE approval. This is especially true because the Appellant made no effort to work on
its own SPE approval and, instead, relied solely on the work and issues encountered by
Toll. Mr. Haney argued that it was clear that the September 20, 2017, letter provided to
Mr. Wilson was only a draft and should not be viewed as a final decision and that the
City’s practice has long been to issue final decisions that are signed. Finally, Mr. Haney
noted that the Appellant sat on its approval and did nothing to perfect its rights prior to
requesting an extension. Argument of Mr. Haney.

CONCLUSIONS
Jurisdiction
The Hearing Examiner is authorized to hear and decide appeals of Type II decisions. The
Hearing Examiner may issue a decision granting the appeal, grant the appeal with modifications,
or denying the appeal. RZC 21.76.060.I.4.
Review Authority
The Hearing Examiner’s duty is to review the entire record before him to determine whether an
appellant has met his or her burden of proving that the City’s decision was erroneous. To
properly review the City’s action, the Hearing Examiner must decide what facts are important to
make a decision, determine those facts with reference to specific exhibits or testimony, draw
conclusions from those facts, and make a decision based on those conclusions. See
Weyerhaeuser v. Pierce County, 124 Wn.2d 26 (1994).
The Hearing Examiner must accord substantial deference to the City’s interpretation of its own
ordinances. RCW 36.70C.130(1)(b); Nw. Sportfishing Indus. Ass'n v. Washington Dept. of
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Ecology, 172 Wn. App. 72 (2012); Timberlake Christian Fellowship v. King County, 114 Wn.
App. 174, 180 (2002). The Hearing Examiner reviews the City’s decision to determine if it is
clearly erroneous, after allowing for such deference as is due the construction of municipal
statutes by the City, or that the decision is not supported by evidence that is substantial when
viewed in light of the whole record. See RZC 21.76.060.I.4. Under the “clearly erroneous”
standard of review, the Hearing Examiner examines the entire record in light of the policy set
forth in the ordinance and reverses the decision only if he has a definite and firm conviction that
the City made a mistake. Isla Verde International Holdings, Inc. v. City of Camas, 146 Wn.2d
740, 751 (2002). When applying the clearly erroneous standard, the Hearing Examiner may not
substitute his own judgment for the judgment of the City. See Buechel v. Dep’t of Ecology, 125
Wn.2d 196, 202 (1994).

1.

Conclusions Based on Findings
Under RCZ 21.76.060.E.2, the Technical Committee issued a valid decision on
September 20, 2017, when it provided Mr. Wilson with a “written document
indicating approval” of the extension request. 8 Apart from the fact that both Ms. Pyle
and Mr. Sticka indicated to Mr. Wilson—in advance of his applying for an extension of
the SPE approval—that Toll’s unanticipated construction and/or site design problems
would serve as sufficient grounds to obtain an extension, several staff members told Mr.
Wilson that the actual request was approved by the Technical Committee. Specifically,
both Ms. Anderson and Mr. Sticka told Mr. Wilson several hours after the Technical
Meeting on September 20, 2017, that the request had been approved. The next day, Mr.
Sticka sent Mr. Wilson a draft of the approval letter and indicated that a signed copy of
the approval would arrive in the mail. In addition, apart from indicating to Mr. Wilson
that the approval had been granted, staff members also indicated to the mayor and the
public-at-large that such approval had been granted.
Although the City argues that such approval was provisional and that it has been the
City’s custom to treat only a signed decision of the Technical Committee as final, nothing
in RCZ 21.76.060.E.2 requires a signed document. Instead, as the Appellant correctly
points out, that code provision merely requires that the Technical Committee prepares a
written record of its decision that “may be in the form of a staff report, letter, the permit
itself, or other written document indicating approval.” Here, between the unanimous

8

The City argues that most of the issues raised by the Appellant in its prehearing brief should be ignored as
outside the scope of the appeal because the Appellant failed to specifically argue such issues in its appeal
statement. Washington’s courts, however, long ago abandoned code pleading and “determined that
substance should prevail over form and that actions should be determined on the merits, not by technical
rules that prevent such determinations.” First Fed. Savings & Loan Assoc. v. Ekanger, 22 Wn. App. 938,
(1979). Moreover, the purpose of the requirement that issues be addressed in an appeal statement is to
ensure that the City (and Hearing Examiner) are adequately prepared to address and respond to an
Appellant’s arguments at an appeal hearing. In this instance, because prehearing briefs were requested, the
City suffered no prejudice from the Appellant further elaborating on its arguments well in advance of the
appeal hearing.
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view expressed by staff (to Mr. Wilson, the mayor, and several members of the public as
well as in the meeting minutes) about the approval granted by the Technical Committee
and the “written document indicating approval” sent to Mr. Wilson by Mr. Sticka, it is
clear that the Technical Committee approved Mr. Wilson’s request on September 20,
2017.
Mr. Fischer’s testimony in this regard was particularly persuasive. Although he did
testify that it has long been the City’s stance that a final decision of the Technical
Committee must be signed, especially because the Committee sometimes makes
substantive changes to the draft decision, he could not recall a single instance in his over
20 years of working for the City whereby the Technical Committee later reversed the
position it had taken in a draft approval decision. This assertion, coupled with the strong
policy supporting administrative finality in land use decisions long recognized by
Washington courts, bolsters the conclusion that the Technical Committee granted the
Appellant its SPE approval extension request on September 20, 2017. See, e.g.,
Skamania County v. Columbia River Gorge Comm’n, 144 Wn.2d 30 (2001). Findings 1 –
17, 20 – 25.
2.

Because the extension approval was not appealed or revoked, it remains valid. RZC
21.76.090.B provides that permit approvals are assumed valid unless overturned by an
appeal decision. RZC 21.76.060.E.4 further provides that all Type II decisions “are final
upon expiration of the appeal period” or upon issuance of the Hearing Examiner’s final
decision on the appeal. Here, as discussed in Conclusion 1, the City indicated to Mr.
Wilson that the Appellant’s request for an extension had been approved on September 20,
2017. Although the City later determined that it had erred and that public notice should
have been provided, this occurred after the appeal period should have expired in October
2017: Mr. Sticka informed Mr. Wilson that notice would need to be provided on
November 8, 2017. As explained in Chelan County v. Nykreim, 146 Wn.2d 904 (2002),
even when a city believes it has erred in issuing a permit, it must follow its own
applicable appeal requirements or be foreclosed from challenging its decision. This is
because leaving “land use decisions open to reconsideration long after the decisions are
finalized place property owners in a precarious position” and undermines attempts to
ensure that appeal procedures are consistent, predictable, and timely. The City also did
not revoke its decision in accord with RZC 21.76.090.E. Accordingly, because the
September 20, 2017, decision was not appealed or revoked, it remains valid. Findings 1
– 27.

3.

The December 8, 2017, decision denying the extension request constitutes an invalid
reconsideration of the initial decision. As explained in Conclusions 1 and 2, the initial
decision granting the extension was validly issued and was neither appealed nor revoked.
Accordingly, that decision was final. This remains true even if the City erred in failing to
provide notice prior to the Technical Committee’s first consideration of the extension
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request because, in the context of land use decisions in Washington, “even illegal
decisions must be challenged in a timely, appropriate manner.” Habitat Watch v. Skagit
County, 155 Wn.2d 397 (2005). The Habitat Watch case is particularly relevant as it
involved a situation where a group that was party to previous public hearings on a land
use proposal appealed the approval of a later extension request on the grounds that notice
and a public hearing were not provided. 155 Wn.2d at 397. The Washington Supreme
Court ruled that, despite the deficiencies with notice, the decision was not timely
challenged and, therefore, final. Here, because the September 20, 2017 decision was
neither appealed nor revoked, it became final and the Technical Committee’s second
decision denying the request constituted an invalid reconsideration of the initial decision.
See, e.g., Nykreim, 146 Wn.2d 904 (2002). This is especially true in light of longstanding policies and jurisprudence in Washington favoring the finality of land use
decisions. See, e.g., Samuel’s Furniture v. Dep’t of Ecology, 147 Wn.2d 440 (2002).
Findings 1 – 27.
DECISION
Because the Technical Committee sent the Appellant a “written document indicating approval”
of the project on September 20, 2017, as required by Redmond Zoning Code (RZC)
21.76.060.E.2, and because that decision was neither appealed by any interested party nor
properly revoked by the City, the decision was, by default, a final decision of the Technical
Committee. Accordingly, the Technical Committee’s subsequent decision denying the proposal
was invalid, and the appeal to overturn the denial of the extension is GRANTED.
Decided this 20th day of March 2018.

Andrew M. Reeves
Hearing Examiner Pro Tempore
Sound Law Center
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EXHIBIT B

1

BEFORE THE HEARING EXAMINER
FOR THE CITY OF REUMOND

2
3

In the Matter of the Appeal of

NO. HEA-2018-01

4

Greg Wilson, on behalf of Wilmoor
Development Corporation,

NO. LAND-2013-01720

5

APPELLANT'S PREHEARING BRIEF

Of an Administrative Decision
6
7

8

I.

INTRODUCTION

Appellant, Wilmoor Development Corporation ("Wilmoor") hereby submits this

9
Prehearing Brief in support of its appeal of the City of Redmond Technical Committee letter
10

11

denying an extension ("Denial Letter") of the expiration date for Wilmoor's Site Plan

12

Entitlement ("SPE"). This Denial Letter was ineffective because the Redmond Technical

13

Committee had already issued a valid approval of the SPE extension ("Extension Approval")

14

two and a half months earlier, which Extension Approval was neither appealed nor revoked.

15
16

Wilmoor therefore respectfully requests the Examiner dismiss the Denial Letter and declare the
Extension Approval effective.

17
II.

STATEMENT OF FACTS AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND

18
19

On August 18, 2015, after two years of working with the City, Wilmoor applied for a

20

Site Plan Entitlement ("SPE") for 24 cottage homes on property known as King County Tax

21

Parcel No. 3426059071 and located in Redmond, Washington (the "Property"). The SPE was

22
23
24
25
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1

2

approved by the City on December 8, 2015. 1 Without an extension, the SPE would expire on
December 8, 2017.2

3

On December 6, 2016, owners of the Property3 ("Property Owners") entered into a

4

Purchase and Sale Agreement ("PSA") to sell the Property to Toll WA LP, a Washington

5

limited partnership ("Toll"). The PSA granted Toll a feasibility period which allowed Toll to

6

work with the City to pursue its permits to develop the Property. This feasibility period has

7
8
9

been extended due to delays occasioned by construction and site design problems arising from
the Toll site plan entitlement application.

10

On February 7, 2017, Wilmoor's President, Greg Wilson, and Toll representatives

11

Aaron Hollingbery and Will Greene, met with City Planner Sarah Pyle regarding Toll's site

12
13

plan entitlement application, and the status of the Wilmoor SPE, pending approval ofthe Toll
application. Planner Pyle informed Mr. Wilson that the Wilmoor SPE would be put on hold

14
until the City was ready to approve the Toll site plan entitlement, at which time Wilmoor could
15
16

withdraw its SPE to allow the City to grant site plan entitlement approval to Toll. 4 Planner

17

Pyle also informed Mr. Wilson that it was possible that Toll would not receive its site plan

18

entitlement approval before the Wilmoor SPE expired. 5 She told Mr. Wilson, however, that

19

the work Toll was doing on its site plan entitlement application constituted unanticipated

20
21

22
23

24
25

1Ex. 2, Dec. 8, 2015 Technical Committee letter of approval for Wilmoor SPE. Note that the letter was
erroneously addressed to "Fred Wilson" rather than Wihnoor's principal, Greg Wilson; this error has no relevance
to this proceeding.
2/d.

3 Kjell Olsson, a married man as his separate estate, Bernd and Florence Walter, husband and wife and the marital
community composed thereof, and ME Bergstrom, LLC, a Washington limited liability company.
4Ex . I, Declaration of G. Wilson ("Wilson Dec."),
5/d., ~6.

,5.
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1

construction and site design problems on the Property that would qualify Wilmoor for an

2

extension under Redmond Zoning Code ("RZC") 2L76.090. She suggested that Wilmoor

3

apply for such an extension. 6 Planner Pyle then followed up with an email confirming their

4

conversation:

5

Per our conversation today:

6

Your current entitlement for Rosehill Cottages Approval will remain in effect until at
which time [sic] you voluntarily request for them to be withdrawn and they are
followed a new application approval for Entitlements for the parcel or at which time
the current entitlements expire.

7
8

9

The work with Toll Brothers on the site and feasibility analysis with staff regarding a
possible new SPE proposal would substantiate as working to resolve unanticipated
construction or design problems and substantial effort to make progress on the
entitlements/ project towards a single one-year extension. This would need to be
revisited for each additional year an extension is requested.

10
11

12

13

Your current entitlements expire two years from the date of final approval. 7

14

Toll representative Will Greene had similar conversations with Planner Ben Sticka,

15

who also confirmed that Toll's current work on the Property qualifies Wilmoor for extension

16
17

of its SPE.s Planner Sticka suggested that an extension application be submitted by mid-late
October to allow sufficient time for review. 9

18
Based on Planner Pyle's and Planner Sticka's recommendations, on September 18,
19
20
21

2017, Wilmoor submitted a request for a one-year extension of the SPE ("Extension
Request"). 10 As the basis for the requested extension, the Extension Request cited Toll's work

22
23

6/d.

24

7Ex. 3, Feb. 8, 2017, email from S. Pyle to G. Wilmoor re: FW: Cottages follow-up e-mail.
8Ex. 4, Sept. 15-2, 2017 email string from B. Sticka toG Wilson, et al re: FW Expiration ofLAND-20 13-01720,
and attachment, letter dated Sept. 21, 2017, from Technical Committee to G. Wilson, approving the Extension.

25

9Jd.

I OEx. 5, Sept. 8, 2017 letter from G. Wilson to B. Sticka.
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on the site and feasibility analysis with City staff for Toll's permitting work for the Property

2

"to resolve construction and design issues along with substantial effort toward the new SPE." 11

3

On September 20, 2017, the City Technical Committee met and approved Wilmoor's

4

Extension Request. 12 Later that same day, Toll held its community meeting to share its

5

proposed project with the neighbors. 13 Mr. Wilson also attended the meeting, as did City

6
Planning Director Karen Anderson and City Planner Sticka. At that meeting, both Planning
7
8
9

Director Anderson and Planner Sticka informed Mr. Wilson that the Technical Committee had
approved Wilmoor's Extension Request earlier that day.I4

10

On September 21, 2017, Planner Sticka emailed Mr. Wilson an unsigned copy of the

11

Technical Committee Extension Approval letter, promising to mail the Extension Approval

12

letter signed by the "Directors." 15 Planner Sticka and Planning Department Manager Steven

13

Fischer also responded to inquiries from neighbors who had learned of the Wilmoor Extension

14

Request at the community meeting, stating that (1) the Technical Committee had met
15
16

September 20, 2017, to consider the Extension Request, (2) at that meeting, the Technical

17

Committee had approved the Extension Request, and (3) the decision could be appealed by

18

completing the form on the City website linked in the emaii.I6

19
20
21

22
23

,,,J.
12Ex. 6, p, 6, Sept. 20,2017 minutes from meeting of Technical Committee approving Wilmoor Extension.
13wilson Decl., ,8.
l4Jd.

24

l5 Attachment to Ex 4, supra, letter dated Sept. 21, 2017, from Technical Committee to G. Wilson, approving the
Extension.

25

16Ex. 7, Sept. 22, 2017 email from S. Fischer to L. Chan; Ex. 8, Sept. 22, 2017 email from B. Sticka to L. Chan;
Ex.9, Sept. 22, 2017 email from B. Sticka to B. Schnell.
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The Extension Approval stated that the extension would expire on December 8, 2018. 17

1

2

Based on the Extension Approval and assurances of City staff: Wilmoor put its permitting

3

activity on hold; had they not received the Extension Approval, Wilmoor would have quickly

4

submitted civil drawings to meet the requirements of the SPE. 18 Because they had received

5

the Extension Approval, Wilmoor believed it was unnecessary to submit anything pending

6
approval ofToll ' s SPE.19
7

On November 8, 2017, Planner Sticka informed Mr. Wilson that, although in the past

8
9

the City had not required public notice posting of extension applications, the City had decided

10

to require a 21 day Notice of Application prior to the Technical Committee decisions on this

11

and all future extension requests. 20 The 21 day notice was posted beginning November 13,

12

2017. 21

13

On December I, 2017, Planner Sticka forwarded to Mr. Wilson three comment letters

14
received from neighbors objecting the extension of Wilmoor' s SPE. The objection letters did

15
16

not address whether the Extension Request met the criteria for an extension application, but

17

rather objected to the conditions contained in the original Wilmoor SPE2 2 - i.e., conditions that

18

were not appealed and to which the SPE had vested years before.

19
20
21

22
23
24
25

l7Ex. 4, supra.
I8w·11 son Dec. , ~9
11 •
19/d.
20Ex. I 0, Nov. 8, 2017 email from B. Sticka to G. Wilson.
21 Ex. II, Nov. 13 , 2017 Notice of Application.
22 Primarily extension of sewers, but also density calculations, and cottage housing bonus. See Ex. 12, Dec. I.
2017 email from B. Sticka to G. Wilson with email and comment letter from L. and M. Chan; and Ex. 13 , Dec.
I, 2017 email from B. Sticka to G . Wilson with email and comment letter from C. and K. Comunale and G. and
S. Herbison.
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On December 1, 20 17, Planner Sticka called Mr. Wilson and asked for a copy of the

1

2

PSA. 23 Mr. Wilson informed Planner Sticka that the PSA was confidential and he could not

3

release it. 24 Mr. Wilson agreed, instead, to send a letter verifying that Toll was under contract

4

to purchase the Property. On December 5, 2017, Mr. Wilson received an email from Planner

5

Sticka requesting the letter stating that Toll was under contract to the purchase the Property.25

6
In response to Planner Sticka's request, on December 6, 2017, Mr. Wilson sent the City a letter
7

8

confirming that Toll had the Property under contract.26

9

On December 8, 2017, in spite of, and without reference to, the Extension Approval,

10

the City issued a letter stating that the City's Technical Committee had denied Wilmoor's

11

extension request ("Denial Letter").27 Oddly, the Denial Letter stated that it was in response

12

to "your December 6, 2017letter requesting an extension."28 The only request for an extension

13

Wilmoor submitted was the September 18, 2017 Extension Request, which was approved

14
September 20, 2017, by the Technical Committee in the Extension Approval letter. The only

15
16

correspondence from Wilmoor dated December 6, 2017, was the letter in response to Planner

17

Sticka's request for confirmation that Toll had the Property under contract.29 In spite of Mr.

18

Wilson's objections, the City refused to correct the Denial Letter.30

19
20
21

22

23wilson Dec., ~II.
24Jd

25Ex. 14, Dec. 5, 2017 email from B. Sticka to G. Wilson.

23

26Ex. 15, Dec. 6, 2017 letter from G. Wilson to B. Sticka.

24

27Ex. 16, Dec. 8, 20I7, letter from Technical Committee denying Wilmoor Extension.
28/d.

25

29Ex. I5, supra.
30Ex 17, Dec. II, 2017 email from B. Sticka to G. Wilson.
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1

2

On December 21, 2017, Wilmoor timely appealed the Technical Committee's
December 8, 2017 Denial Letter.3I

3
IV.

LEGAL ARGUMENT

4
A.

Wilmoor' s Extension Request Met the Standards for an Extension.

5

Site Plan Entitlements are Type II permits. RZC 21.76.5080. Type II permits are

6
7

8
9
10

efiective for two years from the final date of approval unless extended pursuant to RZC
21.76.090.C.2:
The period may be extended on a yearly basis by the approval authority upon showing
proper justification. Proper justification consists of one or more of the following
conditions:

11

a.
b.
c.
d.

12
13

Economic hardship;
Change of ownership;
Unanticipated construction and/or site design problems;
Other circumstances beyond the control of the applicant determined acceptable
by the Technical Committee.

14
15
16

Wilmoor' s SPE was approved by the City on December 8, 2015, with an expiration date
of December 8, 2017, if not extended. In September, 2017, Wilmoor applied for the SPE

17

Extension.

18

construction and design issues encountered by Toll on the Property as the basis for the

19

Extension. Wilmoor' s justification falls squarely within condition RZC 2 1. 76.090.C.2.c above.

20

Pursuant to City staffs recommendation, Wilmoor cited the unanticipated

Staff clearly recognized that Wilmoor qualified for the extension under RZC 21.76.090.C.2.c,

21
as staff recommended that Wilmoor formulate its request for an extension on that basis. 32

22
23

24
25

3 1Ex. 18, Wilmoor Appeal.
32Ex 3.
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1

Moreover, the Technical Committee itself agreed that Wilmoor's SPE qualified for an

2

extension under RZC 21.76.090.C.2.c, and granted the Extension to Wilmoor on September

3

20, 2017. 33

4

5

B.

The Extension Approval was Validly Issued.

The Technical Committee followed its procedures when it issued the Extension

6
Approval. Extensions are granted by the "approval authority."3 4 Type II Permits are granted
7

8
9
10

11
12
13

by the Technical Committee. 35 "The decision of the Technical Committee shall be based on
the criteria for the application set forth in the RZC, and shall include any conditions necessary
to ensure consistency with the applicable development regulations."36
As noted above, RZC 21.76.090.C.2 sets forth the criteria for issuing an extension.
Wilmoor properly cited facts that met the criteria of RZC 21.76.090.C.2.c: unanticipated
construction and design issues on the Property. In their Extension Approval, the Technical

14
Committee noted that Wilmoor had shown proper justification.37

15
16

RZC 21.76.060.E.2. requires that:

18

A written record ofthe Technical Committee's decision shall be prepared in each case
and may be in the form of a staff report, letter, the permit itself, or other written
document indicating approval, approval with conditions, or denial.

19

The September 20, 2017 Extension Approval clearly met this requirement. There is no

17

20

requirement in the City Code that the Technical Committee's approval be signed by the

21

22
23
24
25

33Ex. 6 and Attachment to Ex 4.
34 RZC 21.76.090.C.2.
35 RZC 21.76.050.0 and 21.76.060.£.1.
36 RZC 21.76.060.E.I.
37Ex. 6 and Attachment to Ex 4.
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1

Director of Planning or the Director of Public Works. The Technical Committee's Extension

2

Approval was a '\vritten document indicating approval." Therefore, the Extension Approval

3

was validly issued.

4

5

C.

The Extension Approval Was Not Appealed.

RZC 21.76.090.B provides that "approval of a Type I, Type II, Type III, Type IV, and

6

Type V permits are assumed valid unless overturned by an appeal decision. "
7

13

Appeal. Type II decisions (except shoreline permits) may be appealed to the Hearing
Examiner as provided in RZC 21. 76.060.1. Appeals to Hearing Examiner on Type land
T;pe 11 Permits. All decisions are final upon expiration of tile appeal period or, if
appealed, upon issuance ofthe Hearing Examiner' s final decision on the appeal. Appeal
decisions of the Hearing Examiner may be appealed to the King County Superior Court
as provided in RZC 21.76.060.M.38
Time to Appeal. The written appeal and the appeal fee, if any, must be received by the
Redmond City Clerk's Office no later than 5:00p.m. on the fourteenth day following
the date the decision of the Technical Committee/Design Review Board Decision is
issued. 39

14

The Technical Committee Extension Approval was issued on September 20, 2017; the

15

appeal period expired October 4, 2017. No appeal of the Extension Approval was filed by the

8

9
10
11
12

16
17

City, Wilmoor or any third party.
Washington courts have consistently held that the Doctrine of Finality prohibits

18

municipalities from revoking land use approvals, even if the municipality believes the approval
19
20
21

was improperly issued. 40 A city that believes it erroneously issued a permit must follow the
applicable appeal requirements, or be foreclosed from challenging it; the city has no authority

22
23

24
25

38 RZC 21.76.050.£.4 (emphasis added).
39 RZC 21 .76.050.l.2.c.
40c helan County v. Nykreim, 146 Wn.2d 904, 931 , 52 P.3d I, 14 (2002); Snohomish Cty. v. Pollution Control
Hearings Bd. , 187 Wn.2d 346, 372, 386 P.3d 1064, I 076 (20 16), as amended (May 2, 20 17), reconsideration
denied (May 10, 2017); Wenatchee Sportsmen Ass'n v. Chelan Cty., 141 Wn.2d 169, 181 , 4 P.3d 123, 128-29
(2000).
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1

to simply revoke the permit. 41 An untimely challenge made after an appeal period has run

2

precludes collateral attack of the land use decision and renders the purportedly improper

3

approval valid. 42

4

6

Leaving land use decisions open to reconsideration long after the decisions are finalized
places property owners in a precarious position and undermines the Legislature's intent
to provide expedited appeal procedures in a consistent, predictable and timely
manner. 43

7

Allowing local governments to rescind a previous land use approval without concern of finality

8

denies property owners the ability to rely on an agency's determinations with reasonable

5

9
10

certainty. 44
In the case at hand, the Extension Approval was not appealed by the City, Wilmoor or

11
any third party; the appeal period expired October 4, 2017.

The Extension Approval is

12

13

therefore final, and the City cannot now rescind it.
The Extension Approval Was Not Revoked.

14

D.

15

Once the Extension Approval was final, it could only be revoked by the City in

16
17
18
19
20
21

22

accordance with RZC 21.76.090.E:

Revocation of Permits.
1.
The Administrator may detennine that any approved permit should be
revoked upon a finding that one or more of the following conditions exist:
a.
The permit was issued in error and the revocation is made within
the 21 day appeal period under the Land Use Petition Act, RCW 36.70C; or
b.
Approval of the permit was obtained by misrepresentation of
material fact ; or
The permit is being exercised contrary to the terms of approval.
c.

23

24
25

41 Nykreim, 146 Wn.2d at 932-33 .
42Nykriem, !46 Wn.2d at 932.
43/d. , 146 Wn.2d at 93 3.
44 !d.
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2
3

4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12

,..,
Except as provided in subsection E.3 below, the Administrator shall
provide the property owner and permit Applicant at least 21 days' \\Titten notice of the
Administrator's intent to revoke the permit. Revocation will automatically occur upon
the date specified by the notice unless the property owner or permit holder files an
appeal as provided in the appropriate section of this title. If an appeal is filed.
revocation shall not take place unless and until the appeal is concluded, and then only
if the decision of the Administrator is upheld, provided that at the request of the
Administrator, and after notice and opportunity to be heard has been provided, the
Hearing Examiner may issue an order at any time during the appeal proceedings to
require that the property owner or permit Applicant cease the use or activity for which
the permit was approved pending conclusion of the appeal, if the Hearing Examiner
determines that the Administrator's decision is likely to be upheld and that irreparable
harm will likely result if the use or activity is not ceased.
3.
The Administrator may revoke a permit on less than 21 days' notice or
upon no notice at all if, but only it: the property owner's or permit holder's continued
activities will result in imminent danger to person or property or otherwise create
irreparable harm. In the event of such an extraordinary situation, the property owner
or permit holder may file an appeal of the revocation and seek an expedited appeal
hearing. Such an expedited hearing shall take place at the earliest opportunity, and
shall be given priority over any other matter on the Hearing Examiner's schedule that
may be legally delayed.45

13

The City did not make a finding that the permit was issued in error, was obtained by
14

15

misrepresentation of a material fact, or that the permit was being exercised contrary to the

16

terms of approval. Nor did the City provide Wilmoor or the Prope1iy Owners 21 days' written

17

notice - or any written notice - of an intent to revoke the permit. Finally, there was no

18

determination, or even any indication, that any activities of Wilmoor or Properiy Owners

19

presented any imminent danger to person or property or otherwise create ineparable harm.

20

Because the City did not follow its proscribed procedures to revoke the Extension

21

ApprovaL it remains effective.

22
23

24
25
45Emphasis original.
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1

2

E.

The City Was Prohibited from Applying the Ne\v Notice Policv to the Vested
Application.

Finally, the City could not impose a new Notice of Application requirement on the

3
4

Extension Request. The Extension Request was filed on September 18, 2017.

46

Pursuant to

5

RCW 36. 70B.070 and RZC 21. 76.040, the City must issue a determination of completeness or

6

incompleteness within 28 days after an the application is filed or the application would be

7

deemed complete and vested. Here, the City did not issue a determination of completeness,

8

9

but rather went ahead and approved Wilmoor's application for an extension 2 days later. At
that point, under the Doctrine of Finality, as discussed above, the City was foreclosed from

10
changing or revoking that approval.
11
12

Moreover, even if the City had not approved the Extension Request on September 20,

13

2017, the SPE Extension application itself vested on October 16,2017,- 28 days after it was

14

filed. In fact, the City did not change the Notice of Application until after the Extension

15

Approval decision was issued. This attempt to apply new regulations to the application violates

16

the vested rights doctrine.

17
The "vested rights doctrine'' provides that land development applications must be
18
19

processed under the land use regulations in effect when the application was submitted,

20

regardless of subsequent changes to those regulations; development rights ·'vest" on a date

21

certain--\vhen a complete development application is submitted. 47 It is not a guarantee that a

22
23
24

46contrary to the Denial Letter, Wilmoor did not file an extension request on December 6, 20 17; See Wilson
Dec., ~12.

25

47rown of Woodway v. Snohomish County, 180 Wash.2d 165, 172-73, 322 P.3d 1219 (2014); Noble Manor Co.
v. Pierce County, 133 Wash .2d 269,278,943 P.2d 1378 (1997).
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1

2

permit will be approved, but rather a guarantee that the rules governing review will not change
in the middle of the process.

3

While the City might argue that the Notice of Application requirements are not subject

4

to the vested rights doctrine, Washington courts have held that regulations that are "a

5

mandatory prerequisite" to land use approvals "do exert a 'restraining or directing influence'

6

7

over land use and are therefore land use control ordinances."

48

In fact, the City is attempting

8

to use the new Notice of Application requirement to prevent Wilmoor from utilizing the City's

9

validly and legally issued extension. Conversely, if the notice of application rule had been in

10

place when Wilmoor submitted its Request for Extension application and had not complied

11

with those requirements, there is no question that the City would have said Wilmoor failed to

12

comply with land use regulations governing the application. Wilmoor relied on the City's

13

approval and assurances, putting its efforts to meet the requirements of the SPE on hold with
14

15

the knowledge that its rights would be protected for another fifteen months. 49

16

The vested rights doctrine is supported by notions of fundamental fairness, and the

17

vested rights doctrine is designed to ensure a city cannot change the rules of the game after an

18

application is submitted. Here, City did just that - it tried to change the rules of the game on

19

Wilmoor. This was clearly in response to pressure from neighbors who thought the original

20
SPE should have required extension of sewers to their homes, but who failed to appeal the SPE
21

22
23

24
25

48westside Bus. Park, LLC v. Pierce Cty., 100 Wn. App. 599,606, 5 P.3d 713 (2000).
49 Wilmoor also reasonably relied on the Extension Approval, and the City should be equitably estopped from
enforcing the Denial Letter. While Wilmoor recognizes that the Examiner does not have jurisdiction to consider
equitable estoppel claims (see Chaussee v. Snohomish Cty. Council, 38 Wn. App . 630, 639, 689 P.2d I 084, 1092
(1984)), Wilmoor wishes to preserve its rights to raise equitable estoppel in the event of further appeals.
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within proscribed time frame. so Those neighbors may not now backdoor an appeal by opposing

2

a validly issued extension of a validly issued SPE, nor may the City use this change in

3

regulatory requirements applicable thereto to mollify the neighbors.

4
5

The City did not decide to impose the new noticing requirement until November 8,
2017, which was beyond the 28-day period. At that point, the regulations applicable to the

6

extension were frozen; the City had no authority to impose a new public notice requirement
7
8
9

after the application was complete or approved. Therefore, the City was prohibited from
applying a change in regulations to the application.

10

11

V.

CONCLUSION

The City validly issued the Extension Approval, which was not appealed or otherwise

12
revoked. The Denial Letter was therefore ineffective to countermand the previously issued
13

14

Extension Approval.

Based on the record and testimony to be presented, Wilmoor will

15

respectfully request the Hearing Examiner to uphold the validity of the Extension Approval

16

and find that the Denial Letter was improperly issued and therefore invalid.

17
18
19

DATEDthis

l ~yof~
,2018.
JOHNSG:"oNROE MITSUNAGA &
KOLOUSKOV A, PLLC

By \J ~~

20

Vicki E. Orrico, WSBA #16849
Attorneys for Appellant Greg Wilson, on
behalf of Wilmoor Development Corp.
orrico@jmmlaw.com

21

22
23

24

2356-1 ?rehearing Brief2-12-18

25
50see Exs. 7-9 and 12- 13.
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1

2
3
4

DECLARATION OF SERVICE
I, Benita K. Lamp, am a citizen of the United States, resident of the State of
Washington, and declare under the penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of
Washington, that on this date, I caused to be served a true and correct copy of the foregoing
APPELLANT'S PREHEARING BRIEF, upon all counsel and parties of record at the address

5

and in the manner listed below.

6
7
8

9

Cheryl D. Xanthos, Clerk to Hearing Examiner
City of Redmond
Hearing Examiner' s Office
City of Redmond
15670 NE 85th St.
Redmond W A 98052

Via Email & Legal Messenger
cdxanthos@redmonc;Lg_Q_y

10
11

12

Via Email
jhaney@omwlaw.com
gzak@omwlaw.com

James E. Haney
Ogden Murphy Wallace, PLLC
901 Fifth Avenue, Suite 3500
Seattle W A 98164-2008

13
14

Dated this 13th day ofFebruary, 2018, in Bellevue, Washington.

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
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BEFORE THE HEARING EXAMINER
FOR THE CITY OF REDMOND

2
3
4

In the Matter of the Appeal of

NO. HEA-2018-01

5

Greg Wilson, on behalf of Wilmoor
Development Corporation,

NO. LAND-2013-01720

6

Of an Administrative Decision

DECLARATION OF GREG WILSON

7

8

I, Greg Wilson, am a citizen of the United States, resident of the State of Washington,

9

and declare and state under the penalty of perjury under the Jaws of the State of Washington,

10

as follows:

11
1.

I am the President of Wilmoor Development Corporation ("Wilmoor''), the

12
13
14

Appellant m the above-captioned matter, am competent to testify, and have personal
knowledge of the matters asserted herein. This declaration is made in support of Wilmoor's

15

Prehearing Brief.

16

2.

17
18

As President of Wilmoor, in 2013 , I began working with the City of Redmond

("City") to prepare and submit an application for a Site Plan Entitlement ("SPE") for 24 cottage
homes on property known as King County Tax Parcel No. 3426059071 and located in

19
Redmond, Washington (the "Property"). I submitted the application for SPE on August 18,
20
21

22

2015. The City approved the SPE on December 8, 2015; it had an expiration date ofDecember
8, 2017 if not extended.

23
24
25
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,.,

1

.).

The Property is owned by Kjell Olsson, a married man as his separate estate,

2

Bernd and Florence Walter, husband and wife and the marital community composed thereof,

3

and ME Bergstrom, LLC, a Washington limited liability company (collectively, "Property

4

Owners"). The Property Owners have engaged Wilmoor to develop the Property.

5

4.

On December 6, 20 16, the Property Owners entered into a Purchase and Sale

6
Agreement ("PSA") to sell the Property to Toll WA LP, a Washington limited partnership

7

8

("Toll"). The PSA granted Toll a feasibility period which, among other things, allowed Toll

9

to work with the City to pursue its permits to develop the Property. Delays in Toll's permitting

10

stemming from its work with the City on construction and site design problems on the Property

11

caused the Property Owners and Toll to extend the feasibility period several times.

12
13

5.

On February 7, 2017, I attended a meeting at which Toll representatives Aaron

Hollingbery and Will Greene, and City Planner Sarah Pyle were present. At the meeting, the

14
attendees discussed Toll ' s site plan entitlement application. I asked Planner Pyle what would

15
16

happen to the Wilmoor SPE while the Toll application was in process. She said that the

17

Wilmoor SPE would be put on hold until the City was ready to approve the Toll site plan

18

entitlement, at which time Wilmoor could withdraw its SPE to allow the City to grant site plan

19

entitlement approval to Toll.

20

6.

I expressed my concern that the Wilmoor SPE might expire before Toll received

21

its permit. I told Planner Pyle that the Property Owners and I wanted to preserve our right to

22
23

develop the Property under the Wilmoor SPE in the event the PSA was not consummated. I

24
25
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asked Planner Pyle if there was a risk that Wilmoor could lose its SPE while Toll's application
2

was being processed. She responded that it was possible that Toll would not receive its site

3

plan entitlement approval before the Wilmoor SPE expired. Planner Pyle said that the work

4

Toll was doing on its site plan entitlement application constituted unanticipated construction

5

and site design problems on the Property that would qualify Wilmoor for an extension under

6
the Redmond Zoning Code regulations. She suggested that we apply for such an extension.
7

8

7.

Based on Planner Pyle's and Planner Ben Sticka's recommendations, I

9

submitted a request for a one-year extension of the Wilmoor SPE to the City on September 18,

10

2017. Pursuant to the Planners' advice, I cited Toll's work on the site and feasibility analysis

11

with City staff for Toll's application to develop the Property to resolve construction and design

12
13

issues along with substantial effort toward the new SPE. I submitted the extension request
several months in advance of our expiration, leaving time to comply with the original SPE in

14

case our request for an extension was denied.
15

16

8.

On September 20, 2017, I attended Toll's community meeting with the

17

neighbors. City Planning Director Karen Anderson and City Planner Sticka were also at that

18

meeting. At the meeting, both Planning Director Anderson and Planner Sticka told me that the

19

Technical Committee had approved our Extension Request earlier that day. I received a copy

20

of the Technical Committee's approval letter from Planner Sticka the next day. That extension

21
gave us 15 months within which to comply with the Wilmoor SPE in the event the Toll
22

23

transaction did not go through.

24

25
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1

9.

Based on the Technical Committee's approval letter and assurances from City

2

staff, I took no further steps toward complying with the remaining requirements ofWilmoor's

3

SPE. I was in a position at that time to submit civil drawings to meet the requirements of the

4

SPE, but did not do so because the City had approved the extension.

5

I believed it was

unnecessary to submit anything while Toll's permits were pending and our SPE was preserved

6
for another year.
7
8

10.

On November 8, 2017, Planner Sticka emailed me to say that the City was now

9

going to require that Wilmoor post a 21 day advance notice of its extension request. Planner

10

Sticka informed me that this was a new requirement that would be applied to the Wilmoor

11

extension request and all future extension requests. I posted the 21 day notice beginning

12
13

November 13, 2017.
11.

On or about December 1, 201 7, Planner Sticka called to ask me for a copy of

14

the PSA between Toll and the Property Owners.

I declined to provide that confidential

15
16

document. He then asked that I verify that Toll was under contract to the purchase the Property.

17

He emailed me on December 5, 2017, reiterating his request. On December 6, 2017, I sent the

18

City a letter confirming that Toll had the Property under contract.

19
20

12.

On December 8, 2017, I received a letter from the City stating that the City's

Technical Committee had denied our extension request. The letter stated that it was in response

21
to "your December 6, 2017 letter requesting an extension." I had not submitted any such

22
23

request other than the September 18, 2017, request that was approved September 20, 2017.

24
25
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1

The only correspondence from Wilmoor dated December 6, 2017, was the letter in response to

2

Planner Sticka's request for confirmation that Toll had the Property under contract. I called

3

Planner Sticka to object, but he refused to change the letter.

4
5
6

DATEDthis

\"2--~day of k&iL.I ~

l

, 2018, in

·~U...."-'Ju ,f,_Washington.

7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18

19
20
21

22
23
24
25
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EXHIBIT C

CityofRedmond
WAS

HI

NGTON

Technical Committee
Site Plan Entitlement Type JJ Notice of Decision
Transmittal Letter

December 8, 2015
Fred Wilson
Wilmoor Development
16981 Redmond Way
Redmond WA 98052
Subject: Rosehill Cottages, LAND-2013-01720
Location: 13xxx NE !12th Pl, Redmond WA, 98052 .
Dear Mr. Wilson:
The City of Redmond Technical Committee has reviewed and approved the above
referenced proposal for 24 single family cottage homes with detached garages. Attached
to thi s letter is the Technical Committee's Notice of Decision including Conditions of
Approval (see Section V) for this project.
NEXT STEPS

This letter is a guide to assist you with next steps in the approval process now that your
project has received Type II Site Plan Entitlement approval from the Technical
Committee. Before beginning construction of your project, there are other review
processes that must be completed. The next steps for this project include the Coordinated
Civil Drawing Review and the Building Permit Revi ew processes .

Coordinated Civil Drawing Review Pt·occss. This process will include review and
approval of construction and landscape drawings, as well as collection of performance
bonds and Development Engineering review and inspection fees. Construction drawings
must be submitted per the Civil Drall'ing Checklist and the Notice of Decision
Conditions of Approval : and reviewed and approved by all applicabl e divisions of
Development Services. The Civil Drmving Checklist can be found at
http://\v\V\v.reclmond.Qov/common/pagcs/Us erFile .aspx ? fil eld=141912 . A Coordinated
Civil Kick-Off me eting is highl y recomm ended to provide guidance prior to submitting
!'o r rev ie\v of your civil construction drav-:ings. For information regarding a Coordinated
Civi l Kick-off mt:c ting, please contact Min Lou at 425 .556 .2 881 or mlou(iureclmoncl.ll.ov.

Ci~y

Hall' 15670 NE 85 th Street • F'O Box 97010 • Reclm cmd . WA • 980 73 · 97 10

EXH !S!T

_ 2-,

__:.___

Rosehill Cottages: Type II Site Plan Entitlement
LAND- 20 13-0 1720
Additional information regarding the Coordinated Civil Drawing Review process can be
found at \VWw.redmond,gov/DSC, including:

•

Deveiopn:rent Englneeri\1g;Fee S.chedule: tnch1des review and insp'ection fees.

•

Private Development Constrt1ction Process: lrtch.tdes fees, bonds, and other
informatiotlrequited to begin arid complete construction of yoqf project.
Record Drawings: Includes requiternents for prepating Record Drawir1gs

•

Building Permit Review Process. You may be required to obtain one oT more building
pertnits for your project. BU:ildhtg pemtits can be submitted a:t any time, but cannot be
issued prior to Civil Cohsti'uction Drawing approval. Please note that permits are reqtiired
to demo.lish as well as construct buildings on the site. Additionally, separate building
permits may be required for other structures on the site including, but not limited to
rockeries and retaining walls over 4 feet in height, and stormwater detention vaults, Fire,
Parks, School, and Ttanspmtation Impact Fees, as appropriate, and stotrhwater Capital
Faciliti~s Charges will be collected at the time of building pe11'nit ist;l.lru1ce.
Building permit submittal requirements, applicable codes, and intake and issuance fees
are available on the City's website at: \VwW.redmond.gov/DSC.
ltnpact fee information cl;l.n be found at: www.redmortd.gov/permitfees
Stormwater Capital Facilities Charges can be found at
www.redmond. gov /pe!'tnitfees
in the document J)el'elopmelttEn.giheerilig
Fees
.
.
Scltedute
If you have questions regarding process or the Notice of Decision Conditions of
Approval, please contact the staff petson for the appropriate City Depmtment/Division
listed below.
DepartmentDivision
I Transportation
I & Engineering
I Water &
Sewer
Stormwater,
Clearing &

Grading
Fire
PlanningDevelopment
Review

Co11tact

Title

Phone

Email

Andy
Chow
Zheng Lu

Engineer

425.556.2740

kachow@redmqnd.gov

Engineer

425 .556.2844

z1u@redmond,gov

JetiDendy

Senior
Ei1gineer

425.556.2890

jdend:y@tedt11.ond. gov

Scott
Turner
Sarah
Vanags

Assistant
. 425.556.2273
Fire Matshal
Planner
425.556.2426

sturner@redmond ,gov
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The C ity's Development Review Staff are available to meet with you regarding the
development review process. Please contact Sarah Vanags, Associate Planner at 425-556
2426 or svanags@redmoi1d.gov 01' the appropriate Development Review Staff member
listed above for additional information .
Sincerely,

),1 ·,--
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0 cf'.~~L\
•i'
...".J.r ...-·~
Robert G. Odle, Director
Department of Planning and
Community Development
1 1\..J
~. .. c._.~.;

4'..1.. .l:'.,. .. J

-··· •• (

Linda E . De Boldt, Director
Pnblic Works Department
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Technic4'il Committee Type U Site Plan Entitlement
Notice of Decision
Proje.ct Name:

Rosehill Cottages Site Plan Entitlement Type II

Location:

13XXX 11 t 11 Pl, Redmond, W A, 98052

Project File Number:

LAND'-201 3-01 720

Project Descriptiori:

A developrnei"it comprised of 24 single family cottage
homes with detached garages on a single 10.85 acre pmcel
in the Willows-Rosehill NeigbboThood zoned R-4.

Application Date:

August 18l11 , 2015

Notice of Application
Date:

Septetn:bet 1 \ 2015

5

State Envirorunental Policy Act
SEP A Threshold
DetenninationofNon-Signiticance (DNS)
Determination:
SEPA~2015-0l290
SEPA .FileNtimber:
September
24t 11 , 2015
Date Issued:
Technical Committee Decision
Approval withConditious

Decision Date:
Appeal Deadline•

12/08/15
12/22/15

This decision may be appealed to the Hearing Examiner by tiling an appeal with the
Oftice of the City Clerk within 14 calendal' days of the date of this decision. Appeal
forms are available on-litre at
http://www.redmond.gov/Governn1ent/HearingExah1iner/request for reconsidetation or
appeal/. A completed appeal form must be submitted by 5:00p .m. on the last day of
the appeal period. If you have any questions, please contact Sarah Vanags;.Associate
Planner at 425 5$6-2426 or svanags@redmond.gov.

,;i)r\. ·;r ·· c

"--· ...<J,.l.;jof... . . ' • • . 1,

c::,.
lv' ..
.:,l,:~~c:. ·-·

Robe1t G. Odie, Director
Department pfPlan11ing and
Commtmity Development

I.

...,.~;:(~~ /':~~).
. ._.... ~j~

,:.. >~....·f"·

.· ~· ·~

,I

Linda E. De Boldt, Director
Public Works Depattment

State Environmental Polity Act (SE-PA)
The State Enviromnental Policy Act (SEPA) requires applicants to disclose
potential impacts to the environment as a result oftheir project. The Environn1ental
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Checklist submitted by the. applicw1tadequately discloses anticipated environmental
impacts as a tesult of this project. City of Redmond codes and regulations;
including those contained within the Zoning Code, Street and Sidewalks, Water and
Sewer, and Building and Construction Codes adequately mitigate for these
anticipated environmental impacts.
Therefo.re, a Determination of NonSigniti.cance (DNS) is the approptiate threshold detennination for this project.

U.

Code Deviation·s Granted
The Technical Committee has gra})ted the following deviations to the development
standards through the authority referenced.

A. A stopping sight distance deviation to allow a measurement applying the
2004 AASFITO standard oftwo~foot object height instead of six-inch object
height per RZC Appendix 2 is apptoved.

B. Exception Request foT the rentova! of 11 Landmark Ttees was granted on
July 10111 , 2015.
C. A deviation to allow cuts and till exceeding 8 feel was approved 04/03/2015
by a cornmittee of seniot stormwater engineers based On the drawings
provided with a request dated 03/25/2015.
D. A deviation to allow retaining walls over 8 feet in height was approved
04/03/2015 by a cotmriittee of senior storm water engineers based on the
drawings provided with a request dated 03/25/2015 .

Ill. Vesting/Approval Expiration
This deCision is t1ot vested to the development regulations in effect tmtil a complete
building pertnit application is submitted. The appmval of this proje.c t shall expite
two years from the date of this decision, unless an approval exte11sion is gnmted.
Extensions can be requested on a yearly basis ifproper justification is demonstrated
(see RZC 21. 76.090(C)(2)). Requests for extensions must be submitted in writing
to the Techt1ical Committee ''ia the _project plant1er at least 30 days prior to the
approval expiration date.

IV. Public Comment
Requirements for public notice ate contai11ed in RZC 21.76 .080.
Noticeof Application: The Notice of Application for this proposal was published on
09/0l/2015. The notice was posted at City Hall, the Redmond Regional Library, and
one notice sign was posted on the propeny. Notice was also ri.1ailed to property
owners within 5'00 feet ofthe site.
Public Input: During the public comrnent period for the Notice of Application, the
City received six written co1ntnentswithin the comment pet'iod .
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The comments expressed the following concerns or requests for consideration and
staff has ihcluded responses below:
A. Traffic on l32nd be1ng further increased and the City ' s position that it Kirkland' s
' ]' to manage 13"nd
respons1'b.rtty
... L. ••
A trqfjh:: study Pws been MmpleJed cmd revievved by both the City ql Redmond
cmd City ofKitkland.
B. Concerns regarding potential habitat loss dne to grading and tree teritoval.
The Applicant has submitted all required studies andthey have been tevievved by
stqff· No impacts 1tvill b e made ro any adjacent sensitive a reas and the p roj ect
has rrtet the 35% tree i'etemion r¢qttiren1eflt. Furthermore. the Applied/'ll i.swotking to.flt1d ways to save additional fi·et~ s near the scYurhproperty line during
the civil consTruction review p-rocess that have been identified as personally
important to a neighbor.
C. Requests to have sewer extended fUrther for future coiinections .
The Applicant has updated p!cms to show sel-ver extended fitrlhe r to
accommodate f uture development that may rake place by neighboring property
owners.
D. COJJcerns re_gardirig design and questio11s on the placemer1t of cottage homes;
The Applicant m(!t the re.s·iderii cmd w alked the sire udth them. The Applicant
answered all ofthe neighbor's questions and the netghbo1· has contacted sl(tjf to
state all their concerns have been resolved.
E. Concerns regarding access, how the rockeries for grading will impact access and
why are open ditches being permitted.
Staff has completed a thoi·oug/1 1'eview thCJt grading and retcdning w alls will not
impact the proposed access.
F. Concern that dens'ity is beit1g ·exceed for the site.
The proposed pMject meets all City density requirements. The Applicant has
received increm·ed density .for the proposed cottcige developmem cmd the
affordable housing bonus~

V. Conditions ofApproval
A. Site Specific Conditions of Approval
The following table identities those materials that are appwved with conditions as
part ofthis decision .

Item
Plan Set, .[pages Cl.Ol-L2.3l ( ll )]
SEPA Checklist

Date Received
08/19/2015
08/19/2015
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and as conditioned herein.
andas condftionedherein
and as conditi011.ed by the
SEPA threshold
determination on
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ConceptLtal Landscaping Plan
Conceptu<3;l Lighting PI<3;n
~roposed Tree Retention Plan
Stormwater Design

08/19/2015
08/19/2015
08/ 19/2015
08/19/2015

~~~~----~~----------~·----

09/2 4/ 2015.
and as ctmciitioneil herei11.

and Cts conditioned herein.
and as conditioned herein.

The following conditions shall be reflected on the Civil Construction Dralvings,
urtless otherwise noted:
nevelonntent Engineerin.g,.. Transportation and Engineering
Reviewer: Andy Chow,J>.E., Enginect

Phone: 425-55.6-2740
Email: kachow@redruond.gov
a.

Easements an<J Dedicatio·ns. Easelne1'1ts and dedications shall be provided fot City
of Rednwnd review at the time of construction drawing apptoval and tiJtalized for
recording prior to issuance of a building permit. The existing and proposed
easements and right-of-way shall be shown on the civil plans. Prior to acceptance of
the right(s) of way and/or easement(s) by the City, the developer ,;vill be required to
remove or S\:lbotdinate any existing private easerrre11ts or rights that encun1bet the
property to be dedicated.
1. Easements are required as follows:
(a) At the time of consttuction, additional easements may be required to
accommodatcthe in1provements c:iS constructed.
ii. Dedications for right-of-way are required as folLows:
(a) A strip of land 60 feet wide showing as NE 11 i 11 PL in the Preliminary
Transportation and Gtading Plan by CORE Design dated 10/5/2015 .
(Code Authority: RZC 21.52.03Q(FJ; RMC 12.12)

b.

Co:nstruc.tiou Restoration. In Ordet to 1'n itigate damage due to trenching and other
work oJt 132 11d AVe N:E, the asphalt street shall be planed, overlaid, and/or patched,
as .detCimirted by the Development Engineering Division.
(Code Authority: RMC 12.0&; Redmond Standal'd Specificatiuns and Details)

c.

Street Frontage lrttptovements
1.

111

The fmntage along NE ll2 PL must meet current City Startdards for full street
improvements, which include asphalt paving 14 feet from centerline to face of
curb with appropriate tl:l;pei'S; type A-1 concrete curb and gtltter, 5 feet wide
pl!;tiltet strip, 5 feet wide sidewalk, stteet lights, street trees, street sig11s and
underground utilities including power and telecommunications . The minimum
pavement section for the streets shaH consist of:
•
Tinches HMA Class 12'' PG 64-22
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4 inches of 1-1/4 inch n'linus crushed rock base course per WSDOT
Standarq Spec 9~03. 9(3)
•
Subgrade cornpacted to 95% co111pacted rnaXi1nU111 density as deterniined
by modified Proctor(ASTMD 1557)
•
Street crown 2% slopedto dtGJ;in ~ystem
(Code Authority: RZC 21.52; RZG21.54.020(B);RMC 12.12; RZCAppendix 2}
•

Frontage impr-ovements requirements for l32 11 ct Ave NE per the City of Kirkland :
•
•

•

No monument, stutcture, or- landscaping taller than 3 feet may be in the sight
distance triangle at the project's access connecting to 132nd Ave NE
Undergrounding of overhead utilities are not required along 132ncl Ave NE
D1e imptovements at the intetsection of NE nth Place and lJ2nct Ave NE
shall be constructed with 25' pavement returns terrnipating 2'2 feet from
centerline of l32nd Ave NE and 5:1 pavement tapers to existing. Trucated
domes shall be added at the tennihation of the proposed sidewalk at 132nd
AveNE.

ii. Private access roads {Road A and Road B) as shown on the Rose Hill Cottages
Prelintinary transpottatioi1 and grading plan prepared by CORE Design dated
l 0/5/2015 must meet City Standards, which include 20 feet a$phalt paving ot
concrete pavement where road grades c:xceed 1Uo/o t1,om qd,ge to edge with inverted
ctoWh section. The rnJnintum pavement section for the roads shall consist of:
• 3 inches HMA Class %'' PG :64-22
• Or 6 inches concrete pavement per WSDOT Standard Spec 5-05;
• 4 inches of 1-1/4 inch minus crushed rock base course per WSDOt
Standard Spec 9-03.9(3)
• Subgrade compacted to 95% compacted maximum density as detennined by
modif1ed Proctor (ASTMD 1557)
• 2% inverted slope to dt'ain system
(Code Au'thority: RZC21.52; RZC 21 .54.020{B); R.MC l2.12;.RZCAppendix 2)
111.

A separate 40-scale channelization plan may be required for any public street
being modified ot constructed. The plan shall include the existing and proposed
signs, striping .and street lighting and signal equipment for all streets adjacentto
the site and withil1 at least 150 feet ofthe site ptoperty line (both sides ofthe
street). The plan shall conform to the requirementsin the City ofRedmond
Standard Specifications and Details Manual. The project is located along a state
route; therefore, W$DOT approval of the channelization plan is also required.

(Code Authority: RZt 21.52.,030(0); Appettdix 2; Standard S.pecificatioltS and
Details Manw1L; RCW 47,24.020)
IV.

Sidewalks constructed.to City standards are required at the followil1g loca.tions:
•

NE !12th Place (south side)
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(Code Authority: RZC 21.52.030(F); RZC 21.54.01 O(B); RMC 12. 12)

d.

Ac.cess
1.

lmptovem~nts

The type and location of the proposed site accesses are approved as shown onthe
Rose Hill Cottages Preliminary transportation and grading plan prepared by
CORE Design dated 10/5/2015.
(Code Authority: RZC 21.52.030(E); Appendix 2)

ii. Direct access to l3211 d Ave NE will not be pet1i1itted. This restriction shall be
indicated on the face of the civil pla11s and other final documents.
(Code Authority: RZC 21.52.030(E))

e.

Ail existing aerial utilities shall be converted to
underground along the street fto11tages and Withili the development All new utilities
serving the development shall be placed underground.
Underground Utilities.

(Code Authority: RZC 21. 54.020(B)

f.

Street Lighting. Tllumil1ation of the street(s) along the property frontage must be
analyzed to determine if it conforms to current City standards. Streetlights may be
requiJ'ed to· illuminate the ptopetty ftontage. Lumina ire spacing should be designed
to meet the specified criteria for the applicable lamp size, luminaire height and
roadway width. Contact Paul Cho, Transportation Operations at (425) 556-2751
with questions. The street lighting shall be designed using the criteria found in the
City's
Illumination
Design
ManLtal
which
can
be
accessed
at:
www. redrnond.gov/transportation/tesources/engineering
(Code Authority: RZC 21.52.030(G); Appendix 2)

2. Development Engineering- Water a.nd Sewer
Reviewer: Zheng Lu, Senior Utility Engineer
Phone: 425 . . 556-2844
Email: zlu@redmond.gov
a.

Water Service. Water service will reqt~ite a developer connectio11 of the
Redmond water system from 16" ductile pipe from 132 11 d Ave, NE.

City of

Developer will work with city utility engineer and fire department staff regarding
fire hydrant locations.
(Code Authority: RZC 21.54.010(B))

b.

Sewer Service. Sewet service Will require a developer connection of gravity sewer
pipe to the existing nianhole (2D4SMH562) to the east.
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Sewer man hoe depth shall not exceed 25 feet in accordance with City of Redmon('}
Design Requirements.

Design engineer shall consider other sewer conveyance

method for so111e lots dLJring design phase.
(Code Authority: RZC 21.54.01 O(B))
c.

Easements. Easements shall be provided for all water and sewer improvements as
required in the Design Reqtiireme!Tts for Water and Sewer System Extensions.
Eq.sernel1ts tor the water and sewer i11ains shall be provjded for City of Redlnond
review at the time of construction drawing review. All easen1ents rnust be
recorded prior to construction drawing approvaL
(Code Authority: RZC Appendix 3)

d.

Permit Applicatio.rts. Watel' rneter a.nd side sewer applications shall be submitted
for approval to the Deve1opment Engineering Division. Permits and meters Will
not be issued until all improvements are constructed and administrative
requitements are ·approved.
ln certain limited circumstances, at the sole
determination ofthe City ofRedtltOnd, water tnetet and/or side sewer pe..rmits may
be isst~ed ptioT to completion of irrtpTOvements and/or adn1inistTative re·quirements.
In such cases, various additional g11arantees or requirements may be imposed as
detetmined by the Development Engii1eering Division. AU reimbursement fees
shall be paid prior to sale ofwater and side sewer permits.
(Code Authority: RMC 13.08.010, 13J 2)

3. Development Engineering- S:tormwater/Clearing and Grading
Revie,\ler: Jeff Dendy, Se.nlor Eu:ginee••
Phone: 425-556-2890
Email: jdendy@redmond.gov
a.

W atct Quantity Control:
1.
The project site naturally is divided into two drainage basins, a north basii1
and a south basin. Both basins drain to a central ravine that conveys rtrnoff
to the east. NE llih Place leading to the proJect site will be dedicated
right~of-way (see Ttansportation Engineeti!tg above). Stormwater runoff
ftor11 public tight-of~way is rnaintaine.d by the City of Redmond, Pet City
policy, private runoff that mixeB with public runoff is managed by the City
as public. The development is laid out so that <m access road extends i11to
each basin.
ii The southern basi11 is served by Access Road A. The storrhwater 1-unoff
fi·om th.e dedicated right~of~way of NE 112th Place. will drain to the
conveyance system within Road A and mingle with flows from the toad,
root: and laHdscaping from the adjacent cottages. The southem system will
be ptlblic;Iy Iitaintained. It will have a public stormwater managernent
system· consisting of treatment followed by infiltration in a pair of buried
open bottomed vaults.
HI.
The northern basin is served by private access Road B, and has a
stormw.a ter collection system that conveys .runoff from that private drive,
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roof and landscaping nmoff ti·om the adjacent cottages. The north system
wil1 have a private stormwater management system consisting oftreatment
followed by infiltration in a buried open h6ttomecl vanlt.
1v.

Provide for overflow routes through the site fat the I OO..:yef,lt storrb.

(Code Authority: RMC 15.24.080)

b.

Water Quality Control
t. Storm water quality treatment shafl be provided for the north basin in a
privately maintained canister filter vault, or manhole. Treatment is required
for the 6~month, 24 hour return period storm.
ii. Stmm water quaLity tteatmctit shall be provided fot the south basin in a
publicly maintained canister filter vault. Treatment is required for the 6-nronth, 24
hour reH.lrn period st:o1m
(C.ode At,tthori:ty: RMC 15.24.080(2)(d))

c.

Public Stormwatcr Easements. Public easements will be l'equired for any public
stormwater conveyance systems on private pmperty. Easements shall be provided
for City of Redlrtond 1;eview at the time of construction drawing approval. The
existing and proposed easements shall be shown on the civil plans. Pdor to
acceptance of the easement(s) by tJje City, the develope!' will be l'equired to re.rnove
or subordinate .any existing private easements or rights to encumber the property to
be dedicated. (Code AuthoTity: RMC: 15.24.080(2)(i))

d.

Private Stotmwater Ewsements. Privette storrrtwatet easetnehts will be required
where drainage systems are located across adjacent properties and will remain
unde1' private bWileTship. Maintenance of private drainage systems will be the
responsibility of the propetty owners benefl.ting from the easement.
(Code Authority: RZC 21 .54.010(D) and (E), Appendix 3)

e.

Clearing and Gr·ading. Approval is granted to reduce the standard steep slope
setback to 15 feet in accordance with the pi~oject geotechnical .e ngineer's
recomrnendation.
Upgradient Dows enteting the site will be accepted and routed to continue the
historic drainage pattern. The rockerywalls.along the western project limit~ \Vill be
designed to intercept and ttansport the run-on e11tering the project from up• gradient
properties.
Project rockeries and retainingwa:lls will have underdra.ih pipes per city standatds.
The back of wall pipes shall be routed to a controlled dischatg¢ location. Back of
wall drains will not discharge orito landscaped areas by residences or withh1 the
steep s.lope setback limits.
Follow project geotechnical engineel"s
recommendations.
Power equipment ac.c ess is needed to maintain rookeries. Allow a setback between
face of to.ckery and structure walls (residences l gan~ges) to allow for long teth1

n1ai11tenar1ce.
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(Code Authority: RMC 15.24.080)
f.

Temporary Etosioh and Sediment Control (TESC).
111
i . Rainy season work permitted October I st through April30 with an approved
Wet Weather Plan.
(Code Authodty: RMC 15.24.080)

g.

Floodplain Management. The project does not lie in a designated tlood plai.n.
(Code Authority: RZC 2L64:0lO·; RZC 21.64.040)

h.

Landscaping.
(Code Authority: RZC 21.32)

i.

Wellh.e ad Pt'otecti()iJ.. The ptoject lies within wellhead pi·otection zone 4 . All
standard requirernents for this designation apply.
(CodeAuthority: RZC 21.64.010; RZC2L64.050) RMC 13.07.100)

.i·

Deparhnent of Ecology NotiCe of Intent Construction Stormwater General
Permit Notice of Intent (NIO) must be submitted to the Departrne.nt of Ecology
(DOE) at least 60 days prior to construction on a site that distm:bs an area of one
acre
or
larger.
Additional
infonnatinn
is
available
at:
W\"f'vV .ecy. wa. gov/pubs/071 0044. pdf.
(Code Autho~: ity: Departmeht ofEeology RLlle)

4. Eke Department
Reviewer: Scott Turner, Assistant Fire Marshal
Phone: 425-556-2273
Email: sturller@redmond.gov
The current snbntittal is g¢netally adeqttate for LAND-:2015-01720 Approval.
However, this set of project docum~nts doe;; not necessarily reJ)tesent compliance
with all requirements of the Redmond Fite Department. Omissions m· etTots on the
patt of the Red!'non:d Fire Department a11d reflected in the documents of this plan
are not binding and wi11 be cortect.ed in the civil review process, building permit
process or btiilding consttuction.
The following conditions a1'e integral to the approval and shall be complied with in
Civil Drawings, Building Pern1it Submittals, Fire Code Pennit sub111ittal, and/or
other applicable ptoc;esses:
1. Where road grades exceed 10%, concrete with a raked surfa.c e is requh·ed.
For all residerttial str·octntes, fire depa1o.tment acc.e ss shall extend to within
150' of all sided ofthat stroctute~

2~
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3. Hammerhead turnarounds shall conform to RFD standards.

5. Planning Department
Revh~"vet: Sarah.Vanags, Associate Planner
Pho11e: 425-556-2426
Email: svanags@redm ond.gov
a.

Street Trees. The following street trees are required to he installed in accordance
with RZC 21.32.090. The minimHm size at installation is 2 ·YS inch oaliper.

Street
I ll2tn (public)
I .1 tZu1 (private)
J

Species
Chanticleer
PaloA.lto

Spacing
30' onavg.
30' onavg.

~--~L---~--~--~---------------------~--~~~----------

(Code Authority: RZC 21.32 . 090)
b.

Tree Preservation Plan. A Tree Pteservation Plan depicting all sig11ificant and
landmark trees required to be preserved as part of the site development must be
provided with the civil construction drawings. A plan showing the location of
pteserved trees and containing protection language approved by the City shall be
shown on the face of the deed or similar document and shaH be recotded with the
King County Department of Records and Elections.
(Code Authority: RZC 21.72.0600)

c.

Waste Management Approval. The approved site plan and gatbage/tecycling
enclosure detail must be submitted to Waste Management for review and apptoval.
An approval lenet from Waste Management must be submitted to the Planning
Depttrtment prior to approval any associated building perinit.
(Code Authority: RZC 21.38 .020(F))

d.

Final CtiticaJ Areas Report. A final Critical Areas Report must be submitted
with the ci vii constrLlCtion drawings or building perrl1its if civil construction
drawings are not l'equired. All reqtrired enhancement and mitigation n1ust be
shown on the civil constntction drawings. This includes any requited planting,
signage, fencing, wetland or stream enhancement, etc. that is required i11 the report.
(Code Authority: RZC Appendix 1, Section G(2))

e.

Critical Areas Recording. The regulated criti¢al area and its associated buffer(s)
must be protected by an NGPE or placed in a separate tract where development is
prohibited. Proof of recording must be submitted to the City prior to issuance of a
Cettiflcate of Occupartcy on the site.
(Code Authol'ity: RZC 21.64.0lO(R)(4)
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B. Compliance with City of Redmond Codes and Shiiidards

This approval is subject to. all applicable City of Redmond codes and
including the following:

standard~,

Trnnsportation and Engineering
RZC 21.10.150
RMC 6.36
RZC 21.52
RZC 21 .40.0 1O(E)
RZC 21.54
RMC 12.08
RMC 12.12
RMC 12.16
RZC 21. 76.1QO(F)(9)(C)

RZC 21.76.020(0)
RZC 21. 76.020(0)(3)
RZC 21.76.090(F)
RZC Appendix 2
City of Redmond
City of Redmond

Down:town Pedestrian System
Noise Standards
Transportation Standards
Design Reqt.ihements for Parking Facilities
Utility Strmdards
Street Repqits, In1provements & Alterations
Required ·Tmprovements for ·Bnildings and .p.eve.lopment
Highway Access Management
Nonc;Or1.forming Lartdscaping and Pedestrian System
Area
Site Con~truction Drawing R¢view
?reconstruction Conference
Pe1'fom1ance Assutance
COIJsttuction Specification and Design Standards for
Streets and Access
Record Drawing Requirements, Version 10-2005 (2005)
Standard Specifications andDetails (current edition)

Water.and.Sewer
RMC 13.04
RMC 11.08
RMC 13.10
RZC 21.54.010
RZC Appendix 3

City of Redmond
City of Redmond

Sewage and Drainage
Installing and Connecting Water S:etvice
Cmss-Connection and Backi1ow Ptever1tioi1
Adequate Public Facilities a11d Services Required
Design Requirements for Water and Wastewater System
Extensions
Stand,ard Speci11cations a11d Details (current edition)
Design Requirements: Water and Wastewater System
Extensions- January 2000.

Stotntwater/Clcariug an.d G.n1ding
RMC 15.24
RZC 21.32.080
RZC 21.64
RZC 21.64 .040
RZC 21.64.050
RZC 21.64.060

Clearing, Grading, and Stonn Water ManagehTent
Types of Planting
Ci'itical Areas
Frequently Flooded Ateas
Critical Aquifer Recharge Areas
Geologically Hazardous Areas
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Rosehill Cottages: Type II Site.P lan Entitlement
LAND-2013-01720
City ofRedmond
City ofRedmond
Depattrnent ofEcoiogy

Standard Specific~tions ~ndDetails (current editi:on)
Stormwater Technical Notebook, Issue No.6 (2012)
Stotmwater Managen1ent Manual for Western
Washington (revised 2005)

Fite
RMC 15.06
R.ZC Appendix 2

Fire Code
Cot1stn.tction Specif1catlot1 and Design Standards tor

City of Redmond
City of Redmond

Streets and Access
Fire Dcpmtment Design and Construction Guide
Fire Dep~rtritent Starrdards

Planning
RZC 21.58, 60, 62

Design Standards

RMC3.10

lmpactF¢es

RZC 21.32

Landsca.pit1g and Tree Ptotection

RZC 21040

Parking Standards
Ctitical Areas

RZC 21.64
RZC 11.44

RZC Appet1dix I

Build:i11g
RMC 15.08
RMC 15.12
RMC 15.14
RMC 15.1.6

RMC 15.18
RMC 15.20

Signs
Critical Areas Reporting Require111ents
Btdlding Code
Electr1ca.1 Code
Mechanical Code
Plumbing Code
Enet'gy Code

Ventila.tio11 and Indoor Ait Quality Code
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EXHIBIT D

Vicki Orrico
FW: Expiration of LAND-2013-01720

Subject:

On Sep 21, 2017, at 1:12 PM, Benjamin Sticka <bsticka@redmond.gov> wrote:
Greg,
I have attached a draft of your approval Jetter from the Technical Committee. Once both Directors have
reviewed and signed the letter your will receive a copy in the mail. Thanks.

Ben Sticka
Planner- City of Redmond
(425) 556-2470- bsticka@redmond.gov

From: Greg Wilson [mailto:greg.wilmoor@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, September 18, 2017 8:23AM
To: Benjamin Sticka <bsticka@redmond.gov>
Cc: Will Greene <wgreene@tollbrothers.com>
Subject: Re: Expiration of LAND-2013-01720
Ben,
I will drop off the request for extension this morning.
Thanks.
Greg

Sent from my iPhone
On Sep 15, 2017, at 2:42 PM, Benjamin Sticka <bsticka@redmond.gov> wrote:
Will,
Thanks for the email. I will still need the letter requesting the extension at your earliest
convenience. Thanks.

Ben Sticka
Planner- City of Redmond
(425) 556-2470- bsticka@redmond.gov

1
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From: Will Greene [mailto:wgreene@tollbrothers.com]
Sent: Friday, September 15, 2017 2:37 PM
To: Benjamin Sticka <bsticka@redmond.gov>; Greg Wilson <greg.wilmoor@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: Expiration of LAND-2013-01720

Ben and Greg, see attached.
Best,
WILL GREENE
Land Entitlement Manager, Toll Brothers
o 425.825.5345 1 c 206.406.6827

From: Benjamin Sticka [mailto:bsticka@redmond.gov]
Sent: Friday, September 15, 2017 2:32 PM
To: Greg Wilson <greg.wilmoor@gmail.com>; Will Greene
<wgreene@tollbrothers.com>
Subject: RE: Expiration of LAND-2013-01720

Will/Greg,
Please provide a copy of the email to Sarah, which was mentioned in our phone call
earlier. Additionally, you will need to justify your request based upon the Code citation
below. Please email me a request with the aforementioned information and I can place
it on the next available Technical Committee agenda. Thanks.
REDMOND ZONING CODE (RZC 21.76.090 Post Approval Actions)
<imageOOl.png>

From: Greg Wilson [mailto:greg.wilmoor@gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, September 15, 2017 1:45PM
To: Will Greene <wgreene@tollbrothers.com>
Cc: Benjamin Sticka <bsticka@redmond.gov>
Subject: Re: Expiration of LAND-2013-01720

Ben,
Yes, we would like to get an extension on the existing/previous SPE.
What do you need from me.
Thanks,
Greg Wilson
Wilmoor Development
206-498-7837

Sent from my iPhone
2

On Sep 15, 2017, at 11:22 AM, Will Greene <wgreene@tollbrothers.com> wrote:
Greg, I spoke to Ben about his email below, he confirmed the city has
not changed its position from when we confirmed with Sarah that our
current work on the property qualifies us for extension of the previous
SPE approval. Ben requested you apply for the extension more than a
month prior (so mid-late October) to give time to schedule the technical
committee.
Ben, I'm not sure if you know Greg Wilson, he is the representative for
the current land owner and would be the person applying for an
extension on the previous (current) 24 unit approval.
Greg, please confirm you will be taking this from here?
Best,
WILL GREENE
Land Entitlement Manager, Toll Brothers

o 425.825.5345 1 c 206.406.6827

From: Benjamin Sticka [mailto:bsticka@redmond.gov]
Sent: Friday, September 15, 2017 9:46AM
To: Aaron Hollingbery <ahollingbery@tollbrothers.com>; Will Greene
<wgreene@tollbrothers.com>
Subject: Expiration of LAND-2013-01720

Aaron & Will,
I wanted to make you both aware that entitlement (LAND-2013-01720)
will expire on December 8, 2017. Please let me know if you have any
additional questions. Thanks.

Ben Sticka
Planner- City of Redmond
(425) 556-2470 - bsticka@redmond.gov

This message has been scanned for mal ware by Websense.
www.websense.com

Click here to report this email as spam.
<Rose Hill Extension Approval Letterl.doc>
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September 21 , 2017

Mr. Greg Wilson

Wilmoor Development Corporation
16981 Redmond Way
Redmond, WA 98052

Subject:

AJ2proval Extension for Rose Hill Cottages - Site Plan Entitlement
File #LAND-2013-01720

Dear Mr. Wilson:
Thank you for your letter requesting an approval extension for the Rose Hill Cottages Site Plan Entitlement. The original approval for this project was issued by the Technical
Committee on December 8, 2015. The Technical Committee approved your request for
an extension on September 20, 2017.
Pursuant to the Redmond Zoning Code, the approval period may be extended on a yearly
basis by the approval authority upon showing proper justification. Proper justification
consists of one or more of the following conditions:
(a) Economic Hardship
(b) Change of Ownership
(c) Unanticipated construction and/or site design problems
(d) Other circumstances beyond the control of the applicant determined
acceptable by the approval authority.
Per your request, the Technical Committee is granting your request for an extension to
December 8, 2018. Your approval shall expire on this date, unless significant action
proposed in the application has been physically commenced and remains in progress, or
an extension is requested 30 days prior to December 8, 2018 and proper justification is
given to the Technical Committee to warrant another extension.
Should you have any questions, you may contact Ben Sticka, Planner at {425) 556-2470
or via email at bsticka@redmond.gov.
Sincerely,

KAREN HALUZA, AICP

LINDAE. DEBOLDT

Director

Director

Planning and Community Development

Public Works Department

EXHIBIT E

WILMOOR
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
16981 Redmond Way, Redmond , WA 98052
( 425) 885-2287

September 18, 2017

City of Redmond
Attn: Benjamin Sticka
15670 NE 85 1h Street
Redmond, WA 98052

RE:

LAND-2013-01720

Dear Mr. Sticka:
Please accept this as our request for a one year extension of the above referenced Site
Plan Entitlement approval for the Rosehill Cottages.
Toll Brothers has been working on the site and feasibility analysis with city staff and has
submitted a new SPE application for the property. This work to resolve construction and
design issues along with substantial effort toward the new SPE should qualify this
approval for the requested extension.
Please give me a call at 206-498-783 7 if you have any questions or if I can provide you
with any additional information.
Sincerely,

Gregory J. Wilson
Wilmoor Development Corp.

cc:

Mr. Kjell Olsson

EXHiOlT
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EXHIBIT F

IJj
~i!Y?'~~.,!' ~~~

•

•

Technical Committee Agenda
Wednesday, September 20, 2017
9:30 a.m. McRedmond Room

Attendees
Linda De Boldt
~ Steven Fischer
Carolyn Hope

Colleen Kelly
~ Jason Lynch
./ Lisa Rigg

./ Karen Haluza
~ MikePaul
~ Todd Short

Scott Turner

Slides and hyperlinks must be attached to the Tech Agenda by Sam Tuesday morning prior to the Wednesday meeting

Projects may be pulled from the agenda if these attachments are not in place

1

m
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:~:
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File Number: LAND-2017-00754
Project Name: Oculus
Plan Type: Administrative Modification
SEPA #: SEPA-2017-00755
Date Received: 08/03/2017
Description: Extend 2"d level of building with an existing 2-story
space; increasing floor plate by approximately 4,860 sf.
Location: 9845 Willows Road NE
Assigned to: Cameron Zapata, x2480
City Project: No
Slides

Sepa Exempt

Project Action Taken:
_ __ Additional Information
./

_ __

Project comments due by:

Denial

Engineering
Storm
Water/Sewer
Parks
--./...,....--- Fire

Recommend Approval to HE

- - - Police

Approval

Recommend Denial to HE

Staff Attending Meeting:
Project Comments:

This project is proposing to add a second story within the existing building
envelope. There are no exterior modifications to the building. In addition
to this work, the project also proposes the installation of a 600 sq ft glass
canopy over an existing concrete patio that is located away from the
building. All groups are ready to approve and planning is also
recommending approval with conditions. This project is SEPA exempt.
The Technical Committee approved this project.

./
./
./

2

-----,.- Building
./
Planning
Date Due: ~9/~2c.:...7_ _ __

SEPA Action Taken:
Ready to issue DNS
Ready to issue MONS
Need Additional Information
./
_ __

Exempt
Addendum
Planned Action

Please note: If DNS issued, workflows are not
required for Fire & Public Works

SEPA comments due by:

_ _ _ Engineering
Storm
- - - Water/Sewer
_ _ _ Parks
_ _ _ Fire
Police
----,-- Building
./
Planning

1 Date Due:

---=9.:..:/2:..:7_ __ __

SEPA Comments:

Follow-up Items:

Staff Attending Meeting:
File Number: LAND-2017-00804
Project Name: Shadowbrook Apartments
Plan Type: Administrative Modification
SEPA #: SEPA-2017-00838
Date Received: 08/14/17
Description: Interior work to include addition of a gym area and
racquetball court
Location: 8500 -1481h Avenue NE
Assigned to: Scott Reynolds, x2409
City Project: No
Slides

Project Comments:

This project is proposing to add a new floor space of 794 sq ft above an
existing racquetball court in the amenities building. No exterior changes
will be back to the existing building. All groups are ready to approve the
project. This project is SEPA exempt.

SEPA Exempt

. . . ---.. . . -------'"'~""!!'~----~~-. . . The Technical Committee approved this project.
Project Action Taken:

- ./

- Additional Information

Project comments due by:

Approval

./
./
./

Denial

./

Recommend Approval to HE
Recommend Denial to HE

./

Engineering
Storm
Water/Sewer
Parks
Fire
Police
Building
Planning

3

Date Due: ---=:::9!.:12:.:.7_ _ __

SEPA Action Taken:

SEPA comments due by:

Ready to issue DNS
Ready to issue MONS
Need Additional Information
./

Exempt
Addendum
Planned Action

Please note: If DNS issued, workflows are not
required for Fire & Public Works

./

Engineering
Storm
Water/Sewer
Parks
Fire
Police
Building
Planning

1 Date Due: ---=9.:..:/2::..:7_

_ _ __

SEPA Comments:

Follow-up Items:

ADD-ON

Follow-up Items:

Topic: Holmgren SP, LAND-2017-00548
Staff: Scott Reynolds, x2409
Action Item: Yes
Slides
Project Comments:
This proposal is to short plat two lots into three single family lots and a tract for stormwater retention. This project is being reviewed
under the Formal review process. Staff has completed their review of this submittal and all work groups are recommend ing Additional
Information. Of concern to Planning and Natural Resources is the Class IV stream that bisects the property and the possibility that it
has been piped and covered recently.
The Technical Committee is requesting Additional Information for this project.

4

Staff Attending Meeting:
File Number: SEPA-2017-00736
Project Name: Rose Hill Cottages
Plan Type: State Environmental Policy Act
SEPA #: same as above
Date Received: 08/03/17
Description: SEPA for Rose Hill Cottages LAND-2017-00727
Location: 13xxx NE 1121h PI (parcel #3426059071)
Assigned to: Benjamin Sticka, x2470
City Project: No
Slides

Project Comments:

The Technical Committee discussed the SEPA checklist and determined
that they are not ready to issue a determination on this project at this time.
The Committee requests that staff return this item at a later date.

Sepa Checklist

Project Action Taken:
Additional Information
_ __ Approval
Denial
Recommend Approval to HE

Project comments due by:
Engineering
Storm
Water/Sewer
- - - Parks
Fire
- - - Police
_ _ _ Building
Planning

5

Recommend Denial to HE
Date Due: _ _ _ __ __

SEPA Action Taken:
Ready to issue DNS
Ready to issue MONS
Need Additional Information
Exempt
Addendum
Planned Action
Please note: If DNS issued, workflows are not
required for Fire & Public Works

SEPA comments due by:

_ _ _ Engineering
Storm
- - - Water/Sewer
- - - Parks
- - - Fire
Police
Building
_ _ _ Planning

1 Date Due: - - -- - - -

SEPA Comments:
No Action Taken

Follow-up Items:

ADD-ON

Follow-up Items:

Topic: Rose Hill Cottages Extension Request, LAND-2017-01720
Staff: Benjamin Sticka, x2470
Action Item: Yes
Slides

Project Comments:
The applicant has requested an extension to the SPE for the Rose Hill Cottages project which will expire on December 8, 2017. The
Technical Committee determined that the request meets the criteria for the extension to be granted based on the recent change in
ownership of the property this year.
The Technical Committee approved a one year extension request.

6

ADD-ON

Follow-up Items:

Topic: Hillbrooke Crest Plat Extension Request
Staff: Benjamin Sticka, x24 70
Action Item: Yes
Letter

Slides

Project Comments:

The applicant has requested an extension to the Hillbrooke Crest s~1ort plat which will expire on October 8, 2017. The Technical
Committee determined that the request meets the criteria for the extension to be granted based on circumstances beyond the control of
the developer. The plat is currently under construction and should be completed within the next 6 months.
The Technical Committee approved a one year extension request.

7

Follow-up Items:

ADD-ON
Topic: Redmond Technology Center Ped-Bike Bridge Permitting Process
Staff: Angie Venturato, x2466 & Patty Criddle,

x 2736

Action Item: Yes
Description: Request approval of permitting process and next steps to

move forward on agreements with Microsoft
Slides Report
Project Comments:

Angie gave a briefing on the permitting process for the bridge at the Redmond Technology Center. Since our meeting on this subject
on August 9 she has also discussed this with several staff and the City Attorney. She proposed a design review permit process for the
bridge. As the City will own the bridge it will be reviewed similar to a CIP project with staff review to be funded through the CFD.
The Technical Committee approved this process for the review of the bridge. An update to the Mayor will take place at the next MOD
meeting.

8

ADD-ON

Follow-up Items:

Topic: Sound Transit E360 Project Permit Plan Set vs IFC Plan Set
Staff: Angie Venturato, x2466
Action Item: No
Description: Per request by directors, this is an information session on
the difference between permit plans and IFC plans for the E360 project
Slides

Project Comments:
Angie discussed the difference in the definitions of Permit Plan Set and Issued For Construction (IFC). The Plan set is what the City
signs and approves at the end of our review while the IFC is what Sound Transit approves following the City's review. The problem is
that these two sets of drawings can be different. The goal is to have only one set of approved plans. Angie discussed two solutions
with the intent that this solutions would be discussed at the Steering Committee meeting.
Plans for 4A and 48 have already been approved and are currently experiencing this problem with a different set of IFC drawings. The
Committee suggested that the City ask the contractor to cloud any changes/differences so that a new set of drawings can be issued by
the City.
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ADD-ON

Follow-up Items:

Topic: Sound Transit - 4Qth Street Shared Use Path
Staff: Jason Lynch

Project Comments:

Lisa noted that Sound Transit was asking for a deviation for walls over eight feet in height. Staff recommendation is for approval.
The Technical Committee approved the deviation request for wall height.
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EXHIBIT G

Vicki Orrico
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Steve Fischer
Friday, September 22, 2017 4:11 PM
laurasheen.chan@gmail.com
Karen Haluza; Steve Fischer; Benjamin Sticka; John Marchione; Anika Van Ry; Jodi L.
Daub
FW: Fwd: Rose Hill Cottages

Mrs. Chan:
Thank you for your email concerning the Rose Hill Cottage project. I believe that Ben Sticka was able to answer some of
your questions in his email that he sent to you earlier this afternoon; however, let me take a moment to summarize
some of these items.
You are correct that there is a previous land use permit approval on this site for 24 cottage units and that this approval is
set to expire on December 8, 2017 . The current developer has applied for a project extension and that the Technical
Committee granted the extension on September 20 following a review of the request. The Committee based their
decision on Redmond Zoning Code 21.76 .090 Post Approval Actions: Type II applications (Site Plan Entitlement) expires
two years from approval. However, an approval can be extended on a yearly basis if the following criteria are
met: a. Economic Hardship, b. Change of Ownership, c. Unanticipated construction or site design, d. other
circumstances beyond the control of applicant determined by Tech. The Committee found that req uest meets the
decision criteria for b.) Change of ownership. The official approval letter is not expected to be mailed out until next
week and we can make certain that you receive a copy of this letter.
The action that can be appealed is the Technical Committee decision that is contained in the approval letter. Once it is
issued, you must file an appeal within the prescribed time period described in the letter. To file an appeal, please
complete the form in the attached hyperlink and pay the applicable $500.00 fee by 5:00p.m . on or before the last day of
the appeal period, which will be outlined in the letter. Please see the form for information on standing to appeal and
the appeal period. Form submission and payment must be made by PERSONAL DELIVERY at City Hall 2nd Floor
Customer Service Center c/o Office of the City Clerk-Hearing Examiner, 15670 NE 85th Street.
https://www.redmond.gov/common/pages/UserFile.aspx?fileld=212686
I am sorry but I do not have the answers to your questions related to the size of the lot or the sewer configuration of the
older approved plat. Ben and I have reached out to the City Utility staff to seek answers to your question. We are
hopeful to have a response by early next week. In regard to the size of the project, Ben has contacted the developer to
provide a response. It is our understanding that we will have a response by mid to late next week to your question, and
several other questions that have been submitted by your neighbors which have been directed to the developer.
Please let me know if you have other questions

Steven Fischer
Manager, Development Review
City of Redmond- Development Services Center
15670 NE 851h St, Redmond, WA 98052 MS:2SPL
P: 425 .556.2432 F: 425.556.2400
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From: John Marchione
Sent: Friday, September 22, 2017 2:54PM
To: Karen Haluza <khaluza@redmond.gov>
Cc: Sarah Pyle <spyle@redmond.gov>; Steve Fischer <SFISCHER@REDMOND.GOV>; Benjamin Sticka
<bsticka@redmond.gov>
Subject: RE: Fwd: Rose Hill Cottages

Thank you
From: Karen Haluza
Sent: Friday, September 22, 2017 11:46 AM
To: John Marchione <jmarchione@redmond.gov>
Cc: Sarah Pyle <spyle@redmond.gov>; Steve Fischer <SFISCHER@REDMOND.GOV>; Benjamin Sticka
<bsticka@ redmond .gov>
Subject: RE: Fwd: Rose Hill Cottages
Hi Mayor,
Yes, Steve will be responding back to her today with the information about the extension of the original project recently
approved by the Technical Committee. The response regarding the technical details of the survey information will take
additional time to investigate, but Ms. Chan was at the community meeting earlier this week and Ben has been in
discussions with her and she knows that we are working on providing the information. We had a similar inquiry from
Barry Schnell and we're working on answers to his questions too.
Thanks!
Karen
Karen Haluza, AICP
Director of Planning and Community Development City of Redmond
'ill': 425.556.2497 I ~~ : khaluza@redmond.gov 1Redmond.gov
MS: 4SPL 15670 NE 85th St Redmond, WA 98052

I

Redmor.d

I

I

NOTICE OF PUBLIC DISCLOSURE: This e-mail account is public domain. Any correspondence from or to this e-mail account is a public
record . Accordingly, this e-mail, in whole or in part, may be subject to disclosure pursuant to RCW 42.56, regardless of any claim of
confidentiality or privilege asserted by an external party.

From: John Marchione
Sent: Friday, September 22, 2017 11:28 AM
To: Karen Haluza <khaluza@redmond.gov>
Cc: Sarah Pyle <spyle@redmond.gov>; Steve Fischer <SFISCHER@REDMOND.GOV>; Benjamin Sticka
<bsticka@redmond.gov>
Subject: FW: Fwd: Rose Hill Cottages

Are we able to get back to her today?
From: Laura S. Chan [mailto:laurasheen.chan@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, September 21, 2017 5:45 PM
To: John Marchione <jmarchione@redmond.gov>
Subject: Re: Fwd: Rose Hill Cottages

Mayor Marchione,
2

Thank you for your quick attention to the matter. I look forward to hearing from your staff tomorrow.
Best,
Laura Chan
(949) 922-6292

On Thu, Sep 21, 2017 at 5:31 PM, John Marchione <jmarchione@redmond.gov> wrote:
I will try to get someone to contact you tomorrow.

John

From: Laura S. Chan <laurasheen.chan@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, September 21, 2017 4:57:15 PM
To: Mayor (Internet)
Cc: Steve Fischer; Karen Haluza; Benjamin Sticka; Sarah Pyle; mchan15
Subject: Fwd: Rose Hill Cottages

Dear Mayor Marchione,
My name is Laura Chan, and we previously met on August 7, 2017, to discuss the proposed development plans
for a parcel on NE 112th Pl. As you may recall, the proposed plan, which is currently under review, includes
28 cottages. There is, however, a previously approved plan for 24 cottages that we also discussed at our
meeting in August. That entitlement is set to expire 12/8/17. It is my understanding that the entitlement may
have been very recently granted an extension, but I would like to formally challenge the decision for two main
reasons.
Most notably, as we discussed in person, there was an issue with the sewer requirement, which was scratched
out by City staff during the original approval process. It was asserted by both you and Sarah Pyle that the City
would challenge the ,scratched out sewer requirement" should this development proceed any further, as it goes
against the City's Sewer Plan. If your intent and assertions were true, then the extension of the entitlement
should not have been granted so that the plan could be resubmitted with the appropriate sewer improvements
included.
Secondly, as mentioned in my e-mails to your City staff below, there is a clear discrepancy in the figures
provided on the previously submitted I approved site plan, and the site plan currently under review. It is
important to note that both sets of plans have been prepared and stamped by the same engineering company,
which begs the question if either site plan is truly accurate. As such, I formally requested the City seek or
require a third-party, independent surveyor to conduct a new survey to ensure the accuracy of the information
submitted (both gross area and the area of each zoning designation) before any further consideration be taken
on both the current plan under review as well as the requested extension of the previously approved plan.
I would like to understand your Planning Department's Technical Committee's considerations in making their
decision, and I would also like to formally challenge the granting of the extension. As I believe time is of the
essence here, since a decision letter has yet to be issued (from the voice message I received from Ben Sticka
today), I am reaching out to you following my attempts to connect with Ben Sticka, Sarah Pyle, Steven
Fischer, and Karen Haluza.
3

I appreciate your time in reviewing this issue, and I look forward to hearing from you.
Thank you,
Laura Chan
(949) 922-6292

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Laura S. Chan <laurasheen.chan@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, Sep 21,2017 at 3:32PM
Subject: Fwd: Rose Hill Cottages
To: sfischer@redmond.gov, KHALUZA@redmond.gov
Cc: Benjamin Sticka <bsticka@redmond.gov>, Sarah Pyle <spyle@redmond.gov>, mchan15
' <mchan15@gmail.com>
Hello Steven and Karen,
I just received a voice message from Ben Sticka (in response to my e-mail below) that the extension request for
the previously approved plan for the 24-cottage development on NE 112th Pl. went before the technical
committee this week, and a decision was just make to approve the extension. It sounded like a letter is set to be
sent out to the applicant, so I assume that the decision was made very recently. I would like to formally appeal
the decision.
The plan has clear errors on it, and should NOT have been extended for the reasons in my previous e-mails to
Ben and Sarah below, most notably the sewer component which we were informed by City staffthat the
scratched out sewer requirement goes against the Sewer Plan and that City staff would "fight" to have it put
back into the development plan. However, I am unsure if either of my messages below reached the appropriate
parties involved in the decision process, and request the following information:
1. When the decision was actually made.
2. Who (names and titles) made the decision to approve the extension.
3. A copy of the approval communication.
Please advise me if it is possible the decision be reversed as I understand the letter has not yet been sent out to
the applicant, and or the appeal process.
Thank you,
Laura Chan
(949) 922-6292

---------- Forwarded message---------From: Laura S. Chan <laurasheen.chan@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, Sep 21,2017 at 2:37PM
Subject: Fwd: Rose Hill Cottages
4

To: Benjamin Sticka <bsticka@redmond.gov>
Cc: Sarah Pyle <spyle@redmond.gov>, mchanl5 <mchan15@gmail.com>
Hi Ben,
Thank you for the discussion at the neighborhood meeting last night. I look forward to meeting with you soon
to follow-up on the outstanding issues coming out of the meeting and the comments we submitted prior to the
meeting.
Please see my e-mail below that I sent to Sarah yesterday. I am unsure who the appropriate contact at the City
is with regard to reviewing the pending extension request, if such a request was actually submitted as I was
informed, but I want to be sure my message gets to the correct person since I have not yet heard back from
Sarah. If neither of you are working on that matter, please let me know who to contact.
In addition to the issues cited in my original e-mail below, as well as some of the items discussed last night
that are also relevant to the original previously approved plan, I had the opportunity to review the original
approved site plan after our meeting last night, and noticed discrepancies with the acreage figures on the
original and current site plans. In particular:
1. Total acreage on the original site plan says 8.37, while the current site plan says 10.85. Although the total
square footage (472,752SF) is identical, they are both different from the county assessor's 10.38 acres
(452, 152SF).
2. Total acreage listed under each zone designation also differ between the two site plans. The original plan
states that R-1 is 8.37 acres and R-4 is 1.92 acres (which would total10.29 total acres), and the current site
plan states R-1 is 8.37 acres and R-4 is 2.48 acres (for a total of 10.85 acres).
As both plans were prepared and stamped by the same engineering company, this begs the question to be asked
if either of these are truly accurate. As such, I formally request the City seek or require a third-party,
independent surveyor to conduct a new survey to ensure the accuracy of the information submitted (both gross
area and the area of each zoning designation) before any further consideration is taken on either the currently
submitted plan as well as the requested extension of the original, previously approved plan. Please advise me
of: (a) the City's position on my formal request for a third-party, independent survey; (b) the City's position on
the developer's extension request; and (c) the anticipated decision date for the extension request.
Thank you,
Laura Chan
(949) 922-6292

---------- Forwarded message---------From: Laura S. Chan <laurasheen.chan@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, Sep 20,2017 at 4:09PM
Subject: Rose Hill Cottages
To: Sarah Pyle <spyle@redmond.gov>
I

Hi Sarah,

5

It is my understanding that an extension has been requested on the original pre-approved 24-home plan for NE
112th Pl. Is that correct? If so, please advise where the City stands on the extension request and or when a
decision is anticipated to be made.

As a resident who has been following this project closely, and given the information provided to-date from the
City of Redmond, particularly the sewer requirement and the general layout of the "cottage community," I
strongly urge any extension of the original approval be denied so that the application may be resubmitted in
accordance to current Code and the Comprehensive Plan.
I look forward to hearing your response.
Thank you,
Laura Chan
(949) 922-6292

Click here to report this email as spam.

This message has been scanned for malware by Websense. www.websense.com
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EXHIBIT H

Vicki Orrico
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Benjamin Sticka
Friday, September 22, 2017 1:58 PM
Barry Schnell
Steve Fischer; Karen Haluza; Sarah Pyle
RE: Rose Hill Cottage Extension (LAND-2013-01720)

Mr. Schnell,
Thank you for your email and questions. The answers to your questions are provided below in RED. If you have
additional questions after reviewing the provided responses, please let me know. Thank you.
1) What is the status of the extension- The City of Redmond Technical Committee approved the Extension request for
Rose Hill Cottages, Site Plan Entitlement (LAND-2013-01720) at their meeting on September 20, 2017.
2) What date was the extension request submitted- The extension request was submitted on September 18, 2017.
3) What date was the extension reviewed- The extension request was reviewed by the Technical Committee on
September 20, 2017.
4) What are the considerations given to an extension request? Specifically, Section 'C' of
http://online.encodeplus.com/regs/redmond-wa/doc-viewer.aspx?secid=3070&keywords=21.76.090#secid-3070
requires one or more of four possible items so I would like details on if and if so how LAND-2013-01720 meets each
of these- Decision criteria for granting approval of an extension can be found in Redmond Zoning Code 21.76.090
Post Approval Actions: Type II applications (Site Plan Entitlement) expires two years from approval. However, it can
be extended on a yearly basis if the following criteria are met: a. Economic Hardship, b. Change of Ownership, c.
Unanticipated construction or site design, d. other circumstances beyond the control of applicant determined by
Tech. The request meets the criteria for letter b.) Change of ownership.
5) Assuming it's been approved:
a. What date was the extension approved - The extension request was approved by the Technical Committee on
September 20, 2017.
b. Has the letter of decision been mailed and if so, on what date was it mailed or what date is it expected to be
mailed. No. The decision has not yet been mailed. However, staff expects to mail it sometime next week.
c. I would like to formally challenge the approval and would like to understand the official process for challenging
the decision. To file an appeal, please complete the form in the attached hyperlink and pay the applicable
$500.00 fee by 5:00p.m. on the last day of the appeal period, which will be outlined in the letter. Please see the
form for information on standing to appeal and the appeal period. Form submission and payment must be
made by PERSONAL DELIVERY at City Hall 2nd Floor Customer Service Center c/o Office of the City Clerk-Hearing
Examiner, 15670 NE 85th Street.
https://www. redmond .govI com mon/pages/UserFi le .a spx?fil eld=212686
6) What is the process for requesting and making a decision on an extension- The only information I can find regarding
extensions is in 'C' of http:ljonline.encodeplus.com/regs/redmond-wa/docviewer.aspx?secid=3070&keywords=21.76.090#secid-3070 but it does not provide any information regarding the
process itself. Decision criteria for granting approval of an extension can be found in Redmond Zoning Code
21.76.090 Post Approval Actions: Type II applications (Site Plan Entitlement) expires two years from
approval. However, it can be extended on a yearly basis if the following criteria are met: a. Economic Hardship, b.
Change of Ownership, c. Unanticipated construction or site design, d. other circumstances beyond the control of
applicant determined by Tech. The Technical Committee decision was based upon concurrence with letter (b)
Change of Ownership, in the decision criteria.
7) Given comments made to myself and others by Sarah & Ben in prior meetings (as well as by the mayor per the
below email), an approval is counter to these commitments so I'd like an explanation on why it was approved
1

EXHIBiT--.9__

(assuming it was) or how this will factor in to a decision (assuming its not yet approved or how did they assuming its
approved). The Technical Committee decision was based upon concurrence with letter (b) Change of Ownership, in
the decision criteria.
8) How was or will the discrepancy in lot square-footage in R1/R4 breakdown between LAND-2013-01720 & lAND2017-00727 be resolved as it relates to lAND-2013-01720. Staff is working on a response and will have it to you by
the end of next week or shortly after.

2

EXHIBIT I

Cityof.R edmond
WA

S

HIN

G

T

ON

December 8, 2017

Mr. Greg Wilson
Wilmoor Development Corporation
16981 Redmond Way
Redmond, WA 98052
Denial of Extension for Rose Hill Cottages- Site Plan Entitlement
File #LAND-20 13-01720

Subject:

Dear Mr. Wilson:
Thank you for your December 6, 2017 letter requesting an extension for the Rose Hill Cottages Site Plan Entitlement. The original approval for this project was issued by the Technical
Committee on December 8, 2015 and that approval was valid for a period oftwo years, unless an
extension is granted. Following a review of your request, the Technical Committee has denied
your extension request.
Pursuant to the Redmond Zoning Code (RZC 21.76.090), the approval period may be extended
on a yearly basis by the approval authority upon showing proper justification. Proper justification
consists of one or more of the following conditions:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Economic Hardship
Change of Ownership
Unanticipated construction and/or site design problems
Other circumstances beyond the control of the applicant determined acceptable by the
approval authority.

Per your request, the Technical Committee has denied granting your request for an extension to
December 8, 2018 as you fail to meet any of the four (4) conditions above.
This decision may be appealed to the Hearing Examiner by filing an appeal with the Office of the
City Clerk within 14 calendar days of the date of this decision. Appeal fonns are available online at the following web address:
www.redmond.gov/Govemment/HearingExaminer/reguest for reconsideration or appeal/
A completed appeal form must be submitted by 5:00p.m. on the last day of the appeal period.
Should you have any questions, you may contact Ben Sticka, Planner at (425) 556-2470 or via
email at bsticka@redmond.gov.
Sincerely,
/J 01 / h
c;-:.;v:::/
1 ;.,.r;:...-!:. . c0 eri.-e:r-

,/

Lo..J-L.V..___ c~'- L4-o-K__,.
KAREN ANDERSON, AICP
Director
Planning and Community Development

LINDA E. DEBOLDT
Director
Public Works Depmtment

E;~i-·ilBlT _.l__[p__ _
_

City Hall • 15670 NE 85th Street · PO Box 97010 • Redmond, WA • 98073-9710

EXHIBIT J

APPEAL APPLICATION FORM
CityofRedmond
WASU

I

"

0'r0rl

To file an appeal of a Type I or II decision or a SEPA determination, please complete the
attached form and pay the applicable fee by 5:00 p.m. on the last day of the appeal period.
Form submission and payment must be by PERSONAL DELIVERY at City Hall 2nd Floor
Customer Service Center c/o Office of the City Clerk-Hearing Examiner, 15670 NE 851h
Street. Contact the Office of the Hearing Examiner with process questions at 425-556-2191.
Standing to Appeal:
• Appeal to the Hearing Examiner of a SEPA determination - Any interested person may
appeal a threshold determination, adequacy of a final EIS, and the conditions or denials of
a requested action made by a nonelected City official based on SEPA. No other SEPA
appeals shall be allowed.
•

Appeal to the Hearing Examiner of an Administrative, Technical Committee or
Design Review Board Decision (Type I or II) -the project applicant, owner, or any person
who submitted written comments (party of record) prior to the date the decision was issued
may appeal the decision. The written appeal and the applicable fee must be received by the
City of Redmond's Office of the Hearing Examiner no later than 5:00p.m. on the 141h
calendar day following the date of the decision.

Should the appellant prevail in the appeal, the application fee will be refunded
(City of Redmond Resolution No. 1459). The application fee will not be refunded for appeals that
are withdrawn or dismissed.
Hearing Examiner or City Council decision may be appealed to Superior Court by filing a land use
petition which meets the requirements set forth in RCW Chapter 36.70C. The petition must be
filed and served upon all necessary parties as set forth in State law and within the 21-day time
period as set forth in RCW Section 36.70C.040. Requirements for fully exhausting City
administrative appeal opportunities must be fulfilled.
Please continue to page 2 to select your appeal type.

(Staff Use Only)
File No: _ _ __ _ _
Date Received: - - -Receipt No. _ _ _ __

~IE©IEu't'lS~

CITY OF REDMOND

DEC 2 1 20 17
OFFICE OF , t
.
HEA RING E/'4ill'!· .-_: __

j

Please check the applicable appeal:
0 Appeal to the Hearing Examiner of a SEPA determination RZC 21. 70.190(£). (Please be sure
to u11derstafld the type of SEPA appeal you are tiliflg, a11d if a further appeal to the
underlying action is needed.)
1f' Appeal to the Hearing Examiner of an Administrative, Technical Committee or Design Review
Board Decision (Type I or II) RZC 21. 76.060(1)

Section A.

General Information

Name of Appellant: ___G_r_e_:g_W_i_l_s_o_n__
- _w_i_l_rn_o_o_r_D_e_v_e_l_o.....:p
=-rn
- e_n_t_c_o_r-=p-·_ _ __
Address:_---c~.l~6'-...19:...~.8~..-~l..........,R~e"'-ld
.d.!rn..u:o!.!.n
~d__uW.l.la.;~.y_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

City:
Email:

Redmond

State: _W
_A
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip:

_ __ _

98052

greg. wilrnoor@grnail. corn

-~-~---------------------------

Phone: (home) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (work)
Name of project that is being appealed:

425-885-2287

(cell)

206-498-7837

Rose Hill Cottages

File number of project that is being appealed:

LAND- 2 013-01 7 2 0

Date of decision on project that is being appealed: _ _l_2...:./_8-=/_l_7_ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _
Expiration date of appeal period: __1_2_/_2_2_/_1_7_ ·- -- - - -- - - - -- - -- What is your relationship to the project?
0 Party of Record
,0'Project Applicant

0 Government Agency

Pursuant to the Redmond Zoning Code, only certain individuals have standing to appeal a decision
on application or appeal (See page 1 above). Below, please provide a statement describing your
standing to appeal, and reference all appl icable City Code citations.
Appea l by the pro j ect applicant of a decision by the City of
Redmond Technical Committee .

Page 2 of 4

Section B.

Basis for Appeal

Please fi ll out items 1-4 below. Reference all applicable City Code citations and attach additional
sheets if necessary.
1.

2.

Please state the facts demonstrating how you are adversely affected by the decision:
See Attachment .

Please provide a concise statement identifying each alleged en·or of fact, law, or procedure,
and how the decision has failed to meet the applicable decision criteria:

See Attachment .

Page 3 of 4

3.

Please state the specific relief requested:

See Attachment.

4.

Please provide any other information reasonably necessary to make a decision on the
appeal:

See Attachment.

Do not use this form if you are appealing a decision on a:
• Shoreline Permit (must be appealed to the State Shoreline Hearings Board
RZC 21.68.200(C)(6)(b})
• Shoreline Variance or a Shoreline Conditional Use Permit (must be appealed to the State
Shoreline Hearings Board RZC 21.68.200(C)(6)(c))
•

Hearing Examiner decision on a SEPA appeal (not an appealable action as successive
appeals are not allowed RZC 21. 70.190(D))

•

Hearing Examiner decision on an application (must be appealed to Superior Court)

•

City Council approval or denial (must be appealed to Superior Court RZC 21. 76.060(Q) )

Page 4 of 4

Attachment
Appeal to the Hearing Examiner of a Technical Committee Decision to deny a request for
extension
Rose Hill Cottages (File #LAND-2013-01720)

1. Decision by the Technical Committee to deny a one year extension of the Rose Hill
Cottages Site Plan Entitlement (File #LAND-20 13-0 1720) pursuant to the Redmond
Zoning Code (RZC 21.76.090).
2. The City of Redmond Zoning Code (RZC 21.76.090) provides for extensions on a
"yearly basis by the approval authority upon showing proper justification." Proper
justification consists of one of more of the following:
a) Economic Hardship
b) Change of Ownership
c) Unanticipated construction and/or site design problems
d) Other circumstances beyond the control of the applicant determined acceptable by the
approval authority
The city erred in its decision on this extension request. This extension qualifies under
both paragraphs (c) and (d) of the above referenced conditions.
The applicant has been working with Toll WA LP (aka, Toll Brothers) and city staff on
site and feasibility analysis regarding a new SPE application for the property to resolve
unanticipated site design problems. This new application has encountered delays at the
city planning level which are beyond the control of the applicant. These substantial
efforts to make progress on the entitlements should qualify this approved SPE for a one
year extension.
3. The Hearing Examiner should direct city staff to approve the extension request of the
Rose Hill Cottages Site Plan Entitlement (File #LAND-2013-01720).
4. The extension request of the Site Plan Entitlement approval will be demonstrated
through evidence presented during the appeal hearing.

EXHIBIT K

1

2
3

4
5

6

7
8
9
10

BEFORE THE HEARING EXAMINER
FOR THE CITY OF REDMOND
In the Matter of the Appeal of
GREG WILSON, on behalf ofWILMOOR
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION,

11

12

NO. HEA-2018-01
NO. LAND-2013-01720
CITY'S REPLY TO APPELLANT'S PREHEARING BRIEF

Of an Administrative Decision

13

I.

14

INTRODUCTION

The Hearing Examiner should affirm the City's decision to deny Wilmoor Development
15
Corporation's request for an extension to its site plan entitlement. The only issues Wilmoor
16
Development Corporation ("Wilmoor") identifies in its statement of appeal (and therefore the only
17
issues within the Hearing Examiner's scope of review) are whether Wilmoor qualifies for an
18
extension because it experienced unanticipated construction and design problems or because of
19

other factors beyond Wilmoor' s control. The answer to both is no. Wilmoor has only encountered
20
vicarious delays (in that its prospective buyer has encountered delays in its separate SPE), and
21

22

vicarious delays should not qualify an applicant for an extension under the Code.

Furthermore,

even ifWilmoor could claim credit for another entity's delays, it has not shown how or why those
23

delays are "unanticipated." Finally, even if the Hearing Examiner does entertain Wilmoor's
24

additional arguments-namely, that a September 2017 meeting by the City Technical Committee
25

26

created a final, irrevocable SPE extension, that argument must fail. The Technical Committee's

{JEHI680635.DOCX;l/00020.1503Jl/}
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OGDEN MURPHY WALLACE, P.L.L.C.
90 I Fifth Avenue, Suite 3500
Seattle, Wash ington 98164-2008
Tel : 206.447.7000/Fax: 206.447.0215

1

September 2017 meeting was not a final approval because the City did not issue a final, formal

2

decision following the meeting.

3

II.

STATEMENT OF FACTS

4

Wilmoor owns a parcel of property within the City of Redmond that it intends to develop

5

into a 24-unit residential development known as "Rosehill Cottages." On December 8, 2015, the

6

City granted Wilmoor a site plan entitlement ("SPE") for its Rosehill Cottages project. Under the

7

City code, SPEs expire after two years. See Ex. C-2. 1

8

In December 2016, Wilmoor entered into a purchase and sale agreement with Toll WA

9

LP ("Toll"), under which Toll would buy and develop the property pursuant to its own,

10

independent SPE during a contractual "feasibility period." See Appellant's Prehearing Br. ("Br.")

11

Ex. 1, Decl. of Greg Wilson,~ 4. In the following months, Toll began working on a site design

12

for its own vision of the Rosehill Project.

13

In February 2017, Wilmoor representatives reached out to City Planner Sarah Pyle to

14

discuss the status of the Wilmoor SPE while the Toll SPE was pending. Sarah Pyle informed

15

Wilmoor that, under her interpretation of the Code, Toll's permitting process would entitle

16

Wilmoor to an SPE extension. Br. Ex. 1, Decl. of Greg Wilson~ 5; see also Ex. C-7. Planner

17

Pyle urged Wilmoor to submit an extension request as quickly as possible, and made every effort

18

over the following weeks to be available to receive and process Wilmoor' s extension. Planner

19

Pyle left the city on maternity leave in mid-April.

20

Wilmoor made no effort to seek an SPE extension until months later. On September 18,

21

2017 Wilmoor formally submitted an extension request. See Ex. C-3. Two days later, and without

22

sending out a Notice of Application, the City's Technical Committee met to discuss the extension

23

request. The meeting minutes for the September 20, 2017 Technical Committee meeting indicate

24
25
1

26

All exhibit number refer to the exhibits identified in the City's Witness and Documents list, submitted February 20,
2018.
{JEH1680635.DOCX; l/00020.1503111}
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1

that the Technical Committee approved the extension request, citing the "transfer of ownership"

2

criterion as the basis for its decision.

3

The following day, City Planner Ben Sticka, who was assigned to the application, sent an

4

unsigned approval letter, clearly identified as a "draft" in the body of his enclosing email, to Greg

5

Wilson, a Wilmoor representative. See Ex. C-1 0. On the same day, City staff sent emails to

6

various public commenters regarding the September 20, 2017 Technical Committee meeting. Ex.

7

C-11. While these letters indicated that the Technical Committee had "approved" the extension,

8

they also noted the appeal period would begin when the City mailed a final approval letter to the

9

applicant. !d. (Email from Steve Fischer to Laura Chan) ("The action that can be appealed is the

10

Technical Committee decision that is contained in the approval letter."); id. (Email from Ben

11

Sticka to Barry Schnell) ("To file an appeal, please complete the form ... on the last day of the

12

appeal period, which will be outlined in the letter.").

13

Sometime after the September 20, 2017 Technical Committee meeting, the Technical

14

Committee decided it needed more information in order to process the approval. On November 8,

15

2017, Ben Sticka informed Greg Wilson that the City would be requiring a notice of application

16

for the extension request and would allow a 21-day comment period. See Ex. C-12. The City

17

issued a notice of application on November 13, 2017. Ex. C-6.

18

On December 1, Ben Sticka emailed Greg Wilson to ask for a letter confirming that

19

Wilmoor and Toll had entered into a purchase and sale agreement for the property. Ex. C-14.

20

Wilmoor submitted a letter confirming the existence of the purchase and sale agreement on

21

December 6. Ex. C-14. The City denied Wilmoor's extension request at a December 6, 2017,

22

Technical Committee meeting. Ex. C-13.

23

December 8, 2017 informing it of the City's denial. Ex. C-4.

Planner Ben Sticka sent a letter to Wilmoor on

24
25
26
{JEH1680635.DOCX; 1/00020.150311/}
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III.

1

ARGUMENT

3

WILMOOR'S EXTENSION APPLICATION DOES NOT COMPLY WITH
THE CODE CRITERIA BECAUSE WILMOOR CANNOT CLAIM
CREDIT FOR ANOTHER ENTITY'S DELAYS.

4

RZC 21.76.090.C.2 governs extensions of permit approvals. Under RZC 21.76.090.C.2,

5

the "approval authority" (i.e., the authority that granted the underlying approval) can extend an

6

approval on a yearly basis if the applicant meets one of the following conditions: (a) economic

7

hardship; (b) change of ownership; (c) unanticipated construction and/or site design problems; or

8

(d) other circumstances beyond the control of the applicant determined acceptable by the Technical

9

Committee.

2

A.

10

In Wilmoor's Pre-Hearing Brief, it argues that it qualifies for an extension under subpart

11

(c), unanticipated construction and/or site design problems. 2

12

unanticipated construction and design issues encountered by Toll on the Property," Appellant's

13

Prehearing Br. at 2, offering no detail about what these alleged delays were or why they were

14

"unanticipated." Even assuming Wilmoor can support these claims with evidence at hearing,

15

under the Code, they should not be able to claim credit for delays in another entity's permitting

16

process.

17

problems" because it took no steps to move forward in any appreciable way on its own SPE, despite

18

knowing as early as February 2017 that Toll might encounter difficulties obtaining an SPE, and

19

despite the fact that Wilmoor, by its own admission, could have proceeded on its own SPE by at

20

least the fall of 2017. See Decl. of Greg Wilson ~ 9 ("I was in a position at that time to submit

21

civil drawings to meet the requirements of the SPE . . . . "). At most, Wilmoor encountered

22

"unanticipated real estate transactional problems," and these are not the type of problems that

23

qualify for an extension under the Code. Furthermore, even accepting Wilmoor' s "vicarious

24

delay" theory, Wilmoor has failed to show how any delays Toll encountered were "unanticipated"

25

2

26

In support, it cites only "the

Wilmoor itself did not encounter any "unanticipated construction and/or design

In Wilmoor's appeal statement, Wihnoor cited RZC 21 .76.090.C.2.c (unanticipated site design problems) and
C.2.d.(' other circumstances beyond the control of the applicant"). In its brief, Wilmoor only cites subsection (c)
(unanticipated delays).
(JEHI680635.DOCX; 1/00020.150311/)
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or out of the ordinary for a large and complex development. The Hearing Examiner should
2

therefore find that Wilmoor does not qualify for an extension.

3

B.

4

WILMOOR'S ARGUMENTS ABOUT THE ALLEGED SEPTEMBER 2017
TECHINCAL COMMITTEE "APPROVAL" ARE OUTSIDE THE SCOPE
OF THIS APPEAL.

5

Under the Code, a party appealing a Type II decision must submit a "concise statement

6

identifying each alleged error of fact, law, or procedure" and must identify "the specific relief

7

requested." RZC 21.76.060.1.2.ii, .iii. Implicit in this requirement is the corollary principle that

8

an appeal is limited to the issues raised in the appeal statement. Wilmoor's appeal statement only

9

argues that "[t]he city erred in its decision on this extension request" because "[t]his extension

10

qualifies under both paragraphs (c) and (d) of the above referenced conditions." Wilmoor makes

11

no mention whatsoever of the September 20, 2017 Technical Committee meeting, and it does not

12

argue that its extension had already been approved. Because Wilmoor failed to raise this argument

13

in its appeal statement, it cannot raise it now. The Hearing Examiner should therefore dismiss this

14

argument.

15

c.

16
17

ASSUMING WILMOOR'S APPROVAL ARGUMENTS ARE WITHIN
THE SCOPE OF REVIEW, THE CITY'S SEPTEMBER 2017 TECHINCAL
COMMITTEE MEETING DID NOT CONSTITUTE FINAL APPROVAL
OF WILMOOR'S EXTENSION APPLICATION.

19

Bec_ause the City did not issue a notice of application before the
September 2017 Tecltnical Committee meeting, the Technical
Committee had no authority to approve the extension request, and the
"decision" in that meeting was void.

20

Under Chapter 4.50 RMC, the chapter governing the creation and powers of the City's

21

Technical Committee, the Technical Committee has the authority to review land use applications

22

in accordance with RMC 4.50.020. RZC 4.50.020. Under Title 21, notice of application is

23

required for all Type II permit applications (such as this extension request). See RZC

24

21.76.050.G.1; see also RZC 21.76.050B (flow chart of Type II application process). Here, the

25

City failed to provide a notice of application in connection with Wilmoor' s September 18, 2017

26

extension request, instead approving that request two days after it was submitted. Because there

18

1.

{JEH1680635.DOCX;l/00020.1503ll/}
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1

was no notice of application, the Technical Committee lacked the authority to issue a decision on

2

the extension request. See RMC 4.50.020; see also Bianchi v. State Dept. of Social and Health

3

Servs., No. 33720-7-II, 2007 WL 657196, at *3 (Wn. App. Mar. 6, 2007) (unpublished op.) ("Thus,

4

the remedy for lack of notice is to void, or render voidable, the underlying State action."). The

5

Technical Committee's September 20, 2017 meeting was not a valid "approval" because the

6

Committee had no authority to grant that approval if it didn't conform with the procedural notice

7

requirements.

8

Wilmoor argues that the City could not require Wilmoor to submit to a notice of application

9

for their extension request because Wilmoor "vested" to a notice-free extension application

10

process 28 days after it submitted its September 18 extension request (i.e., on October 16). Br. at

11

12. 3 First, the Hearing Examiner does not have the authority to rule on vested rights issues. See

12

Chaussee v. Snohomish Cnty. Council, 38 Wn. App. 630, 639, 689 P.2d 1084, 1092 (1984)

13

(hearing examiner's power limited to that granted by legislative body). Second, this argument

14

misconstrues the vested rights doctrine.

15

Washington Supreme Court has held that the doctrine is now entirely statutory. Potala Village

16

Kirkland, LLC v. City of Kirkland, 183 Wn. App. 191, ~ 1,

17

three types of permit applications to which the doctrine applies are building permit applications,

18

RCW 19.27.095; subdivision applications, RCW 58.17.033; and development agreements, RCW

19

36. 70B.180. There is therefore no way for a site plan entitlement or SPE extension to vest because

20

there is no statute vesting an SPE applicant's rights. Third, even if an extension request were the

21

type of application that could create vested rights, the only right that vests under the doctrine is the

While the doctrine has constitutional roots, the

~

31,334 P.3d 1143 (2014). The only

22
3

23
24
25
26

Wilmoor also indicates that it is prepared to argue that the City Planner Sarah Pyle's February 2017 email should
bind the City under equitable estoppel, though it acknowledges that equitable estoppel is outside the HEX's
jurisdiction. See Br. at 13 n.49. The City agrees that the HEX lacks the authority to determine any equitable estoppel
issues, but it also notes only that it is prepared to defend any estoppel claims-to the extent Wilmoor relied on Planner
Sarah Pyle's February 2017 assurances regarding the availability of an extension, that reliance was not reasonable.
Wilmoor is a sophisticated applicant that is well aware that city interpretations can shift. Moreover, Planner Pyle gave
Wilmoor every opportunity, over the course of several months in spring of20 17, to apply for an extension under her
interpretation at the time. Wilmoor chose not to do so.
{JEH1680635.DOCX;l/00020.1503lll}
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1

right for an application to be judged under the regulations in effect at the time of submission. The

2

notice of application requirements at issue here (RZC 21.76.050.0.1; RZC 21.76.050B) were in

3

effect at the time of applicant's application. A vested right would therefore not exempt applicant

4

from the notice-of-application requirement.

5

Wilmoor attempts to distract from this result by suggesting that the crux of the vesting

6

issue is whether notice-of-application regulations are "land use control ordinances." See Br. at 13

7

(quoting Westside Business Park, 100 Wn. App. 599, 606, 5 P.3d 713 (2000)). In Westside

8

Business Park, however, applicants submitted a subdivision plat application, which clearly

9

qualifies for the vested rights doctrine under RCW 58.17.033, and argued that their application

10

vested to storm water drainage regulations because those regulations were "land use control

11

ordinances" under the vesting statute.

12

regulations in question are "land use control ordinances" because the SPE applications and

13

extensions are not subject to the vested rights doctrine at all.

14
15

2.

Here, we don't even reach this issue of whether the

Only an extension approval letter, not the meeting minutes, is an
appealable ' apm·oval" under the Code.

Under the provision governing extensions, the "approval authority" can grant extensions
16
to Type I, II, or II permits upon showing proper justification. RZC 21.76.090.C.2. The approval
17
authority in the case of an SPE extension is the Technical Committee, which would grant an
18
extension in a Type II process.
19
Under the provisions governing Type II permit process review, the City must issue a
20
"written record" of the decision "in the form of a staff report, letter, the permit itself, or other
21
written document indicating approval, approval with conditions, or denial."

See RZC

22
21.76.060.E.2. A party of record may then appeal the decision to the Hearing Examiner. See RZC
23
21.76.060.E.1; RZC 21.76.060.E.l. While the code does not explicitly say that it is the written
24
record, rather than the initial oral decision, that is the official, final action on a Type II permit, this
25
has long been the City's interpretation. See, e.g., Br. Ex. 7 (email from Steve Fischer to Laura
26
{JEH1680635.DOCX;1100020.150311/}
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1

Chan) ("The action that can be appealed is the Technical Committee decision that is contained in

2

the approval letter."). This interpretation is consistent with LUPA case law holding that a decision

3

is "issued" (and therefore appealable) when it is "entered" into the public record-i.e., when a

4

decision is "memorialized such that it is publicly available." See Habitat Watch v. Skagit County,

5

155 Wn.2d 397, ~~ 25-26 & n.5, 120 P.3d 56 (2005). Here, staff emailed members of the public

6

regarding the September 20, 2017 Technical Committee meeting, but emphasized that the written

7

record was not yet available-that it would be forthcoming later in the week. Ex. C-11. There was

8

therefore no appealable decision as of September 20,2017, and the City was free to reconsider and

9

revise its decision, which it later did.

10

IV.

CONCLUSION

11

The only issue on appeal in this case is whether Wilmoor has encountered unanticipated

12

permitting delays that entitle it to an SPE extension under the Code. Because Wilmoor has made

13

no discemable progress whatsoever on its own permit (despite being in a position to do so) but

14

instead relies on a separate entity's permitting process, Wilmoor is not entitled to an extension

15

under the Code. Furthermore, even accepting its premise that another entity's permitting process

16

can vicariously entitle Wilmoor to its extension request, Wilmoor has not shown how Toll's

17

process was "unanticipated." Finally, should the Hearing Examiner decide to consider Wilmoor's

18

arguments regarding the September 20, 2017 Technical Committee meeting, it must dismiss those

19

arguments because the City's September 20, 2017 meeting did not create an appealable decision.

20

DATED this 20th day of February, 2018.

21

:~Dr~y WALLACE, PLLC

22
23

James E. Haney, W
Kate D. Hambley,
Attorneys for City o

24
25
26
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7
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EXHIBIT L

BEFORE THE HEARING EXAMINER
FOR THE CITY OF REDMOND
In the Matter of the Appeal of
Greg Wilson, on behalf of Wilmoor
Development Corporation
Of an Administrative Decision
TO:1

)
)
)
)
)
)

No. HEA-2018-01
No. LAND-2013-01720
Rose Hill Cottages
PRE-HEARING ORDER

Ms. Viki Orrico, Appellant Attorney
Via email to: orrio@jmmlaw.com
Mr. Jim Haney, City Attorney
Via email to: jhaney@omw.com
Ms. Cheryl D. Xanthos, Clerk to the Hearing Examiner [for file]
Via email to: cdxanthos@redmond.gov

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that Greg Wilson, on behalf of Wilmoor Development Corporation
(Appellant), filed an appeal of the City’s Technical Committee decision to deny a one-year
extension of the Rose Hill Cottages Site Plan Entitlement (File #LAND-2013-01720). Redmond
Zoning Code (RZC) 21.76.090.
An open record appeal hearing in the above-referenced case will be held on:
February 27, 2018, 10:00 AM
City Council Chambers
15670 NE 85th Street,
Redmond, Washington
ORDER ON APPEAL PROCEDURES
The following order is intended to facilitate a hearing and resolution of this matter:
1.

Motions: By Noon, February 6, 2018, two paper copies of any motions may be
submitted by any party to the Clerk to the Hearing Examiner of the City (who will

1

The RZC provides that as part of an appeal, the Appellant, Applicant, owner of the property subject to the
application, and the City are to be made parties to the appeal. RZC 21.76.060.I.3. If the Appellant is not
the property owner, the Appellant’s attorney shall make this information known to the Clerk to the Hearing
Examiner. Neighbors to the property sent an email request to the City, dated January 8, 2018, requesting
intervention. The RZC does not provide for intervention in appeals before the Hearing Examiner. RZC
21.76.060.I.3.

Pre-Hearing Order
City of Redmond Hearing Examiner
Wilmoor Development Corporation, Administrative Decision Appeal
No. HEA-2018-01; No. LAND-2013-01720
Page 1 of 2

forward one copy to the Hearing Examiner), with a copy to the other party. By Noon,
February 13, 2018, two paper copies of any response to motions may be submitted by
any party to the Clerk to the Hearing Examiner of the City (who will forward one copy to
the Hearing Examiner), with copy to the other party.
2.

Witness and Document Lists: By Noon, February 20, 2018, the parties shall provide to
the other party, with two paper copies to the Clerk to the Hearing Examiner (who will
forward one copy to the Hearing Examiner), the following:
a. a witness list
b. a documents list
c. copies of the documents

The witness list shall include the name, address and telephone number of each witness. If
the witness will be providing expert testimony, the witness list shall also identify the
witness’s area of expertise. Only those witnesses and documents identified shall be
allowed at the hearing. Objections to admission may be made at the hearing; if no
objection is made the document will be deemed admitted. All parties to the appeal shall
have an opportunity to cross-examine witnesses. Copies of documents shall be tabbed
and designated as follows: Appellant (A-1, A-2, etc.) and City (C-1, C-2, etc.).
3.

Hearing Presentation: The issues that may be addressed at the appeal hearing are limited
to those identified in the appeal statement. The general format of the appeal hearing shall
be as follows:
a.
b.
c.
d.

4.

Introductory remarks by the Hearing Examiner
Presentation of Appellant witnesses, and cross-examination of those witnesses by the City
Presentation of City witnesses, and cross-examination of those witnesses by the Appellant
Closing arguments, if any, by the City, and Appellant.

The parties are encouraged to discuss settlement and to notify the Clerk to the Hearing
Examiner of any settlement reached prior to the scheduled hearing.

SO ORDERED this 16th day of January 2018.

Andrew M. Reeves
Hearing Examiner
Sound Law Center
Pre-Hearing Order
City of Redmond Hearing Examiner
Wilmoor Development Corporation, Administrative Decision Appeal
No. HEA-2018-01; No. LAND-2013-01720
Page 2 of 2

EXHIBIT M

ISSUE, Black's Law Dictionary (10th ed. 2014)

Black's Law Dictionary (10th ed. 2014), issue
ISSUE
Bryan A. Garner, Editor in Chief
Preface | Guide | Legal Abbreviations
issue vb. (14c) 1. To accrue <rents issuing from land> 2. To be put forth officially <without probable cause, the search
warrant will not issue> 3. To send out or distribute officially <issue process> <issue stock>. — issuance, n.
Westlaw. © 2014 Thomson Reuters. No Claim to Orig. U.S. Govt. Works.
End of Document

© 2018 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.

© 2018 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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EXHIBIT N

5/8/2018

Issue | Deﬁnition of Issue by Merriam-Webster

1

issue

noun | is·sue | \ ˈi-(ˌ)shü , chiefly Southern ˈi-shə , chiefly British ˈis-(ˌ)yü \
Popularity: Top 10% of words

| Updated on: 5 May 2018

Tip: Synonym Guide
Examples: ISSUE in a Sentence

Definition of ISSUE
1

issues plural : proceeds from a source of revenue (such as an estate)

2

: the action of going, coming, or flowing out : EGRESS , EMERGENCE

3

: a means or place of going out : EXIT , OUTLET

4

: OFFSPRING , PROGENY

5

a : a final outcome that usually constitutes a solution (as of a problem) or
resolution (as of a difficulty)
b obsolete : a final conclusion or decision about something arrived at after
consideration

· died without issue

c archaic : TERMINATION , END

· hope that his enterprise would have a prosperous issue —T. B. Macaulay

6

a : a matter that is in dispute between two or more parties
b (1) : a vital or unsettled matter
have issues with his behavior

· economic issues (2) :

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/issue?utm_campaign=sd&utm_medium=serp&utm_source=jsonld

CONCERN , PROBLEM

·I
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c : the point at which an unsettled matter is ready for a decision
matter to an issue
7

: a discharge (as of blood) from the body

8

a : something coming forth from a specified source
imagination

· brought the

· issues of a disordered

b obsolete : DEED
9

the next
·
issue of commemorative stamps · issue of supplies by the quartermaster
b : the thing or the whole quantity of things given out at one time · read the
latest issue
a : the act of publishing or officially giving out or making available

—issueless

\ˈi-shü-ləs\ adjective

—at issue
1 : in a state of controversy : in disagreement
2 or less commonly in issue : under discussion or in dispute

See issue defined for English-language learners
See issue defined for kids

Examples of ISSUE in a Sentence
She is concerned with a variety of social issues.
Water purity is a public health issue.
The President's speech addressed a number of important issues.
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/issue?utm_campaign=sd&utm_medium=serp&utm_source=jsonld
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campaign issues like education and defense
The issue is poverty, not race: to talk about race is simply to confuse the issue.
The case involves some complicated legal issues.
He should stop dodging the issue and make a decision now.
There's an interesting article on page 12 of this issue.
the most recent issue of the magazine

A Mother's Day deal any
mom would love.

Recent Examples of ISSUE from the Web
Worker classification is the core issue in recent labor disputes between unions and
trucking firms serving the Los Angeles and Long Beach ports.
— Andrew Khouri, latimes.com, "California's top court makes it more difficult for
employers to classify workers as independent contractors," 1 May 2018
Media: Sports Illustrated The Rockets could benefit from some difficulties in the
second half if only to keep them grounded, something that was an issue with a 27point first half lead.
— Jonathan Feigen, Houston Chronicle, "Rockets working to correct second-half
issues against Jazz," 1 May 2018
Infantilizing women is an issue that arisen in the administration before, from policies
that jeopardize women's health care and beyond.
— Caitlin Wolper, Teen Vogue, "Chief of Staff John Kelly Reportedly Called
President Trump an Idiot, Said Women Are More Emotional," 1 May 2018

These example sentences are selected automatically from various online news sources to reflect current usage of the
word 'issue.' Views expressed in the examples do not represent the opinion of Merriam-Webster or its editors. Send us
feedback.

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/issue?utm_campaign=sd&utm_medium=serp&utm_source=jsonld
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Origin and Etymology of ISSUE
Middle English, exit, proceeds, from Anglo-French, from issir to come out, go out,
from Latin exire to go out, from ex- + ire to go; akin to Goth iddja he went, Greek ienai
to go, Sanskrit eti he goes
SINCE 1828

MENU

NEW! Time Traveler
ISSUE

Synonyms

Synonyms
aftereffect, aftermath, backwash, child, conclusion, consequence, corollary,
development, effect, fate, fruit, outcome, outgrowth, product, result, resultant,
sequel, sequence, upshot

2

issue
verb

Definition of ISSUE
issued;

issuing

intransitive verb
1

a : to go, come, or flow out
b : to come forth : EMERGE

· profits issuing from the sale of the stock

2

: ACCRUE

3

archaic : to descend from a specified parent or ancestor

4

: to be a consequence or final outcome : EMANATE , RESULT

5

: to appear or become available through being officially put forth or distributed
the Scenes

6

: EVENTUATE , TERMINATE

transitive verb
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/issue?utm_campaign=sd&utm_medium=serp&utm_source=jsonld
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1

: to cause to come forth : DISCHARGE , EMIT

2

a : to put forth or distribute usually officially
issue orders
·
b : to send out for sale or circulation :
stamp

· government issued a new airmail

PUBLISH

c British : PROVIDE 2b, SUPPLY
—issuer noun

See issue defined for English-language learners

Examples of ISSUE in a Sentence
Each employee will be issued an identification card.
The Post Office will issue a new first-class stamp.
The company plans to raise money by issuing more stock.
The bank will be issuing a new credit card.
the bank's newly issued credit card
The king issued a decree forbidding all protests.
A severe storm warning has been issued.
The police have issued a warrant for her arrest.
A steady flow of lava issued from a crack in the rock.

Recent Examples of ISSUE from the Web
Hund-Mejean said the firm’s cross-border volume growth was helped by Chinese
lenders once again issuing credit cards with foreign-payment networks such as
Mastercard.
— Bloomberg.com, "Mastercard Profit Boosted by Card Customers Traveling
Abroad," 2 May 2018
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/issue?utm_campaign=sd&utm_medium=serp&utm_source=jsonld
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Members kept close tabs on the comprehensive zoning and issued a recommendation
on each rezoning request.
— David Anderson, The Aegis, "Friends of Harford reminds the public of the power
of the zoning code," 2 May 2018
Related stories from Kansas City Star Thousands without power as storm fuels
tornadoes, downs power lines, delays flights 'Very difficult to see': Tornado warning
issued in south KC metro area until 9:45 p.m.
— Max Londberg, kansascity, "Tornado touches down west of Belton, Weather
Service says, heading for Lee's Summit | The Kansas City Star," 2 May 2018

These example sentences are selected automatically from various online news sources to reflect current usage of the
word 'issue.' Views expressed in the examples do not represent the opinion of Merriam-Webster or its editors. Send us
feedback.

First Known Use of ISSUE
14th century
in the meaning defined at intransitive sense 1a
SEE WORDS FROM THE SAME YEAR

NEW! Time Traveler
ISSUE

Synonyms

Synonyms
cast, discharge, emanate, emit, evolve, exhale, expel, give out, irradiate, radiate,
release, send (out), shoot, throw out, vent
Near Antonyms

Synonym Discussion of ISSUE
SPRING , ARISE , RISE , ORIGINATE , DERIVE , FLOW , ISSUE , EMANATE , PROCEED , STEM

mean to come

up or out of something into existence. SPRING implies rapid or sudden emerging.

may both convey the fact of coming
·into existence or notice but oftenand
stresses gradual growth or ascent. ⟨ · new
questions have arisen ⟩ ⟨ · slowly rose to prominence ⟩
implies a definite

⟨ an idea that springs to mind ⟩

ARISE

RISE

RISE

ORIGINATE

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/issue?utm_campaign=sd&utm_medium=serp&utm_source=jsonld
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source or starting point. ⟨ the fire originated in the basement ⟩ DERIVE implies a prior

·

existence in another form. ⟨ the holiday derives from an ancient Roman feast ⟩ FLOW

·

adds to SPRING a suggestion of abundance or ease of inception. ⟨ words flowed easily

·

from her pen ⟩ ISSUE suggests emerging from confinement through an outlet. ⟨ blood
issued from the cut ⟩ EMANATE applies to the coming of something immaterial (such as

·

a thought) from a source. ⟨ reports emanating from the capital ⟩ PROCEED stresses

·

place of origin, derivation, parentage, or logical cause. ⟨ advice that proceeds from
the best of intentions ⟩ STEM implies originating by dividing or branching off from

·

something as an outgrowth or subordinate development. ⟨ industries stemming
from space research ⟩

Financial Definition of ISSUE

issue
noun

What It Is
Issue refers to a legal entity -- i.e., government, corporation, or investment trust -that develops, registers and sells securities to the investing public in order to
finance its own operations.

How It Works
The most commonly issued securities are bonds, notes, commercial paper, common
stock and preferred stock.
Let's assume that Company ABC makes a public offering of shares in order to
finance its business expansion. Company ABC, the issuer of the stock, must file a
prospectus with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) summarizing the
stock offering, associated risk and financial information of the company.

Why It Matters
Issuers are legally responsible for the securities they issue. To fulfill their legal
obligations to investors, they must follow strict reporting standards as set by the
SEC, including quarterly reporting of financial performance and conditions, material

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/issue?utm_campaign=sd&utm_medium=serp&utm_source=jsonld
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developments and all operational activities required by regulations in the
jurisdictions of the security.
Disclosure requirements for issuing companies were outlined by the Securities Act
of 1933 and became more stringent when the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 was
passed into law. Annual and quarterly statements, prospectuses, press releases
and other reports issued by publicly traded companies are available for download
at the SEC website, {ia_ext|www.sec.gov|http://www.sec.gov}. Never invest in a
company's debt or stock without reviewing all of the documents mentioned above.
Source: Investing Answers

issuer
noun

What It Is
The term issuer refers to a legal entity -- i.e., government, corporation, or
investment trust -- that develops, registers and sells securities to the investing
public in order to finance its own operations.

How It Works
The most commonly issued securities are bonds, notes, commercial paper, common
stock and preferred stock.
Let's assume that Company ABC makes a public offering of shares in order to
finance its business expansion. Company ABC, the issuer of the stock, must file a
prospectus with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) summarizing the
stock offering, associated risk and financial information of the company.

Why It Matters
Issuers are legally responsible for the securities they issue. To fulfill their legal
obligations to investors, they must follow strict reporting standards as set by the
SEC, including quarterly reporting of financial performance and conditions, material
developments and all operational activities required by regulations in the
jurisdictions of the security.
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/issue?utm_campaign=sd&utm_medium=serp&utm_source=jsonld
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Disclosure requirements for issuing companies were outlined by the Securities Act
of 1933 and became more stringent when the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 was
passed into law. Annual and quarterly statements, prospectuses, press releases
and other reports issued by publically-traded companies are available for download
at the SEC website, {ia_ext|www.sec.gov|http://www.sec.gov}. Never invest in a
company's debt or stock without reviewing all of the documents mentioned above.
Source: Investing Answers

Phrases Related to ISSUE
Related Phrases
back issues
force the issue
have issues
make an issue of
take issue with
without issue

ISSUE Defined for English Language Learners

issue
noun

Definition of ISSUE for English Language Learners
: something that people are talking about, thinking about, etc. : an important
subject or topic
: the version of a newspaper, magazine, etc., that is published at a particular time
: the act of officially making something available or giving something to people to be
used : the act of issuing something
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/issue?utm_campaign=sd&utm_medium=serp&utm_source=jsonld
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issue
verb

Definition of ISSUE for English Language Learners
: to give (something) to someone in an official way : to give or supply (something) to
(someone)
: to make (something) available to be sold or used
: to announce (something) in a public and official way

ISSUE Defined for Kids

1

issue

noun | is·sue | \ ˈi-shü \

Definition of ISSUE for Students

· Let's not argue about this issue.

1

: something that is discussed or disputed

2

: the version of a newspaper or magazine that is published at a particular time

3

: the action of going, coming, or flowing out

4

: OFFSPRING , PROGENY

5

: a giving off (as of blood) from the body

6

: the act of bringing out, offering, or making available

· That is the river's place of issue.

announced the issue of new stamps.

i

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/issue?utm_campaign=sd&utm_medium=serp&utm_source=jsonld

· The post office
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2

issue
verb

Definition of ISSUE for Students
issued;

issuing

1

: to go, come, or flow out

2

: to distribute officially

3
4

· Smoke issued from the chimney.

· Police are issuing tickets.
: to announce officially · A storm warning has been issued.
: to send out for sale or circulation

Medical Dictionary

issue
noun | is·sue | \ ˈish-(ˌ)ü, chiefly British ˈis-(ˌ)yü \

Medical Definition of ISSUE
1

: PROGENY

2

a : a discharge (as of blood) from the body that is caused by disease or other
physical disorder or that is produced artificially
woman having an issue of blood twelve years, which had spent all her
· aliving
upon physicians —Luke 8:43 (Authorized Version)

b : an incision made to produce such a discharge

Law Dictionary

1

issue

noun | is·sue | \ ˈi-ˌshü, -ˌsyü \
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/issue?utm_campaign=sd&utm_medium=serp&utm_source=jsonld
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Legal Definition of ISSUE
1

plural : proceeds from a source of revenue (as an estate)
profits

2

: one or more lineal descendants

3

· rents, issues, and

· died without issue — compare ,
a : a vital question or problem cited a national security issue raised an issue
·
·
of public safety
CHILD HEIR

b : a matter of dispute between two or more parties; specifically : a single
material point of fact or law in litigation that is affirmed by one side and denied
by the other and that is a subject of the final determination (as by jury) of the
proceedings
— genuine issue
: an issue of fact that requires adjudication by trial rather than summary
judgment because sufficient evidence exists to support a verdict for the
party opposing the motion for summary judgment
NOTE: The burden is on the party moving for summary judgment to show
that no genuine issue is in dispute.
— issue of fact
: a dispute about a material fact that is raised by pleadings and that must
be resolved by a decision under the law in order to become res judicata
— issue of law
: a question specifically regarding the application of law to a case

the jury on various issues of law —United States v. Levine,
· instructed
41 F.3d 607 (1994)

c : the point at which a legal matter is ready for determination (as by trial)
pleadings and brought the case to issue
4

· filed

a : the offering or selling of a group of securities by a corporation or government
new bond issue
·b a: the
securities offered or sold in such a group

· sold the entire issue

—at issue also in issue
: under discussion or in dispute
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2

issue

verb | is·sue | \ ˈi-shü \

Legal Definition of ISSUE
issued;

issuing

intransitive verb
1
2

· profits issuing from the sale of the stock
: to become available or be put forth by authority · waited for the search
warrant to issue
: ACCRUE

transitive verb
: to put forth or distribute usually officially
credit

· issue a subpoena · issue bonds · issue

—issuer noun

Learn More about ISSUE
Thesaurus: All synonyms and antonyms for issue
Spanish Central: Translation of issue
Nglish: Translation of issue for Spanish speakers
Britannica English: Translation of issue for Arabic speakers

Seen and Heard
What made you want to look up issue? Please tell us where you read or heard it
(including the quote, if possible).
SHOW 24 COMMENTS
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Love words? Need even more definitions?
Subscribe to America's largest dictionary and get thousands more definitions and
advanced search—ad free!
MERRIAM-WEBSTER UNABRIDGED

W O R D O F T H E D AY

menagerie
a collection of animals kept for exhibit
Get Word of the Day daily email!
SUBSCRIBE

Your email address

TRENDING NOW

1 pansexual
'sexual desire or attraction...not limited to a particular gender identity or sexu…

2 symbiote
'an organism living in symbiosis'

3 charlatan
'faker or fraud'

4 lowlife
'a person of low moral character'

5 kakistocracy
'government by the worst people'
SEE ALL

BROWSE DICTIONARY

issuance
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/issue?utm_campaign=sd&utm_medium=serp&utm_source=jsonld
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issuant

issue
Issus
Issyk Kul
TEST YOUR VOCABULARY

Name that Thing: Flower Edition

Name that flower

goldenrod

wisteria

rhododendron

forsythia

Test your visual vocabulary with our 10-question challenge!
TA K E T H E Q U I Z

Test Your Knowledge - and learn some interesting things along the way.
TA K E T H E Q U I Z

W O R D S AT P L AY
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/issue?utm_campaign=sd&utm_medium=serp&utm_source=jsonld
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There Is No Such Word As
"..."
We assure you these words are
real.

9 Ways to Criticize
Words for calling someone out

'Versus' vs. 'Verses'
The ultimate battle.

ASK THE EDITORS
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/issue?utm_campaign=sd&utm_medium=serp&utm_source=jsonld
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2017 Word of the Year:
Behind the Scenes
How we chose 'feminism'

Words of the Year: 1066
Or, Why Pig Meat is Called
'Pork' and Cow Meat is Called…

Literally
How to use a word that
(literally) drives some people…
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WORD GAMES

Name that Thing: Flower
Edition
Can you correctly identify these
flowers?
TA K E T H E Q U I Z

April 2018 Words of the Day
Quiz
The rhyming verb edition.
TA K E T H E Q U I Z

Name That Thing
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/issue?utm_campaign=sd&utm_medium=serp&utm_source=jsonld
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Test your visual vocabulary

…

TA K E T H E Q U I Z

Learn a new word every day. Delivered to your inbox!

Your email address
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EXHIBIT O

OFFICIAL, Black's Law Dictionary (10th ed. 2014)

Black's Law Dictionary (10th ed. 2014), official
OFFICIAL
Bryan A. Garner, Editor in Chief
Preface | Guide | Legal Abbreviations
official (ə-fish-əl) adj. (16c) 1. Of, relating to, or involving an office or position of trust or authority <official duties>.
2. Authorized or approved by a proper authority <a company's official policy>.
Westlaw. © 2014 Thomson Reuters. No Claim to Orig. U.S. Govt. Works.
End of Document

© 2018 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.

© 2018 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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EXHIBIT P

CITY OF REDMOND
RESOLUTION NO. 1380

I

A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY
OF REDMOND,
WASHINGTON,
APPROVING UPDATED
ADMINISTRATIVE RULES OF PROCEDURE FOR THE
DESIGN
REVIEW
BOARD,
HEARING
EXAMINER,
LANDMARK COMMISSION, PLANNING COMMISSION, AND
TECHNICAL COMMITTEE

WHEREAS,

the

City

of

Redmond

comprehensively

updated

and

adopted the Redmond Zoning Code (RZC) on April 5, 2011; and
WHEREAS,

administrative

rules

Review Board, Hearing Examiner,

of

procedure

for

the

Design

Planning Commission, and Technical

Committee are no longer located in the RZC; and
WHEREAS,

I

Commission

administrative rules of procedure for the Landmark

were

never

located

in

the

zoning

code

or

its

predecessor; and
WHEREAS,

administrative

rules

of procedure

for

the

above-

named bodies require updates for consistency with their enabling
legislation in Title 4 of the Redmond Municipal Code

(RMC)

and

relevant provisions of the RZC; and
WHEREAS,

each

of

updated administrative
1,

2,

3,

4,

and 5,

the
rules

above-named

bodies

of procedure as

attached hereto and

has

shown

approved

in Exhibits

incorporated herein by

this reference as if set forth in full; and
WHEREAS,

II

the

City

Council

has

reviewed

the

updated

administrative rules of procedure and wishes to approve them.
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Ordinance No. 2668
AM No. 12-165

I

NOW , THEREFORE , THE

CITY

COUNCIL

OF

THE

CITY

OF

REDMOND ,

WAS HINGTON , HEREBY RESOLVES AS FOLLOWS :
Section 1 .
The

City

Administrative

Council

approves

Rules

updated

of

Pr ocedure

adminis t rative

Approved .
rules

of

procedure for the Design Review Board , Hearing Examiner , Landmark
Commission ,

Planning Commission ,

and Technical Co mmittee as sho wn

in Exhibits 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , and 5 .
ADOPTED

by

the

Redmond

City

Council

this

20th

day

of

November , 2 0 12 .
APPROVED :

I

MARCHI ONE , MAYOR
ATTEST :

(SEAL )

FI LED WITH THE CITY CLERK :
PASS ED BY THE CI TY COUNCIL :
EFFECTIVE DATE :
RESOLUTI ON NO. 1380

I

APPROVED 6- 0 :

Page 2 of 2

November 14 , 2012
November 20, 2012
No vember 20 , 2 0 12

Allen , flynn , Ma r geson , Myer s , Stilin and Vache

Resolucion No . 1380
Ordi nance No . 2668
AM No . 12-165

I

Exhibit 5: Technical Committee Rules
L

Membership

!L

Review of Materials

l.!L

Meetings

!\L

Procedure for Submittal of Applications to the Technical Committee

V.

Decisions of the Technical Committee

VI.

Fees

Y!L

Guidelines for EIS Preparation and Consultant Selection

VIII.

Review Criteria

.!.&

Appeals

Exhibit A

I

City of Redmond Technical Committee, Guidelines for EIS Preparation and Consultant

Selection
As required by the Redmond Municipal Code, the Technical Committee hereby adopts the following operational
rules and procedures:

I. Membership.
The Technical Committee shall be composed of the individuals as noted in RMC 4.50.030.
II. Review of Materials.
All application materials submitted to the Committee will be reviewed and circulated to the Technical
Committee members to review by the Committee.

Ill. Meetings.
The Technical Committee shall meet every Wednesday at 9:30a.m. in the Council Conference Room of
City Hall unless members are otherwise notified. Meetings may be delayed, postponed or re-scheduled at
the discretion of the Director of Planning or Director of Public Works.
The meetings will not be open to the public except by invitation. However, the Planning Director and
Public Works Director may arrange to meet separately with applicants or interested citizens.
IV. Procedure for Submittal of Applications to the Technical Committee.

A

I

Application Procedure. Applications to be submitted to the Technical Committee for review at a

regular meeting must be submitted to the Planning Department no later than six working days prior
to the meeting.

Exhibit 5: Technical Committee Ruks
Page 1 of 4

-I-

November 20, 2012

Resolution No. 1380
AM No. 12-165

Where application requirements are not defined by the Zoning Code, the Planning Department
will be responsible for maintaining a list of requirements.
8.

I

Scheduling. Items that require Technical Committee review will not be scheduled until the

application is deemed complete pursuant to the applicable application submittal requirements
checklist. Applications will be scheduled within two weeks of the submittal date, unless the volume
of applications is such that additional time is necessary.

If the Technical Committee requires

additional information, a letter stating the additional information shall be provided to the applicant.
The application will be rescheduled upon submittal of the required information by the applicant.
V. Decisions of the Technical Committee.
Decisions of the Technical Committee shall be transmitted in written form to the applicant. All preliminary
review and final approval letters must be reviewed and signed by the Director of Public Works and the
Director of Planning or their designated representatives.
VI. Fees.
The Technical Committee shall periodically review fees for land use permit application review and other
permit applications and submit a recommendation to the City Council.
When a land use permit application has been denied by the Technical Committee, revisions or alterations
to that plan may be submitted to the Technical Committee without additional fees within six months of the

I

original submittal.
VII. Guidelines for EIS Preparation and Consultant Selection.
When an EIS is required under the provisions of this law, procedures adopted by the Technical
Committee and attached as Exhibit A shall apply.
VIII. Review Criteria.
The Technical Committee will analyze proposals in terms of conformance to codes, policies and specific

review criteria established in RZC 21.76, Review Procedures.
IX. Appeals.
Appeals of final decisions of the Technical Committee may be made directly to the City Council under
provisions of RZC 21.76.060(1) Appeals to Hearing Examiner on Type I and Type II Permits.

Exhibit A. City of Redmond Technical Committee Guidelines for Environmental impact Statement (EIS)
preparation and Consultant Selection.The Technical Committee has adopted the position that an
individual proposing a project that requires an EIS should carry the cost burden of that EIS., The City may
hire a consultant who reports directly to the City while preparing the EIS. Costs of printing are also
expected to be paid by the applicant. However, it will be the responsibility of the City to distribute and mail

I

the documents.

Exhibit 5: Tt:clmical Committct:: Rules
Page 2 of 4
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I

Control of Contents
The Technical Committee requires that control of the information compiled in the EIS should remain with
the City. This ensures that an objective EIS is prepared in a professional manner, and reduces the
problem of assuring adequacy of the statement. Under State law, the Technical Committee is designated
as the "Responsible Official", and must be fully responsible for assuring the City's and the applicant's
compliance with SEPA..
All requirements related to the contents of the EIS and procedures to be followed are contained in RZC
21.70, State Environmental Policy Act Procedures, and the Washington Administrative Code, SEPA
Guidelines.
Notification of Qualified Consultants
After the Technical Committee has determined that an EIS is required, the Planning Department will
assemble a short list of consultants who are qualified to prepare an EIS. The applicant may also submit a
list of preferred consultants. No consultant will be considered who is presently involved in any consulting
work with the applicant. A meeting may then be held with interested consultants to explain the EIS
process and the proposed action, and request them to submit proposals on the scope of work and costs.

I

Selection of Consultant
Upon receipt of the proposals, the staff will review them for cost, experience, qualifications, work program,
and proposed time to completion. The final choice of a consultant by the Technical Committee. will be
based on a combination of these factors and not on the lowest cost. However, every effort will be made
by the staff to minimize costs while assuring a responsible document.
Award of Contract
After awarding the EIS contract to the most qualified consultant, the Technical Committee will notify the
applicant of the selection. Signing of the contract will take place only after the applicant has guaranteed
payment for work done under the contract. This can be done in a number of ways including a line of credit
from a bank, transfer of funds to the City, etc. When the funds are in the City's control, the contract is
signed by the City and the consultant, and submitted to the City Council for approval if necessary.
Contracts will be fixed price only.
Final Payment
The City will pay the consultant a portion of the cost upon delivery of the draft EIS, and the remainder
upon delivery of the final EIS. If there are funds remaining in the account, these will be transferred back to
the applicant. If extra or unforeseen costs are incurred in the preparation of the EIS beyond those

I

specified in the contract, a change order to the contract will be required and the applicant must guarantee
the funds before EIS preparation continues.

Exhibit 5: Technical Committt..·c Rules
Page 3 of 4
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Division of Lead Agency Responsibility
When an agreement has been made to share or divide lead agency status as provided by WAC 197-11-

I

944, the Technical Committee may elect to use an alternative procedure for selection and management of
consultants provided adequate control of the preparation process is maintained by the City's responsible
officials.

I

I
ExhibitS: Technic:!! Commince R!J!es
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2
3

4

5
6
7

BEFORE THE HEARING EXAMINER
FOR THE CITY OF REDMOND

8

9
10
11

In the Matter of the Appeal of

NO. HEA-2018-03
NO. LAND-2013-01720

Barry Schnell,
Of an Administrative Decision

DECLARATION OF STEVEN
FISCHER

12
13

14
15
16
17
18

I, Steven Fischer, declare as follows:
1.

I am over the age of 18. I make this declaration based on my personal knowledge and

am competent to testify to the facts stated in this declaration.
2.

I am the Development Review Division Manager for the City of Redmond. I have held

this position since January of 2014. Before I became the Development Review Division Manager, I
was a principle planner for the City of Redmond (from July, 2008 to January, 20 14); a senior planner

19
for the City of Redmond (from August, 1998 to July, 2008); and a planner for the City of Redmond
20
21

(from July, 1997 to August, 1998). Over my over 20-year career with the City of Redmond's planning

22

depat1ment, I have become quite familiar with the city' s interpretation of many provisions of the

23

Redmond Zoning Code. These include RZC 2 1.76.060.1.2.c, governing the running of the appeal

24

period for decisions of the Technical Committee.

25
26

3.

On September 22, 2017, I expressed the city's interpretation to another area resident,

Ms. Laura Chan. Ms. Chan had contacted the City of Redmond about appealing the Technical
Bricklin & Newman, LLP

DECLARATION OF STEVEN FISCHER- 1

i\ttomcvs at Law
1424 f-our1h A;·cnuc, Suire 500
Seattle \VA 9Bl01
Tel. (206) 264-H600
Fax. (206) 264-9300

Committee's September 20 decision. In response, I expressed the city's view that the decision would

2
3

not be "issued" until a final, signed letter was sent out, and that the appeal period would start after that
date. I wrote: "The action that can be appealed is the Technical Committee decision that is contained

4
in the approval letter. Once it is issued, you must file an appeal within the prescribed time period
5
6
7
8
9

described in the letter".
I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Washington that the
foregoing is true and correct.
Dated this 8

ay of May,

at~cc\ \'Vy,.) t--lc\

, Washington.

IO
II
12

13
14
15
16

17
18
19
20
21

22

23
24
25

26
Bricklin & Newman, LLP
Attorneys at Law

DECLARATION OF STEVEN FISCHER - 2

1424 Fourth Avenue, Suite 500

Scarclc Wt\ 98 !0 1
Tel. (206) 264-8600
Fax. (206) 264-9300
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5
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8
9

10
11
12
13
14

BEFORE THE HEARING EXAMINER
FOR THE CITY OF REDMOND
In the Matter of an Appeal of
BARRY SCHNELL

STATE OF WASHINGTON

15
17

declare as follows:

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

DECLARATION OF SERVICE

of an Administrative Decision

COUNTY OF KING

16

NO. HEA-2018-03
NO. LAND-2013-01720

)
)
)

ss.

I, PEGGY S. CAHILL, under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Washington,
I am the legal assistant for Bricklin & Newman, LLP, attorneys for Barry Schnell herein. On
the date and in the manner indicated below, I caused the Response by Appellant Barry Schnell to
Wilmoor Development Corporation’s Motion for Summary Dismissal; Declaration of Barry Schnell;
Declaration of Bryan Telegin; and Declaration of Steven Fischer to be served on:
Vicki E. Orrico
Johns Monroe Mitsunaga Kolouskova, PLLC
11201 SE 8th Street, Suite 120
Bellevue, WA 98004
(Attorneys for Applicant Wilmoor Development Corporation)

DECLARATION OF SERVICE - 1

Bricklin & Newman, LLP
Attorneys at Law
1424 Fourth Avenue, Suite 500
Seattle WA 98101
Tel. (206) 264-8600
Fax. (206) 264-9300

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

[ ] By United States Mail
[ ] By Legal Messenger
[ ] By Facsimile
[ ] By Federal Express/Express Mail
[X] By E-Mail to orrico@jmmlaw.com; lamp@jmmlaw.com
Cheryl D. Xanthos, Clerk to Hearing Examiner
City of Redmond
Hearing Examiner’s Office
City of Redmond
15670 NE 85th Street
Redmond, WA 98052
[ ] By United States Mail
[X] By Legal Messenger
[ ] By Facsimile
[ ] By Federal Express/Express Mail
[X] By E-Mail to cdxanthos@redmond.gov
James E. Haney
Kate Hambley
Ogden Murphy Wallace, PLLC
901 Fifth Avenue, Suite 3500
Seattle, WA 98164-2008
(Attorneys for City of Redmond)
[ ] By United States Mail
[ ] By Legal Messenger
[ ] By Facsimile
[ ] By Federal Express/Express Mail
[X] By E-Mail to jhaney@omwlaw.com; khambley@omwlaw.com; cmace@omwlaw.com
DATED this 9th day of May, 2018, at Seattle, Washington.

21

_____________________________________
PEGGY S. CAHILL
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24
25
26
DECLARATION OF SERVICE - 2

Bricklin & Newman, LLP
Attorneys at Law
1424 Fourth Avenue, Suite 500
Seattle WA 98101
Tel. (206) 264-8600
Fax. (206) 264-9300

